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Figure 2.5 shows which selection confirmation methods support these features. Item

entry is not feasible because it does not allow reselection. Boundary crossing,

dwelling and events distinct from pen movements support both reselection and

pairing. We discount ”events distinct from pen movement" because it requires

additional input sensors like pen buttons or a pressure sensing pen.

Figure 2.5 indicates that boundary crossing and dwelling are the only applicable

choices. Boundary crossing is preferable because a visible boundary (i.e., the edge of

a menu) gives precise information as to when selection will occur. This information

is not visible if dwelling is used. Furthermore, waiting for a dwelling to occur slows

interaction. It is also possible to use pen release as a confirmation method if pairing

is not required and the item being selected is the last in a series of selections.

We implemented boundary crossing by having selection confirmation occur when

the user crossed over the outer edge of a menu item. Specifically, selection

previewing occurred as long as the user stayed within the circle of the menu.

Selection confirmation occurred when the user moved outside the circle. We

discovered, in practice, that boundary crossing created a problem. As a user moves

away from the center of the menu to confirm an item, the item's sub—menu pops up

when the outer boundary is crossed. Unless a user moves very slowly, one is still

moving when the sub—menu appears. This results in one of the items in the sub-

menu being selected immediately. If the user is moving fast, the boundary point for

the sub—menu may have already been crossed and this results in an erroneous

selection confirmation. Even if the boundary point was not crossed, this

overshooting in the sub—menu causes reselection to be the first action to occur each

time a sub—menu is popped up. This means that users are not rehearsing the

movement of drawing a mark, but are rather making a movement which involves

reselection. This approach was therefore unacceptable.
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To solve this problem, we used a hybrid approach which combines boundary

crossing and dwclling. The approach works as follows. As long as the pointer is

within some distance from the center of menu, a dwelling event is ignored.

Selection preview and reselection are therefore possible without the threat of an

accidental dwelling occurring. Once the boundary is crossed, selection preview and

reselection are still possible but, if the user dwells, the selected item is confirmed

and its sub—menu appears. This allowed users to use coarser movements to make

selections without fear of overshooting and selecting from sub—menus.

Dwelling is also consistent with press-and-wait. In both these activities, keeping the

pen pressed against the display and holding it triggers the display of a menu.

A selection can also be confirmed without dwelling by releasing the pen at any point

in the hierarchy of a menu. This allows any item in the hierarchy to be selected and

also signals selection termination.

2.5.6. Mark ambiguities

The current design presents a dilemma if we Consider using marks to make

selections from hierarchies of menus. The idea behind using marks for selection is

Selection confirmation event allows allows allows

mimicking reselection? pairing?

marking?

events distinct from pen yes yes yes

movement

(* yes in the non—hierarchic case)

( as long as the pointer is kept moving)

Figure 2.5: Different selection confirmation methods characteristics.
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that selection will be fast and fluid. This implies that we do not desire or expect a

user to ”include" dwellings when making selections using marks. This would be

unnatural and slow the marking process.

A problem can occur if dwellings are not included when making marks. Consider a

selection from a hierarchy that is two levels deep. Suppose the user makes a straight

line mark. Does the mark correspond to a selection from the parent menu or the

child menu? Figure 2.6 shows the problem. If dwellings no longer occur we cannot

disambiguate the selection. If we base the interpretation on boundary crossing, then

the mark is unambiguous. Unfortunately, this makes the size of a mark affect its

interpretation (i.e., the marks cannot be scaled).

One solution to this problem is called no category selections. It is based on the

observation that items which have subitems are generally categories of commands,

not commands themselves, and selecting a category is not a meaningful operation.

For example, when using linear hierarchic menus on the Macintosh, selecting the

”font" category leads to a menu of commands that change the font. Selecting ”font"

by itself (i.e., releasing the mouse button when ”font" is selected) performs no

operation. Therefore we assume that there is no need to select a category. Thus, we

can consider any straight line to be a selection into a submenu (case (b) in Figure

2.6). Note that this permits selection of certain menu items that are embedded in

submenus by drawing a short straight mark. We recommend designers put the

most popular item in a category in this position to promote efficiency.
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Figure 2.6.‘ Ambiguity in selectingfrom a hierarchy of menu items two levels deep

using a mark. Overlaid grayed menu show possible interpretations. In (a), the

interpretation is the selection of item I. However, (b) is another interpretation

according to boundary crossing rules (the selection of item 1.1). Interpretation by

boundary crossing is sensitive to the size ofmarks.

No category selections breaks down when the depth of the hierarchy is greater than

two. Suppose a user makes a ”’\" mark as shown in Figure 2.7 (a). The start of the

mark and the change in direction within the mark indicate two points of menu

selection. However, what indicates selection from the third level of menu? Figure

2.7 shows this problem. Once again, boundary crossing can be applied to derive an

unambiguous set of menu selections but this results in unscalable marks.

There are several solutions to this problem which preserve scaling. The first

solution, referred to as the n0—oping (from the phrase ”no operation”), is to simply

not permit a series of menu selections that result in a straight line. One way of

doing this involves making the item in the child menu that ”lines up" with the

selection angle of the parent a null operation. This ensures that the beginning of a

selection of a non-null item from a child menu is indicated by a change in angle.

Unfortunately, this ”wastes" a useful sector in a menu.
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Figure 2. 7: Possible interpretations of mark when selecting from hierarchies greater

that two levels deep. The straight line sections of the mark have no artifacts to indicate

whether the selection at thatpoint is being madefrom the parent orfrom the child.

A second solution is axis—shzfting. This involves rotating child menus such that no

item appears at the same angle as an item in the parent menu. Figure 2.8 shows an

example of this technique. Axis-shifting involves aligning the boundary between

two items in the child menu with the selection angle of the parent item. This ensures

that the beginning of a selection from child menu is indicated by a change in angle.

Axis-shifting avoids the wasted sectors that occur with no-oping.

This discussion has presented four solutions to hierarchic menu design which are

intended to produce an unambiguous vocabulary of marks. The four solutions are:

boundary crossing, no category selections, no—oping, and axis—shifting. The aspects

of the design that are affected by these solutions are: the ability to select any item

within the hierarchy, the ability to have mark interpretation independent of the size

of a mark, the ability to select leaf items with a single straight line, and the ability to

have all items in a menu active. These aspects may also vary relative to the depth of

the menu. Figure 2.9 summarizes this design space.

A solution can be chosen based on the demands of the menu. If menus are only one

or two levels deep and menu categories do not need to be selected, then no category

selections will work. Boundary crossing and axis-shifting are suitable when

hierarchies are more than two levels deep and category menu items need to be
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selected. Boundary crossing is also an acceptable solution if category items need to

be selected and mark scaling is not an issue.

Figure 2.8: Axis shifting rotates a child menu such that child menu items do not appear

on the same angle as the parent menu item. This results in a mark language where

selection confirmations are indicated by changes in angle. With this scheme marks can

be drawn at any size.
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select any allows all items

item? ” straight active?

lining”

-Yes

no category No (2) No (except Yes Yes Yes

selections in 1 deep

case)

Figure 2.9: Policies that avoid ambiguous interpretation ofmarking menu marks.

2.5.7. Display methods

There are several design options which concern how menus are displayed:

° Menu trail refers to leaving parent menus displayed as a user descends a hierarchy

of menu items.

° Menu overlap refers to displaying child menus over the top of parent menus.

These methods become important when backing up in a hierarchy of menus.

2.5.8. Backing-up the hierarchy

The ability to bacl<—up in a hierarchy of menus is useful for browsing menu items

and correcting mistakes. Backing—up can be one of three types: bacl<—up only to the

parent menu, bacl<—up to any ancestor menu, bacl<—up to any ancestor menu item.

Backing-up can be accomplished in several ways. Pointing to an item can trigger a

bacl<—up to the item, or an explicit action can trigger a bacl<—up (i.e., tapping the pen

triggers a back-up to the parent menu). A combination of these two methods can be

used (i.e., tapping on an item to bacl<—up to it). Lifting the pen is already used to

indicate selection termination, so the bacl<—up technique is restricted to pointing

while the pen is being dragged.
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Backing-up brings the roles of menu trail and menu overlap into play. Pointing to

the item in order to back—up to it requires that item be displayed on the screen.

Therefore a menu trail must be provided. However, child menu items may cover up

parent items making it impossible to point to ”covered" items. The design must

ensure that parent items are not covered up.

Design requirements dictate that backing—up in marking menus operates like

backing—up in traditional drag—through hierarchical menus: to back—up to a parent

menu item, a user points to it; the system then closes the currently displayed child

menu and displays the child menu of the parent item. We can adopt this scheme for

marking menus but it reduces the advantage of radial menu selection. Figure 2.10

shows the problem that occurs. A selection from a child menu may result in

pointing to a parent menu item and this causes an unintended back—up. A prototype

implementation of marking menus revealed this to be a real problem. The problem

could be avoided if a user is ”careful", but this tends to slow users down.

Figure 2.10: A problem with the backing up by pointing to a parent item. Is the user

selecting item a.c or backing up to item b?

To solve this problem, we could restrict marking menus to operate like linear menus

where selection occurs only if the user is pointing inside a menu item. This has two
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major disadvantages. First, it selection sensitive to the length of strokes, and second,

it massively reduces item size from a sector of the entire screen to the small sector of

the menu.

The solution is to reduce the size of the back-up targets. This is done by restricting

the back-up targets to the center hole of the parent menus. This drastically reduces

the probability of accidentally pointing to a back—up target. Furthermore, we

constrain the user to dwell on a center before back—up takes place. This allows the

user to ”pass through” centers without backup occurring. Figure 2.11 shows this

back-up scheme.

This approach has the restriction of only allowing back—up to parent menus.

Backing up to a parent menu and displaying another one of the child menus cannot

be combined in the same operation. Some hierarchic linear menus allow this.

However, this restriction permits fast and unconstrained selection when moving

forward in the hierarchy, while still allowing back-up.

This bacl<—up scheme has several more advantages. First, one can bacl<—up to any

parent menu, grandparent menu, etc. Second, menu overlap can occur just as long

as menu centers do not get covered. Finally, because backing-up actually returns

the cursor to parent menus, rather than redisplaying parent menu at the cursor

location, this reduces the chances of menus ”walking off" the screen (this problem is

further discussed in Section 6.2.3).
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Figure 2.11: Backing-up in hierarchic marking menus. In (I) the user moves into

the center of a parent menu and dwells momentarily. In (2) the system senses the

dwelling and backs-up to the parent menu by removing the child of item a. Selection

may then continue from the parent.

2.5.9. Aborting selection

Most menu systems have a way of specifying a null selection. Generally this is

accomplished by selecting outside a menu item. As explained previously, marking

menus allow selection to occur outside the item to make selection easier. To

circumvent this problem, the center hole of a menu is used to indicate no selection.

Lifting the pen within the center hole results in the menu selection being aborted.

A mark may be also be aborted. This involves either lifting the pen before the mark

is complete or turning the mark into an uninterpretable scrawl while drawing it.

2.5.10. Graphic designs and layout

During everyday use of marking menus we observed some problems with a ”pie"

graphical representation. First, as the number of items in the menu increases and

the length of labels increases, the size of the pie grows rapidly. This creates several

problems. First, having large areas of the screen display and undisplay is visually

annoying. Second, a large menu occludes too much of the screen. In many

situations, a menu associated with a graphical object must be popped up over the
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object. The problem is that displaying the menu completely hides the object. This

results in the context of the selection being lost. Third, large menus take time to

display and undisplay. In most systems, the image ”underneath ” a menu is saved

before a menu is displayed, and restored when a menu is undisplayed. When a

menu is very large, these operations take considerable amounts of time because

large sections of memory are being copied to and from the display. Also, algorithms

for sizing and laying out labels within the pie of the menu can be quite complex.

This makes the implementation of menu layout procedures complex. Complex

computations may also delay the display of menus.

To solve these problems we designed an alternate graphic layout for marking menus

called ”label"10. Figure 2.12 shows an example. This alternate design has several

advantages over a pie representation. First, it reduces the amount of screen that

changes when a marking menu is displayed and undisplayed, and therefore, it

reduces visual annoyance. Second, it occludes less of the screen than a pie

representation because only the menu center and labels are opaque. Thus more of

the context underneath a menu can be seen. This design also reduces the amount of

memory that must be copied to and from the display, and hence it reduces the

amount of time needed to display a menu.

Another issue of graphical layout is the problem of displaying menus near an edge

or corner of the screen. Pie menu systems deal with this issue by using a technique

called ”cursor warping”. Unfortunately, cursor warping is not suitable for pen-

based systems. In Chapter 6, we further discuss this issue and describe an

alternative to cursor warping.

Although not shown in Figure 2.12, marking menus have many standard features

found in traditional menus. For example, marking menus allow grayed-out and

checked items. Also, if an item has a submenu, a small circle appears to the right of

the label. The intention is that this circle represents the center hole of the submenu.

We also found it valuable to hide the labels of parent menus, thus reducing screen

clutter. The only portion of a parent menu that is displayed is the center hole (so a

user can point to it to back-up). We have also experimented with transparent menus

10 We acknowledge Mark Tapia for his assistance in designing and implementing the alternate graphical layout
for marking menus
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(b)

Figure 2.12.‘ An alternate graphic representationfor a radial menu “label Rather

than displaying “pie” shapes (a), only the labels and center are displayed (b). The

menu then occludes less ofdisplay and can be displayedfaster.

and graying out parent menus but a full discussion of these experiments is beyond

the scope of this dissertation.

2.5.11. Summary of design

The previous sections described and discussed various design features and options

of marking menus. We now summarize the features and indicate which design

options we elected to use.

Marking menus use discrimination by angle. Selection previewing in menu mode is

supported by dragging the pen into an item, and the item being highlighted.

Selection confirmation is indicated by a combination of boundary crossing and

dwelling. Selection termination is indicated by pen up.

To avoid mark ambiguities, we recommend three possible strategies: no-oping, no

category selections and axis-shifting. If menus require only a few items, no-oping

may be a suitable solution. If menus are only two levels deep and category selection

is not required, no category selection is a suitable solution. If menus require many
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menu items, and are more than two levels deep, axis-shifting must be used. In

practice, we used no category selection in many situations.

Making a selection in menu mode leaves a menu trail but only the center of parent

menu is displayed. We found in practice this reduces the visual clutter the would be

caused by the display of inactive parent menu items. Menus are allowed to overlap,

but because only the center of parent menu is displayed, this generally does not

cause visual confusion.

In menu mode, selection can be aborted by terminating the selection while pointing

to the center hole of a menu. In mark mode, selection can be aborted by turning the

mark into a ”scribble".

If a user dwells while drawing a mark, the system indicates the menu items that

would be selected by the mark by displaying the menus ”along" the mark. The

system then goes into menu mode. This process, called mark confirmation, can be

used to verify the items that are about to be selected by a mark or a portion of a

mark.

Marking menus can be displayed in either a ”pie" representation or a ”label”

representation. A ”label" representation is suitable when there is a need to

minimize the amount of screen occluded by the display of the menu.

2.6. SUMMARY

The success of an interaction technique depends not only on its acceptance by users

but also on its acceptance by interface designers and implementors. An ”industrial

strength" interaction technique must not only be effective for a user, but also have

the ability to co-exist with other interaction techniques, other paradigms, and

differing features of the software and hardware. Because of these demands, as in

many other interaction techniques, our motivation and design behind marking

menus is complex. What appears on the surface as a simple interaction technique is

actually based on many different motivations and has many design subtleties and

details.

In this chapter we defined marking menus and described the various motivations

for developing and evaluating them. These included providing marks for functions

which have no intuitive mark, supporting unfolding interface paradigms,
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simplifying mark recognition, maintaining compatibility with existing interfaces,

and supporting both novice and expert users. We are also motivated to study

marking menus as a way to evaluate the design principles they are based on.

We then outlined the issues involved in evaluating marking menus and proposed an

initial design. The major parameters to be evaluated concern the question of how

much functionality can be loaded on a marking menu. Essentially our research

focus is on establishing the limitations of marking menus so interface designers who

are utilizing marking menus can design accordingly. The remaining chapters

explore the limitations and characteristics of the design.
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Chapter 3: An empirical evaluation of

non-hierarchic marking menus

This chapter addresses basic questions about marking menu design variables: how

many items can marking menus contain; what kinds of input devices can be used in

conjunction with marking menus; how quickly can users learn the associations

between items and marks; how much is performance degraded by not using the

menu; and whether there is any advantage in using an ink-trail. This chapter

describes an experiment which addresses these questions. The approach is to pose

specific hypotheses about the relationship between important design variables and

performance, and then to test these hypotheses in the context of a controlled

experiment. The results of the experiment are then interpreted to provide answers

to the basic questions posed above.

In this experiment we limit our investigation to non-hierarchic marking menus. We

do this for several reasons. First, this experiment serves as a feasibility test of non-

hierarchic marking menus. If non-hierarchic marking menus prove feasible, then an

investigation of hierarchic marking menus is warranted. Second, we feel that the

characteristics of non-hierarchic marking menus must be understood before we can

begin to investigate hierarchic marking menus. Our findings on non-hierarchic

marking menus can then be used to refine our design and evaluation of hierarchic

marking menus. Third, this experiment addresses many factors. To include the

additional factor of hierarchic structuring would make the experiment too large and

impractical.

To date there is little research applicable to our investigation. Callahan, Hopkins,

Weiser, and Shneiderman (1988) investigated target seek time and error rates for 8-

item pie menus, but concentrated on comparing them to linear menus. In particular
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they were interested in what kind of information is best represented in pie menu

format. Section 2.3.1 described their results.

Our experiment focuses on selecting from marking menus using marks. To address

the questions posed at the start of this chapter, the experiment examines the effect

that the number of items in a menu, choice of input device, amount of practice, and

presence or absence of an inl<—trail or menu, has on response time and error rate.

3.1. THE EXPERIMENT

3.1.1. Design

In this experiment, we varied the number of items per menu and input device for

three groups of subjects and asked them to select target items as quickly as possible

from a series of simple pie menus. One group selected target items from fully

visible or ”exposed" menus (Exposed group). Since there is little cognitive load

involved in finding the target item from menus which are always present, we felt

that this group would reveal differences in articulation performance due to input

device and number of items in a menu.

Two other groups selected items from menus which were not visible (”hidden”

menus). In one group, the cursor left an ink-trail during selection (Marking group),

and in the other, it did not (Hidden group). The two hidden menu groups were

intended to uncover cognitive aspects of performance. Hiding the menus would

require the added cognitive load of either remembering the location of the target

item by remembering or mentally constructing the menu, or by remembering the

association between marks and the commands they invoke through repeated

practice. Comparing use of an ink-trail with no ink-trail was intended to reveal the

extent to which supporting the metaphor of marking and providing additional

visual feedback affects performance. The Exposed group provided a baseline to

measure the amount that performance degraded when selecting from hidden
TTIEUUS.

3.1.2. Hypotheses

We formed the following specific hypotheses to address the questions posed at the

start of this chapter:
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How much is performance degraded by not using the menu?

Hypothesis 1. Exposed menus will yield faster response times and lower error rates

than the two hidden menu groups. However, performance for the two hidden

groups will be similar to the Exposed group when the number of items per menu is

small. When the number of items is large, there will be greater differences in

performance for hidden versus exposed menus. This prediction is based on the

assumption that the association between marks and items is acquired quickly when

there are very few items. As the number of menu items increases, the association

between marks and items takes longer to acquire, and mentally reconstructing

menus in order to infer the correct mark becomes more difficult.

How many items can marking menus contain?

Hypothesis 2. For exposed menus, response time and number of errors will

monotonically increase as the number of items per menu increases. This is because

we assume that performance on exposed menus is mainly limited by the ease of

articulation of menu selection, as opposed to ease of remembering or inferring the

menu layout. We know that performance time and errors monotonically increase as

target size decreases, all else being equal (Fitts, 1954).

Hypothesis 3. For hidden menus (Marking and Hidden groups), response time will

not solely be a function of number of items per menu. Instead, menu layouts that

are easily inferred or that are familiar will tend to facilitate the cognitive processes

involved. We predict that menus containing eight items can be more easily mentally

represented than those containing seven items, for example. Similarly, a menu

containing twelve items is familiar since it is similar to a clock face, and thus we

predict it is more easily mentally represented than a menu containing eleven items.

What kinds of input devices can be used in conjunction with rnarking menus?

Hypothesis 4. The stylus will outperform the mouse both in terms of response time

and errors. The mouse will outperform the trackball. This prediction is based on

previous work (Mackenzie, Sellen, & Buxton, 1991) comparing these devices in a

Fitts' law task (i.e., a task involving fast, repeated movement between two targets in

one dimension).

Hypothesis 5. Device differences will not interact with hidden or exposed menus,

or the presence or absence of marks. Differences in performance due to device will
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not depend on whether the menus are hidden or exposed, or whether or not marks

are used. The rationale for this is that we assume performance differences stemming

from different devices are mostly a function of articulation rather than cognition.

We also assume that the articulatory requirements of the task are relatively constant

across groups.

Is there any advantage in using an ink—trail?

Hypothesis 6. Users will make straighter strokes in the Marking group. We based

this prediction on the assumption that visual feedback is provided in the Marking

group and also that hidden menus support the ”marking" metaphor as opposed to

the ”menu selection" metaphor.

How quickly can users learn the associations between items and marks?

Hypothesis 7. Performance on hidden menus (Marking and Hidden groups) will

improve steadily across trials. Performance with exposed menus will remain fairly

constant across trials. This prediction is based on belief that articulation of selection

(or simply executing the response) will not dramatically increase with practice since

it is a very simple action. Performance on hidden menus, however, involves the

additional cognitive process of recalling the location of menu items. We believe this

process will be subject to more dramatic learning effects over time.

3.1.3. Method

Subjects. Thirty-six right-handed subjects were randomly assigned to one of three

groups (Exposed, Hidden, and Marking groups). All but one had considerable

experience using a mouse. Only one subject had experience using a trackball. None

of the subjects had experience with a stylus.

Equipment. The task was performed on a Macintosh IIX computer. The standard

Macintosh mouse was used and set to the smallest C2D ratio. The trackball used was

a Kensington Turb0M0use, also set to the smallest C:D ratio. The stylus was a Wacom

tablet and pressure—sensitive stylus (an absolute device). The CD ratio used was

approximately one-to-one.

Task. Subjects used each of three input devices to select target ”slices” from a series

of pie menus as quickly and as accurately as possible. The pies contained either 4, 5,

7, 8, 11, or 12 slices. All pie menus contained numbered segments, always beginning
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with a ”1" immediately adjacent and to the right of the top segment. The other slices

were labeled in clockwise order with the maximum number at the top (see Figure

3.1 (a)). The diameter of all pie menus was 6.5 Cm., and Geneva 14 point bold font

was used to label the slices.

(lb) (0)

Figure 3.]: Selecting item 5from an eight—item pie menu (0) in the Exposed group,

(b) in the Hidden group, and (C) in the iMar/ting group.

In designing this experiment, a great deal of time was spent discussing what kind of

items should be displayed in the pie menus. Menus in real computer applications

usually contain meaningful items, but the order in which they appear is not easily

inferred. The numbered menus we used, on the other hand, used ordered,

meaningless labels. We wanted to approximate the case of an expert user who is

familiar with the menu layout. We decided to reduce as much as possible the

learning time associated with memorizing the items. Our focus was on the

articulation of actions, and the cognitive processes involved in mentally

representing or mentally constructing menu layout. Since Callahan et al. (1988) have

shown that performance Varies depending on the kinds of items represented, using

the same kind of items for all menus (numbered items) was an attempt to eliminate

this effect. Thus our comparisons between menus with different numbers of items

would be more accurate. We acknowledge that both the choice of menu items and

their mapping within a menu may have a significant effect on performance. These

factors are outside the scope of this investigation.
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In the Exposed menu group, the entire menu was presented on each trial (Figure 3.1

(a)). The target number corresponding to the slice to be selected was presented

when the subject located the cursor within the center circle of the pie menu and

either pressed down and held the mouse or trackball button, or pressed down and

maintained pressure on the stylus. The subject's task was then to maintain pressure

and move in the direction of the target slice. Menu slices would highlight as the

cursor moved over them, indicating to the subject a potential selection. A slice

would remain highlighted even if the cursor went outside the outer perimeter of the

pie. Releasing the button, or pressure, signaled to the system that the highlighted

slice was selected. After the selection was made, the menu would ”gray out"

displaying the menu with the slice selected for a period of 1 second. If an incorrect

slice was selected, the Macintosh would beep on release. This marked the end of a

trial.

In the Hidden menu group, the task was essentially the same, except that during

selection, only the central circle of the pie menu would be visible (Figure 3.1

After confirming the selection, subjects would receive the same grayed-out feedback

as in the Exposed group, indicating which response had been made, and whether or

not it had been correct. The Marking group was almost identical to the Hidden

group, except that the movement of the cursor with the button depressed left an ink-

trail (Figure 3.1 ( .

After each trial, subjects received a running score, presented in the lower right—hand

corner of the screen. A minimum of 10 points could be obtained for each correct

response, with more points scored as response time became shorter. However,

subjects were penalized 20 points for errors.“ At the end of each block of trials, each

subject's current performance was shown in relation to the best score obtained by

other subjects in the same conditions. The scoring criterion was the same for all

groups.

Design and Procedure. One third (twelve) of the subjects were randomly assigned to

the Exposed group, one third to the Hidden group, and one third to the Marking

11 This scoring scheme was arrived at by experimenting with different scoring schemes on pilot subjects. We
found that the choosen scheme emphasized both accuracy and speed. On average, subject scores were positive
and they found this encouraging and fair.
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group. Every subject used each of the three input devices (mouse, trackball and

stylus). Trials were blocked by device and order of device was counterbalanced.

For each device, all groups began by practicing on exposed menus for a total of six

trials for each of six different menus, containing either 4, 5, 7, 8, 11 or 12 items.

During practice, number of items per menu was blocked and presented in random

order. This practice period was intended to acquaint subjects with the feel of the

particular input device they were about to use. It also provided an opportunity for

subjects to familiarize themselves with the layout of the menus before beginning the

timed trials.

Subjects in the Exposed group then moved on to the timed trials, while subjects in

the Hidden and Marking groups received a further set of practice trials designed to

acquaint them with the ”feel" of hidden menus. For this practice session, menus

containing both three and six items were used (six trials each) since 3-item or 6-item

menus were never used in the actual timed trials. This was a deliberate attempt to

equalize exposure to the menus of interest in the three groups.

For the timed portion of the experiment, trials were again blocked by number of

items (4, 5, 7, 8, 11, or 12). The order in which the number of items appeared was

randomly permuted for each subject. Each subject began a particular block by first

studying the menu layout for 6 seconds. They then received a total of 40 trials for

each different menu with a short break at intervals of ten trials. Targets were drawn

randomly from a uniform distribution with replacement, with the added constraint

that no target could be repeated on consecutive trials.

In summary, each subject performed 40 trials on each of the six menus (menus

consisting of 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, and 12 items) and using all three devices, resulting in a

total of 720 scores per subject. Each group consisted of twelve subjects which

resulted in 8640 scores per group. The three different groups provided a total of

25920 scores for the experiment.

3.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main dependent variables of interest were response time and number of errors.

Response time was defined as the total time from presentation of the target number
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to confirmation of the selection for error-free trials. An error was defined as an

incorrect selection. The means for each group are shown in Figure 3.2.

3.2.1. Effects due to number of items per menu

As expected, increasing the number of items per menu significantly increased both

response time (F(5,55) = 388.4, p < .001) and errors (F(5,55) = 382.8, p < .001).” There

were overall performance differences among the groups in terms of errors (F(2,22) =

21.97, p < .001) but not in terms of response time. However, these main effects are

not particularly meaningful because differences among groups depend on the

number of items per menu (see Figure 3.3). That is, there was a significant

interaction between group and number of items per menu both in terms of response

time (F(10,110) = 3.5, p < .001) and errors (F(10,110) = 64.7, p < .001).

These results address the first three hypotheses:

(1) As predicted by Hypothesis 1, mean response time was consistently lower in the

Exposed group versus the Hidden and Marking groups as the number of items

increased. This is supported by the significant interaction between group and

number of items per menu (reported above), and by specific comparison tests. No

difference was found between the two hidden groups and the Exposed group for

menus containing four items. However, for menus containing five items, response

times were significantly slower for hidden menus compared to Exposed (F(1,110) =

6.5, p < .001). The two hidden groups were no different from each other in terms of

errors (post hoc comparison of error means, Tul<ey HSD, on = .05), but both produced

significantly more errors than the Exposed menu group.

(2) Our second hypothesis predicted that in the Exposed group, response time and

errors would monotonically increase as a function of number of items per menu. In

the case of errors, this relationship seems to hold. However, this must be qualified

by the fact that errors were infrequent and thus floor effects may obscure the true

shape of the function.

12 Throughout this disseration we use the F-statistic to evaluate the equality of population means. See
Appendix A for an explanation.
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Mean RT in sec. (SD) Mean Number of Mean Percentage

Errors in 40 Trials Errors

(SD)

Exposed 0.93 (0.23) 0.64 (1.00) 1.6%

Hidden 1.10 (0.31) 3.27 (3.57) 8.2%

Marking 1.10 (0.31) 3.76 (3.67) 9.4%

Figure 3.2: Mean response time and number oferrorsg/or each experimental group.

Figure 3.3.‘ Response time and average number of errors (ofa total of40 trials) as a

function ofnumber of items per menu and group.

Response time also increased monotonically except for menus containing twelve

items. Specific comparisons at the .05 level confirm significant increases in response

time from four to five items per menu (F(1,55) = 16.8, p < .001), and from seven to

eight items per menu (F(1,55) = 7.4, p < .01), but no differences between eleven and

twelve items per menu. One possibility is that familiarity with the ”clocl< face”

layout may have reduced the time for Visual search, thereby reducing overall

response time. Another possibility is that this could be a case of diminishing effects.

Adding an extra item to a menu containing four items represents a 20% increase in
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the number of items, whereas, adding an extra menu item to one which contains

eleven represents only an 8% increase in number of items.

(3) The pattern of results predicted by Hypothesis 3 is also supported: when menus

were hidden, some kinds of menus were easier to evoke or reconstruct from

memory than others. This was not purely a function of number of items per menu.

The characteristic curve that emerges (Figure 3.3) shows that performance in general

does tend to degrade as the number of items per menu increases, but that certain

numbers of items do not follow this pattern (i.e., eight and twelve items).

This hypothesis is also confirmed by a series of specific comparisons showing no

differences in either hidden menu group for seven versus eight items per menu.

Further, performance on menus of twelve items was faster than on menus of eleven

items for the Hidden group (F(1,55) = 11.25, p < .001) and was more accurate than on

menus of eleven items in both groups (Hidden, F(1,55) = 50.96, p < .001; Marking

F(1,55) = 13.51, p < .001). By contrast, for both groups, tests show menus of four

items yielded faster response times than menus of five items (Hidden, F(1,55) = 4.05,

p < .05; Marking F(1,55) = 9.00, p < .05).

The results show that menus containing twelve items in particular may have

facilitated performance. Many subjects mentioned that the metaphor of a clock face

helped them to select the target item because it could be brought readily to mind.

Thus it seems reasonable to suggest that it is the cognitive bottleneck, or the

difficulty of evoking the mapping between target and action, that limits

performance.

3.2.2. Device effects

As predicted by Hypothesis 4, subjects performed better with a stylus and a mouse

than they did with a trackball. Response time (F(2,22) = 9.64, p < .001) and errors

(F(2,22) = 11.29, p < .001) were both affected by the type of input device subjects

used. Pairwise comparisons (Tukey HSD test, on = .05) showed the trackball was

both significantly slower and gave rise to more errors than the stylus or mouse.

However, contrary to our expectations, there was no difference in mean response

time or errors between the stylus and mouse.

Initial analyses supported Hypothesis 5 where we predicted that the effect of input

device would not depend on whether or not the menus were exposed, or whether or
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not there was an ink-trail. Input device did not interact with group, either in terms

of response time or errors.13 However, on closer examination, a more interesting

result emerged.

We discovered that in the Marking group, the stylus was significantly faster than

both the trackball and mouse with no difference between the trackball and mouse

(Figure 3.4). In the Exposed group, the mouse and stylus were faster than the

trackball, with no difference between the mouse and stylus. These discoveries were

based on separate analyses of variance for each of the three groups on the response

time data. There were significant differences among devices in the Exposed (F(2,22)

= 10.44, p < .001) and Marking groups (F(2,22) = 8.32, p < .002), but not in the

Hidden group. Tukey tests revealed the superiority of the stylus in the Marking

group and the inferiority of the trackball in the Exposed group. No significant

interactions between device and number of items were found in any of the three

groups. Given these results we cautiously reject Hypothesis 5.
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Figure 3.4: Response time and average number oferrors (Qfa total of40 trials) as a

function ofdevice and group.

There may be two reasons for the superiority of the stylus when marks are added to

selection from hidden menus. First, it is often difficult to perceive when enough

13 There were also no significant interactions between number of items per menu and device, nor significant
three-way interactions (group by number of items by device).
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pressure is being applied to the stylus to make a selection. Thus, providing visual

feedback when this state is maintained may be important to realize the full potential

of this device. Second, providing an ink-trail is consistent with the metaphor of

marking with a pen, which may improve performance. Alternatively, failing to

support the pen metaphor by not providing the ink trial (Hidden group) may violate

users’ expectations and thus negatively affect performance.

Separate analyses of the error data within each group further supported the

inferiority of the trackball. The trackball was found to be the source of significant

device differences in the Exposed (F(2,22) = 9.92, p < .001)” and Marking groups

(F(2,22) = 9.92, p < .001). Pairwise comparisons in the Exposed and Marking groups

showed differences between the trackball and the other two devices, and no

difference between mouse and stylus.

The finding that the trackball was no more slower or error prone than the mouse

and stylus in the Hidden group may be due to the fact that in both the Exposed and

Marking groups, visual feedback emphasized the difficulty of articulating the

actions of the trackball thereby causing performance to be worse. In the Exposed

case, sectors were highlighted as they were selected and it is possible that the

trackball caused a great deal of reselection. In the Marking case, users reported that

the ink-trail was disturbing in conjunction with the trackball because the paths

looked erratic and inaccurate.

3.2.3. Mark analysis

We were interested in seeing if subjects used straight marks when making

selections. This was important to discover because, if menu selection tended to be

done in some manner other than a straight mark, we could not claim that users

rehearse this physical movement when selecting from menus. Thus we would not

expect as much transfer of skill between making menu selections and making marks.

Another reason we were interested in seeing if subjects used straight marks was

related to using marking menus in applications that recognize other marks beside

those used in menu selection. Unlike conventional menu selection which is based

14 Both a significant device by menu size interaction (F(10,110) = 2.47, p < .011) and floor effects should make us
cautious in interpreting the main effect of device in the Exposed group. However, the fact that the trackball
produces consistently more errors on average across menu size, supports the claim that the trackball is
outperformed by stylus and mouse.
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only on the last location of the cursor, mark recognition systems take the entire

shape of the stroke into account. For example, suppose the system also recognizes

the symbol "C". A very crooked mark intended to make a selection from a hidden

menu might be interpreted as an ”C". The success of recognition depends to some

extent on knowing the shapes of the strokes that users tend to create. To address

these issues we recorded and displayed the path data for users’ individual marks.

Figure 3.5 shows a typical example.

51‘/‘U3 Trackball

Figure 3.5: The marks a subject used in selectingfrom a hidden twelve-item menu.

Subjects made approximately straight marks. No alternate strategies such as

starting at the top item and then moving to the correct item were observed.

However, there was evidence of reselection from time to time, where subjects would

begin a straight mark and then change direction in order to select something
different.

Surprisingly, we observed reselection even in the Hidden and Marking groups. This

was especially unexpected in the Marking group since we felt the idea of drawing a

mark does not naturally suggest the possibility of reselection. Hence, we reject

Hypothesis 6. It was clear though, that training the subjects in the hidden groups on

exposed menus first made this option apparent. Clearly many of the subjects in the

Marking group were not thinking of the task as making marks per se, but of making

selections from menus that they had to imagine. This brings into question our a

priori assumption that the Marking group was using a marking metaphor, while the

Hidden group was using a menu selection metaphor. It may explain why very few

behavioral differences were found between the two groups.
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Reselection in the hidden groups most likely occurred when subjects began a

selection in error but detected and corrected the error before confirming the

selection. This was even observed in the "easy" four—slice menu, which supports the

assumption that many of these reselections are due to detected mental slips as

opposed to problems in articulation. There was also evidence of ”fine tuning" in the

hidden cases, where subjects first moved directly to an approximate area of the

screen, and then appeared to adjust between two adjacent sectors.

Strokes produced with the trackball appeared more jagged and less controlled than

those made with the mouse or stylus. This is consistent with the statistical results

showing that the trackball tends to be slower and less accurate than the stylus or

mouse. For four-item menus, most subjects made straighter marks with the stylus

than the mouse. The presence or absence of an inl<—trail did not appear to make any

discernible difference to stroke shape.

3.2.4. Learning effects

The forty trials for each different menu were divided into eight consecutive blocks.

Response time and mean errors were calculated for each five—trial block in order to

look more closely at learning effects. Overall, there was a small but steady decrease

in response time over trials which was statistically significant (F(7,77) = 5.79, p <

.001). Error rate also showed signs of improving with number of trials (F(7,77) =

10.52, p < .001).

We have claimed that the major factor limiting performance on exposed menus is

the physical accuracy required for the action of selection. The results support this

claim. In the case of hidden menus, results support the claim that the factor limiting

performance is cognitive. In other words, the time it takes to remember or infer the

correct mental representation becomes the overriding factor determining

performance. Thus, performance in the Exposed group can serve as a baseline

measure that users should approach as they become expert.

Hypothesis 7 states that the cognitive component is the component most affected by

learning, as opposed to the articulatory component. Thus, we expect a steady

improvement in performance in the two hidden groups, as opposed to fairly

constant performance in the Exposed group over time.
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Figure 3.6: Group eflects in terms of response time and number of errors in five
trial intervals.

As is shown in Figure 3.6, response time in the hidden groups appears to improve

across trials while the curve for the Exposed group is fairly flat. Errors also remain

relatively constant for the Exposed group over trials, while decreasing on average

for the two hidden groups. Support for Hypothesis 7 is found in a significant group

by trial interaction for response time (F(14,154) = 2.90, p < .001) and errors (F(14,154)

= 3.15, p < .001).

As a final point, it follows from the above reasoning that we would expect no

significant interaction of input device by trial, since type of input device would

presumably have the greatest impact on the articulation as opposed to the cognitive

component of performance. The fact that no significant interaction of device by trial

was found is consistent with expectation.

3.3. CONCLUSIONS

Relative to our seven hypotheses, the results and their implications for design can be

summarized as follows:

Hypothesis 1. As predicted, when menus have many items, hiding menus from

users both slows their performance and increases their error rate. As number of

items per menu increases, added to the problems of articulation is the difficulty of

successfully mentally reconstructing the menu layout or remembering the necessary
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strokes to make menu selections. However, when the number of items is small (only

four), there is little or no performance difference, even early in practice.

Design Implications. For ordered sets of commands, users should be as fast and

error-free in making marks as in selecting from a visible pie menu of up to four

slices. If the commands are not ordered, then it may take more time to acquire the

skill. However, command semantics can be exploited. For example, ”Open" and

”Close" can be positioned opposite to each other, as can ”Cut" and Paste". This may

speed the learning process and allow users to mark ahead faster. In addition, the

most frequently used commands form a very small set, and thus we can be

optimistic that these can be invoked successfully with marking menus.

Hypothesis 2 and 3. For exposed menus, the results showed performance declines

steadily as the number of items increases. This is probably due to two factors: (1)

the increasing reaction time to visually search and choose among alternatives, and

(2), the increasing difficulty of articulating the action as targets become smaller.

These results agree with other results concerning the effect of the number of items

on performance. Perlman conducted an experiment in which subjects made

selections from exposed linear menus (Perlman, 1984). Menus containing 5, 10, 15

and 20 items were used. The menus contained ordered numbers from 1 to 20.

Beside each item was a randomly chosen left or right arrow character. The task was

to find a target item in the menu and indicate it by pressing the corresponding left or

right arrow—key. It was found that the number of items in a menu had a linear effect

on the time it takes to find an item. These results agree with our results for exposed
IIIEIIUS .

Performance on hidden menus in this experiment was different, however. Instead

of a result showing monotonically increasing response times and error rates as a

function of number of items, even numbers of items (four, eight, or twelve)

appeared to facilitate performance. Not surprisingly perhaps, four-item menus

yielded significantly faster and more accurate performance than five-item menus.

However, performance on eight—item menus was no worse than performance on

menus with one less item. Subjects also reported that the eight—item menu was easy

to learn because they could easily mentally subdivide the pie and infer the position

of the target slice. Most dramatic was the finding that a twelve-item menu actually

yielded faster and more accurate performance than a menu containing only eleven
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items. We speculate that this difference may be enhanced by familiarity with circles

subdivided into twelve sectors, such as in clock faces.

Design Implications. When menus are hidden, overcoming the difficulty of leaming

and using mental representations of menus can be facilitated by using layouts which

exploit known metaphors, or which are easily subdivided. Using an even number of

items or laying out items at the points of a compass or hour positions of clock can be

used to counteract the increased difficulty of having many items in a menu. The

ease with which subjects learned and performed with the twelve-item menu is

testimony to the strength of a good metaphor. One could imagine a user

remembering a command location or mark by mapping it to an hour/hand position:
”undo is at three o’clock".

Hypothesis 4 and 5. The stylus and mouse outperformed the trackball both in terms

of response time and errors. Analysis of the paths showed that paths made with the

trackball were more jagged and less controlled than those made with the mouse or

stylus. The stylus and mouse yielded similar performance, with the exception that

the stylus was significantly faster than the mouse when an ink—trail was present.

Design Implications. The results speak strongly against using a trackball for

marking menus. Further, subjects’ comments suggest that the combination of

trackball and ink trial was especially bad. One subject complained of being

disturbed by the messy ink—trail left when using a trackball. It seems that the visual

feedback provided by the ink—trail only served to emphasize the inadequacy of the

paths made by this device.

The performance similarity of the mouse and stylus suggests that either may be

appropriate devices for this kind of mechanism. Two cautionary notes should be

made, however. First, it is likely that the ink—trail added important feedback to tell

the user when the appropriate amount of pressure was being applied to the stylus.

This suggests that another kind of stylus (i.e. one with audio or tactile feedback to

indicate a ”button-click") might have fared better against the mouse in all groups. It

also reveals a design deficiency of the stylus that could easily be overcome. Second,

while the mouse and stylus yielded similar performance, observation of people

using the mouse to make marks other than straight strokes suggests that the mouse

may be inferior to the stylus in other situations.
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Hypothesis 6. Subjects made essentially straight strokes. However, there was

evidence of reselection (where subjects would begin a straight stroke and then

change stroke direction in order to select something different) even in the hidden

groups. This casts doubt on our initial assumption that subjects in the Marking

group would begin to think of the task as making marks, instead of making menu

selections. Instead, it suggests that they thought of the task in terms of making

selections from the exposed menus they were trained on, which now happened to be

hidden. Marks themselves do not afford reselection, whereas pie menus do.

The fact that the marking metaphor was not supported as strongly as we

hypothesized may account for the fact that no major differences were found between

the Hidden and Marking groups. For example, the presence or absence of an ink-

trail did not appear to make any discernible difference to stroke shape.

Design Implications. Since users tended to make straight strokes we are optimistic

that users are rehearsing the physical movement required to make marks as they

perform menu selection. This bodes well for learning. There was some evidence of

non—straight strokes which appeared to be reselection in the Marking group but it

was not overwhelming. Perhaps in the context of a mark recognition system a user

will learn that reselection results in a mark that cannot be recognized and that

reselection is not possible when using a mark.

Hypothesis 7. Performance across trials was uniform for exposed menus but

underwent steady and significant improvement across trials for hidden menus (both

groups). We argue that the performance limiting factor for exposed menus is the

difficulty of articulating selection actions, whereas in the hidden groups the limiting

factor is the time it takes to evoke or construct the correct mental representation.

Articulation skills were acquired fairly rapidly and reached stable performance.

Thus performance in the Exposed group provides a baseline measure that users of

hidden menus approach.

Design Implications. The substantial improvement for hidden menus over only 40

trials suggests that if the menus contain meaningful and frequently used commands,

users will acquire the necessary skills quickly and easily. Both response time and

error rates can be expected to rapidly improve with time. The question of how much

practice is necessary for hidden menu performance to equal exposed menu

performance, and how that varies with number of items per menu is an issue for
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further research and analysis. Meanwhile, we can be confident that small numbers

of items will enable users to quickly begin marking ahead.

3.4. SUMMARY

This chapter investigated basic questions concerning design variables of marking

menus: how many items can marking menus contain; what kinds of input devices

can be used in conjunction with marking menus; how quickly do users learn the

associations between items and marks; how much is performance degraded by not

using the menu; is there any advantage in using an ink—trail. An experiment

addressed these questions by varying the number of items per menu and input

device for three groups of subjects, and asking them to select target items as quickly

as possible from a series of simple pie menus. One group selected from menus that

were visible at all times, another group selected from menus that were hidden, and

the final group selected from menus that were also hidden, but had the additional

visual feedback of a cursor inl<—trail. The differences in group conditions were

intended to separate articulation and cognitive aspects. The experirnent compared

selection times and error rates. In addition, learning effects were analyzed.

The results of the experiment indicate that non-hierarchic marking menus, or

specifically the action of using a mark to select from a menu, is a useful idea. Our

results indicate that: (1) four, eight and twelve items menus are suitable for marks;

(2) if that number of items is kept low (e.g., four, eight and twelve), users will be

able to use marks very early in practice; (3) higher numbers of items are possible but

require more practice; (4) for non-hierarchic menus, users will perform as well with

the mouse as they would with the stylus/ tablet. Using a trackball, however, will be

slower and more error—prone than using a mouse or stylus/ tablet.

In terms of using marking menus in an application, the results indicate that a

designer should attempt to use four, eight or twelve item menus. For example, if

seven commands are to be placed in a menu, the designer should use an eight-item

menu and leave one item blank or duplicate one of the more popular commands in

the extra item. Although this experiment did not address this issue, it may also be

also be advantageous to maintain consistent subdivisions for menu items. For

example, use four and eight item menus (items on 45 angles) but not twelve item

menus (items on 30 angles).
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The results are encouraging because there are many applications where menus

which have a small number of items could be effective. For example, Microsoft Word

has seven groups of function icons that appear in the ”ribbon" and ”ruler” display

area. These icons could be grouped into seven marking menus containing four or

less items. Each group of icons could be replaced by a single icon which when

pressed displays a four-item marking menu. The elimination of icons would allow

space to display more text, or other or larger function icons (larger icons make

pointing to them easier). The graphics editor in Microsoft Word already has tool

pallet icons that work this way but uses pop-up linear menus. The popular

Macintosh drawing program called Canvas also uses a similar scheme. Many of the

menus that pop up from tool pallets icons in Canvas have twelve or fewer items.

While there are many situations where menus with twelve items or less may be

sufficient, there are also many situations where menus Contain more that twelve

items. For example, font menus, large color pallets and paragraph style menus

commonly contain more than twelve items. Chapter 5 shows that hierarchic

marking menus make it possible to use a mark to select from a large number of
items.

Given the results of this experiment, we can now apply them to the design of

hierarchic marking menus. We recommend that hierarchic marks contain only

menus with even numbers of items and the number of items be less than twelve.

Because the poor performance of the trackball in this experiment, it would not be

suitable for hierarchic marking menus. Also it would be worthwhile to see if the

mouse performs as well as the stylus on ”zig-zag" marks. Chapter 5 applies these

design recommendations and evaluates hierarchic marking menus.

Despite the value of such controlled studies, there are a number of questions which

can only be answered by careful design and implementation of marking menus in

real applications. How long will it take for users to start using marks? How

intensely will users use marks? What are the issues involved in integrating such a

mechanism into a larger, more complex interface? Chapter 4 addresses these types

of questions by means of a case study of user behavior using a marking menu for a

real task.
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Chapter 4: A case study of

marking menus

The previous chapter has developed an empirical understanding of non-hierarchic

marking menus. From this understanding, guidelines for designing marking menus

and interfaces that use marking were generated. In this chapter we report on a

study which applies those guidelines to the design of marking menus in an

application and we evaluate user behavior while operating this application. The

application was designed to solve a real world task and was used in accomplishing

real work for a project not related to this thesis. The intention was to gain insight on

integrating marking menus with other interface components and to find out how

well marking menus perform in everyday practical work situations.

4.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST APPLICATION

A conversation analysis/editor program, named C0nEd, developed at University of

Toronto, was used as a test application for marking menus (Sellen, 1992). By

digitizing audio from a conversation among four people, data were collected

concerning who is speaking and when. The conversation analysis/editor program

is then used to display this data in a ”piano roll" like representation. The program

runs on a Macintosh computer. Figure 4.1 shows a typical display of the data

window. The y-axis represents the four participants in the conversation, and the X-

axis represents time. A black rectangle indicates that a particular person is speaking

for a duration of time (this is referred to as an event). The window can be scrolled to

reveal different moments in the conversation. Besides displaying the data, the

application can be synchronized to a video recording of the conversation. As the

video plays, the application moves a horizontal bar across the window to indicate
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the current location in the conversation. If the bar moves past the right side of the

display, the application automatically scrolls to the next section of conversation.

 Data:FFl.IJ.traI:e
, Zoom: $100.00, Threshold: 0.0333 sec start: 0:3 22:12 end 0:17:52 23 events 2204

D:3:44 I2 0:3 47:22

6E

Figure 4.] .' The “piano roll” representation ofspeaker versus time in C0nEd.

Data can be edited as well as viewed with this application. Such things as coughs

and extraneous noises need to be deleted. Other pieces of conversation, such as

laughter, must be tagged for later analysis. Very often events must be added or

extended because the automated speaker tracking system was not accurate enough.

Typically, a user sits in front of the Macintosh and video monitor, watching the

video and editing events in real-time. Most of the time, a user operated the video

transport with the left hand and the mouse with the right hand.

A marking menu triggers the six most frequently used commands, which consisted

of commands that coded and edited the blocks of speech. The amount of coding and

editing required was extremely high. Over 18 hours of operation, the two users

performed 5,237 selections.

4.2. HOW MARKING MENUS WERE USED

4.2.1. The design
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Figure 4.2 shows the marking menu used in ConEd. This menu can be popped up

by pressing—and—waiting with the mouse in the ”piano roll” window. Alternatively,

a mark can be made to select the command. A user can issue six commands using

this menu: laugh, delete, add, fill-in, ignore, and extend.

Zoom. $100.00, Threshold. 0.0333 sec start. D.3.22.l2 end. D.I?.52.23 events. 2704

. \,

delelelll
‘’ :

U:3:4?:22

Figure 4.2: The six rnostfirequently used editing commands are placed in a marking
menu in C0nEd.

Delete: The ” delete” command deletes events. If the starting point of the delete

selection/mark is made over an event, then that event is deleted. If the starting point

is not over an event, then the events lying between the starting and ending points of

the selection/mark are deleted. See Figure 4.3.
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Deleting one event

(1) (2)

Delecting a series of events

Figure 4.3 .' Events can be deleted one at time, by pointing to the event, or in a series

by drawing over a series events.

Add: ”Add" allows new events to be added. The starting point of the add

selection/rnarl< defines the beginning of a new event. The starting point of the

following add selection/mark defines the end point of the new event and causes it

to be displayed. If add is performed over an existing event, it is disregarded. See

Figure 4.4.

Adding an event

(3) 5

Figure 4.4: Events are added by specifying a starting point followed by and

endpoint.

Extend: ”Extend” elongates an event. The starting point of the extend

selection/mark defines the length of the elongation. Either the start or the end of an

event can be extended. If the selection/rnarl< is made between two events, the event

whose starting or ending point is closest to the starting point of the selection/mark

is elongated. If extend is started over an event, it is ignored. See Figure 4.5.
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Extending an event

(1) (2)

Figure 4.5: Events can be extended by pointing to the location ofthe extension.

Fill-in: "Fill—in" allows a gap of silence between two events to be filled. The two

events are replaced by one long event. The starting point of the selection/ mark

indicates the gap to be filled. If Fill-in is ignored if started over an event. See Figure

4.6.

Filling in a gap

5

(2)

Figure 4.6: Gaps between events can befilled in by pointing to the gaps.

Ignore and Laugh: ”Ignore” and ”Laugh” allow events to be coded as special types.

For example, speaking events generated by laughter must be tagged so they can be

excluded from analysis of the conversation. Back-channel events (i.e., someone

saying ”uh huh” or ”yes” but not trying to interrupt while another person is talking)

must also be tagged. The starting point of the ignore or laugh selection/mark

defines the event being coded. Either command is disregarded if not started over an

event. See Figure 4.7 and 4.8.
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Marking an event to be ignored

(1) (2)

Figure 4. 7: An event can be marked to be ignored by pointing to it.

Marking an event as laughter

(1) (2)

Figure 4.8: An event can be marked as laughter by pointing to it.

4.2.2. Discussion of design

Menu item choice

ConEd has more commands than the six contained in the marking menu. There are

several reasons for placing this particular set of commands in a marking menu.

First, the experiment in Chapter 3 showed that even numbers of items, up to twelve,

enhance marking performance. Hence, six is within this range. Second, a

requirements analysis told us that these six commands are the most frequently used.

This implied several things. First, it would be advantageous if these commands

could be invoked quickly. Therefore, marks would be suitable for these commands

since marks can be issued very quickly. Second, these commands would be good

candidates for marking menus because using the commands frequently would help

a user memorize the associations between marks and commands. This, in turn,

would lead to users using the marks.

Spatial aspects

Use of end points: While the marks used in marking menus are very simple, other

features of a mark besides its angle can be used. The starting and ending points of a

mark are obvious candidates. Features of a mark have been used in a similar

manner by previous researchers (Coleman, 1969; Rhyne, 1987).
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A requirements analysis revealed that the most frequent operations would involve

selecting an event and applying an operation to it. Thus, marking menus were used

in an object oriented manner—the starting point of the selection/mark indicates the

object of the command. Note that this is not always the case. For example, the

extend command does not point to an event to be extended but to the location of the

extension. The particular event to be extended is inferred by the system. However,

we found that this inconsistency caused no problems for the user.

The combination of pointing and marking produces the feeling of directness one

gets when pointing and moving in objects in direct manipulation interfaces. When

using marks in ConEd, there is no sensation of explicitly making a selection before

applying an operation.

use of horizontal/vertical dimension: Spatial commonalties between the

representation being edited and the direction of menu items can be used to

determine the assignment of directions to commands. For example, horizontal and

vertical aspects of the marks can be exploited. Specifically, the direction of a mark

means the objects along that direction can be selected using the mark. The delete

command is an example of this. Preliminary design testing indicated that deleting a

series of horizontal events was a very frequent operation. This meant putting the

delete command at a horizontal menu position would allow deletion of several

events in a row. This ”trick" was found to be very useful.

Spatial commonalties can also be used to provide mnemonics to help recall the mark

associated with a command. The add and extend commands are examples of this.

Both these commands require a vertical time location value. A common way to

indicate location along the horizontal is by a vertical ”tick". This serves as a

mnemonic for the marks associated with these commands.

Temporal aspects

Time versus space pointing: There are many temporal aspects of a mark that can be

used. For example, the speed of drawing (i.e., fast or slow, fast at the start then slow

at the end) or the time when a drawing occurred can be used. The aspect we

exploited is time—based drawing. Specifically, the add command has two modes of

operation. The first mode has been described already—the starting location of the

mark is used to define the start or end of the event being added. However, if ConEd

is synchronized to the playback of a video tape of the conversation, the start or end
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point of an event is defined by the current playback location of the video, not by the

spatial position of the mark. This is analogous to indicating a point in time by

saying ”... now" instead of pointing ”here". However, users did find that adding

events while the tape was playing was difficult.

Inverting semantics of menu items

ConEd’s marking menu permits a unique method for undoing. Commands can be

undone in ConEd in the standard Macintosh manner (i.e., by pressing the ”undo"

key or selecting ”undo" from the Edit menu). The limitation of this approach is that

only the most recent edit can be undone. However, the laugh and ignore commands

can also be undone by repeating the laugh or ignore command on the same event.

The first laugh mark turns an event into a laugh event. A second laugh mark

toggles the event back to a normal event. Therefore, even if these types of edits are

not the most recent, they still can be undone.

Toggling the way the laugh and ignore commands work is an example of inverting a

menu item semantics. In this case, once a function in a menu is invoked, it is

replaced by the corresponding inverse function. Hence, the semantics are

”inverted". For example, selecting ”open" will invoke the open function and replace

the ”open" menu item with ”close". There are several reasons why inverting

semantics are important to marking menus. First, inverting semantics allows extra

functions to be associated with a menu without increasing the number of items in a

menu. This helps keep the number of items in a marking menu small, which in turn

makes marking easier. Second, inverting semantics provides a mnemonic to help

recall the association between mark and function. For example, if one remembers

the mark associated with ”open" then one can recall the mark associated with

”close", because the two functions are the inverse of each other.

The role of command feedback

There are several ways that a user receives command feedback using marking

menus in ConEd. When using the menu, the user knows which command is about

to be executed because the name of the command appears highlighted in the menu.

When marking, a user can either recall the mark/command correspondence or

watch the results of drawing the mark. We have observed that, as users gain more

experience with marking menus, they graduate from watching the menus and
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marks, to watching the results of their actions to determine if they have selected the

correct command.

Context also plays an important role in determining the command a mark triggers

when semantic inversion is being used. For example, events that were marked as

”laugh" events appeared in a gray color. This feedback provides essential

information to the user that a ”laugh" mark on this event was not actually a laugh

command but a command to "unlaugh" the event.

In ConEd, a marking menu interaction combines object selection and command

application. Typically, in mouse-based direct manipulation systems, these two

actions are distinct. For example, a user selects an object by pointing to it; the object

then appears "selected"; next, a command is applied to the object by selecting from a

menu. When using the marking menu in ConEd objects never appear ”selected". It

is interesting to note that none of the users ever reported missing it. We can

speculate the reason for this is that the combination of selection and marking is

intuitive (i.e., emulates our experiences with pen and paper), and the result of a

command appeared quickly enough that the starting point of the mark was still in

visual image storage.

4.3. ANALYSIS OF USE

The behavior of two users using ConEd over an extended period of time was

studied. Both users were employed to edit conversation data. The edited data was

used in a research project which was independent of this research thesis. Therefore,

a user's main motivation was not to use marking menus, but to complete the task of

editing and coding the data. The amount of data to be edited was extremely large

and therefore the users were mainly interested in performing the edits as quickly as

possible.

The first user (user A) was an experienced Macintosh user and was also familiar

with video technology. User A was also familiar with the intentions of the

conversation analysis experiment. Given this profile, user A could be considered an

expert, although unfamiliar at the start of the study with marking menus. The

second user (user B) could be considered a novice. While user B did have some

computer experience, it was mainly with the MS-DOS environment, not the

Macintosh. Therefore, user B not only had to learn how marking menus worked,
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she also had to learn the many details of the Macintosh interface, and the correct

way to edit the conversation data.

It was explained to both users how the conversation data was to be edited. The goal

of editing was to ensure that the data matched the conversation patterns on the

video tape. Users edited the conversation patterns using ConEd and then checked

their work by playing back the video tape and comparing the audio of the

conversation with the data in ConEd. This process was very interactive. The user

played the video and watched the conversation data ”playback" on ConEd. When

the user saw a piece of data that did not match the audio on the video tape, the user

edited the data, then rewound and replayed the video tape and data to ensure the
edit was correct.

Each user had the interface to ConEd explained to them and some example edits

were performed for their benefit. In particular, the commands in the marking menu

were carefully explained and demonstrated. The menu and mark mode was

explained and demonstrated, as well as the ability to reselect menu items or confirm

a mark. We then verified that the user understood the marking menu by having

them perform a few edits using the menu and marks.

Data on user behavior was gathered by recording information about a marking

menu selection every time a selection was performed. The information included the

time the selection was made, the user's name, the item selected, the mode used to

select the item (menu or mark), the length of time the selection took, and the path of

the mark or the series of reselections from the menu. A user only needed to register

his or her name at the start of an editing session. The rest of the trace data was

accumulated transparently.

User A edited for a total of 8.55 hours over approximately six days. User B edited

for 10.1 hours over a 29 day period. Most editing sessions lasted one to two hours.

After completing the task, the users were asked to fill out a questionnaire on their

experiences using marking menus. The intention of the survey was to reveal users’

perception of marking menus and gauge their level of satisfaction.

4.3.1. Issues of use and hypotheses

The main goal for tracing menu usage was to understand how users behave when

using marking menus. Specifically, we wanted to find out whether or not in a real
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work situation users would evolve from using the menus to using marks and the

characteristics of this evolution. In Chapter 2, we described the design of marking

menus and how it embodied several assumptions concerning user behavior. The

assumptions are that, first, a user will begin by using the menu but with experience

the user will evolve to using marks, and second, as part of this evolution, users will

make use of intermediate modes of selection (i.e., mark-confirmation and

reselection). We wanted to discover whether or not user behavior reflected this in

order to prove our assumptions about the novice to expert transition, and to verify

that these intermediate modes are actually needed in the marking menu design.

With these goals in mind, we formed the following hypotheses about user behavior

with the marking menu in ConEd:

(1) Menu mode will dominate a user's behavior at first. However, with experience,

mark mode will dominate.

(2) The more frequently a command is executed the more likely it is to be invoked by

a mark.

(3) Users will make use of mark-confirmation and reselection but with experience

this behavior will disappear.

The following hypotheses test our assumptions concerning the differences between

novice and expert behavior. Specifically, expert behavior will demonstrate faster

selection times and more efficient movement than novice behavior.

(4) Time to select from the menu, even with the wait delay subtracted, will be

greater than time to make a mark.

(5) With experience, the average length of a mark and time required to make a mark

will become smaller.

4.3.2. Results

We analyzed the data from the two users separately for several reasons. First, we

were concerned with individual differences. Combining the data would have

masked these differences. Second, this study was not a controlled experiment. The

data being edited varied, as did the amount of time and number of sessions the

users worked. Thus, there was no logical way to merge the users’ trace data.
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Finally, our two users were very different in attitude and expertise, and therefore

combining the trace data would have been inappropriate.

Menu versus mark usage

Hypothesis (1) was shown to be true. Figure 4.9 shows the percentage of times a

mark was used to make a selection (as opposed to using the menu to make a

selection) versus the total number of selections performed. Over time, marking

dominated as the preferred mode of selection. For user A, out of a total of 3,013

selections 6.6% used the menu. For user B, out of a total of 1,945 selections, 45%

used the menu.

There are several interesting observations concerning the usage of marks over time.

First, when users returned to using ConEd after a lay-off period, the percentage of

marking dropped. Figure 4.10 shows that several long lay-offs from ConEd

occurred during the study. Note the correspondence between periods of inactivity

and dips in mark usage. This indicates that mark/command associations were

forgotten when not practiced. However, the amount of fading reduced with the

amount of experience (i.e., the dips in Figure 4.9 become less pronounced with

experience). Second, note how user B's mark usage rises dramatically at

approximately 650 selections. We believe the reason this happened was because

user B was a very cautious and inexperienced user. For user B, every command was

a new experience. For example, user B needed help opening, saving, and closing

files. User B commented that it took her several hours to get comfortable with the

video machine and the Macintosh interface before she could begin to think about

using marks.

Hypothesis (2) claims that the more frequently a command is used, the more likely it

will be invoked by marking. This is based on the assumption that frequent use

demands fast interaction and this motivates a user to learn the association between

mark and command. Some commands were used more frequently than others. The

horizontal axes in the graphs in Figure 4.11 shows this. Hypothesis (2) is shown to

be true by a strong correlation between the frequency at which a command was

used, and the frequency at which that command was invoked by a mark. Figure
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4.11 shows a linear relationship between frequency of command and frequency of

marking (for user A, r2 = 0.81, p<.05; for user B, r2 = 0.88, p<.05)15.

15 Note that the add command was not used in this analysis because it appeared to be an outlier point. Its
frequency of marking was much lower than the rest of the commands. Our users reported that the add
command didn't work correctly all the time. Therefore we assume that users were not as confident about using
a marking for the add command as they were for the other commands and hence the outlying mark frequency.
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Figure 4.9.‘ With experience, marking becomes the dominate methodfor selecting a

command. Each data point is the percentage of times a mark was used in 50
selections.
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Figure 4.10.‘ Usage of ConEd spanned many days with “lay—offs ” between sessions.

Steps in the graph represent layofi’ periods. Dips in the graphs in Figure 4.9

correspond to lay-oflfs. After a layofi’, a user had to resort to the menu to reacquaint

oneselfwith the marks (especially user B).
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Figure 4.11.‘ The more frequently a command is invoked the more likely it is to be

invoked by a mark. The vertical axes show the percentage of times a mark was used

to invoke a particular command The horizontal axes show the percentage oftimes a

particular command was invoked using either a mark or the menu.
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Mark confirmation and reselection

As predicted by hypothesis (3), users did make use of the ability to confirm a mark

and reselect from a menu but with experience this behavior disappeared. We draw

evidence for this from Figure 4.12 as follows. Figure 4.12 (a) plots three types of

behavior when using the marking menu:

' mark: a selection is made by making a mark;

° mark-confirm: a selection is made by making a mark but waiting at the end of the

mark, thus popping up the menu to confirm the mark selects the correct item;

' mark—c0rrected: a selection is made in the same manner as ”mark—confirm” but after

popping up the menu another item is reselected.

We conjecture that these three behaviors are indicative of a user's skill in making

accurate marks. Mark is the most skilled behavior. In this case, a user is so skilled at

making a mark that no feedback is needed before confirming the selection. Mark-

confirm is the next level of skilled behavior. In this case, a user has enough skill to

make the correct mark but not the confidence to invoke it without checking it

against the menu. Mark-corrected is a third level of skilled behavior. In this case, a

user has made a mark, checked it against the menu and has corrected the mark

using resclection.

Figure 4.12 shows several things. First, mark-confirm and mark-corrected behavior

did occur and therefore this functionality is used and needed. Second, this behavior

occurs during the transition from using the menu to drawing marks. Third, when

used, this type of behavior occurred less than ten percent of the time.
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Figure 4.12: Users made use of the abilitv to confirm the selection a mark would

make before committing to it. However, with experience this behavior disappears.

Measures were averaged every 200 selections.

Reselection

Another topic of interest was whether or not users reselected when using menu

mode. Figure 4.13 shows that reselection occurred less than ten percent of the time.

User A demonstrated that with experience reselection disappears. However, user B

did not exhibit this behavior. This is evidence that the reselection function in a

radial menu is needed.
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Figure 4.13: Both users utilized reselection in menu mode. While user A ’s use of

reselection diminished with time, user B utilized reselection even after substantial

experience. Measures were averaged every 200 selections.

Selection time and length of mark

Selection time is defined as the time elapsed from the moment the mouse button is

pressed down to invoke a marking menu, to the moment the button is released,

completing the selection from the menu. This measurement applies to either a menu

or mark mode. The selection time, for both users, was substantially faster in mark

mode than in menu mode. Figure 4.14 shows these differences. For user A, a mark

was seven times faster than using the menu. For user B, a mark was four times

faster.

Even though menu and mark mode require the same type of movement, using the

menu is slower than making the mark. There are several reasons why. First, a user

must press—and—wait to pop up the menu. This delay was set to 0.33 seconds.

However, as the fourth column in Figure 4.14 shows, even with this delay subtracted

from the menu selection time, a mark is still much faster (i.e., user A is 4.2 times

faster, user B is 3.0 times faster). The user most likely waits for the menu to appear

on the screen. Displaying the menu takes the system about 0.15 seconds. The user

must then react to the display of the menu (simple reactions of this type take no

more than 0.4 seconds, according to Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983). However, when

making a mark, the user does not have to wait for a menu to display and react to its

display. Thus, a mark will always be faster than menu selection, even if press-and-

wait was not required to trigger the menu. Figure 4.15 graphically shows this. The
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average time to perform a selection (seconds)

0.18 i 0.004 1.097 i 0.042 0.763
0.404 i 0.01 1.543 i 0.052 1.209

Figure 4.14: On average, marks were much faster than using the menu. For user A, a

mark was seven times faster than using the menu. For user B, a mark was four times

faster. Confidence intervals are at 95%.

Making a mark

move to drawa ,1-‘Ks \mark ,

Using the menu

pen) press and wait to trigger menu user reacts to move to select
menu display from menu

.2 secs

Figure 4.15: Why a mark is faster than using a menu. The typical durations of

various events that take place when making a selection are depicted. Even ifpress—

and-wait was eliminatedfrom menu selection it would still take longer than making

a mark because of the additional events.

fourth column of Figure 4.14 provides evidence of this. This supports hypothesis

(4).

Selection time, using a mark, decreased with practice, however the decrease was

very small. In View of the very fast times for marking performance, this is good

news, since this means that, even early in practice, novice performance was very

similar to expert performance. The decrease in selection time was less than 0.1

seconds. For this analysis we used the Power Law of Practice (performance time

declines linearly with practice if plotted in log-log coordinates (Snoddy, 1926)).

Linear relationships were found for both users (an analysis of variance of linear
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regression used; for user A, F(1, 1654) = 166.5, p<0.0001; for user B, F(1, 541) = 23.03,

p <0.0001).16

The average length of a mark decreased slightly with practice for user B, but not for

user A (an analysis of variance of linear regression used; F(1, 2813) = 10.82, p<0.01).

The average length of a mark was approximately one inch. The delete mark was

excluded from this analysis because its length was used to indicate a range of events.

Given these results for mark time and length we accept hypothesis (5)—mark time

decreases with practice, but only in the case of user B is there support for the

hypothesis that mark length also decreases with practice.

Users‘ perceptions

Both users were given a questionnaire after performing the editing task. The

intention of the questionnaire was to discover if a user's perception of marking

menus matched their behavior and also to allow us to obtain information not

captured in the trace data.

An important parameter not captured in the trace data was selection errors. The

reason for this is that prior to a selection we did not know what item a user intended

to select. Therefore, when a selection was made, we could not tell whether or not

the user had successfully invoked the desired selection. Since users should be the

judges of what acceptable error rates are, we simply asked them how many errors

they made with the marking menu: no errors, few but acceptable, or too many?

Both users reported ”few errors but acceptable".

Users perceived marking menus as a tool that helped them get the task completed

quickly. Both users reported that their performance with the marking menu was

”fast". User B, the less confident user, however, reported she didn't have enough

regular experience with the marking menu to be completely comfortable drawing

marks.

16 Linear relationships were determined by estimating a regression line using an analysis of variance approach
(see Appendix A further explanation).
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Both users confirmed the differences we found in performance between menu and

mark mode. The trace data indicates that using a mark was substantially faster than

using the menu. Both users reported a mark was ”much faster" than using a menu.

We were also interested in how users recalled the relationship between command

and mark. We suggested to both users three methods they could have used to recall

mark/command associations. The first is by recollecting the spatial layout of the

menu. The second is by rote—"this mark produces this command". The third

method is the situation where one is so skilled at performing the mark/command

that one is not aware of performing an explicit association—one just ”does" the

correct mark.17 User A reported using the second technique, except in the case of

”delete" for which he used the third method. User B reported using the first

technique. lf we assume that the three methods represent various stages of

increasing practice, we can conjecture that user A was farther along in expertise and

practice than user B. Our data shows this to be true (i.e., user A performed 1,068

more selections than user B).

Marking menus versus linear menus

The results from this study allow us to build on the comparison between marking

menus and linear menus discussed in Chapter 2. When a user is familiar with the

layout of a menu, selection from a radial menu will be faster than selection from a

linear menu. Callahan et. al., (1989) provide empirical evidence of this for eight—item

menus. It is possible that a linear menu may be more suitable when there an natural

linear ordering to the menu items and a user must search the menu for an item

before making a selection. Alternatively, a radial menu may be more suitable when

there is a natural radial ordering of menu items. However, as shown by both Card

(1982), and McDonald, Stone, & Liebelt (1983), the effects of organization disappear

with practice. Callahan et. al., (1989) provide evidence that, for eight—item menus,

even when menu items have a natural linear ordering, selection using a radial menu

is still faster and less error-prone than selection using a linear menu.

Drawing from data in an experiment by Nilsen (1991), we can directly compare six-

item marks and six—item pop—up linear menus. In Nilsen's experiment, a selection

17 Recall may also be by rote in this case, but, since recall is so quick, users may perceive it differently.
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from a six-item linear menu required on average 0.79 seconds. In our study, user A

and user B required, on average, 0.18 and 0.40 seconds respectively to perform a

selection using marks. Furthermore, in Nilsen's experiment the subjects’ only task

was to select from a linear menu. Therefore, one would expect selection speed to be

artificially fast. In our study, in contrast, the users were performing selections in the

context of other real world tasks.

The fact that radial menus are faster to select from than linear menus is not the

complete story. Selection using a mark is faster than selection via a radial menu.

This case study has shown marks to be substantially faster than selection from a

radial menu, even if press-and-wait time is factored out. The reason for this is, when

selecting using a menu, a user must react to the display of the menu before selecting.

However, making a mark involves no reaction time. Hence selection with the mark

is faster by design. Obviously faster selection with a mark comes at the price of

higher error rates, especially when menus become dense. But the results from this

chapter, Chapter 3, and Chapter 5 indicate that menus of breadths four, six and eight

have acceptable error rates.

Thus, we can conclude that if menus contain an even numbers of items and less than

ten of them, and users frequently use the menus, marking menus will have a distinct

advantage over linear menus. Data from this chapter tells us that using the marks

will be approximately 3.5 times faster than selecting from a radial menu. We

conjecture this speed—up figure would be greater if compared to linear menus.

As a practical example of the impact of this speed—up, we can consider the

performance of another real user using ConEd.18 This user performed 16,026

selections during 36 hours of work. Her average time to select using a mark was

0.23 seconds. Her average time to select using the menu was 1.48 seconds. If the

task had been done exclusively with a radial menu that did not use a press-and-wait

delay of 0.33 seconds, the average tirne to select from a menu would have been 1.07

seconds, and 16,026 selections would have required 17,099 seconds in total.

However, when using the marking menu, the menu was used for 185 selections and

marks were used for 15,841 selections. Thus, menu selections required 185 x 1.48 =

18 A third user used ConEd extensively over a long period of time but she was not included in this study
because she assisted in the design of the marking menu used in ConEd and ConEd itself. Therefore, we felt she
would not be an unbiased user of marking menus.
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274 seconds. Selections made with a mark required 15,841 x 0.23 = 3627 seconds.

This results in the 16,026 selections requiring 3901 seconds in total. Thus using a

marking menu, as opposed to a radial menu that popped up immediately, saved the

user 17,099 - 3,901 = 13,198 seconds or 3.66 hours.

4.4. SUMMARY

This chapter has described a case study which served two purposes. First, the case

study involved designing an application that used a marking menu. From this

exercise we gained insights on design. Second, data on two users’ behaviors using

this application to perform a real task was collected and analyzed. Information was

collected on a user's performance using a marking menu every time a selection was

performed. This information consisted of selection time, selection method, item

selected, time of selection, and cursor movement. Analysis of this information

allowed us to verify whether or not our assumptions about user behavior, which are

embodied in the design of marking menus, are true.

This study demonstrated several things:

0 A marking menu was a very effective interaction technique in this setting. Its

effectiveness was contingent on applying the technique to an appropriate setting-

specifically, using a marking menu to invoke a few commands that are used

frequently, and require a screen location as a command parameter. Also, despite the

simplicity of the mark, features of the mark, such as the start and end points, and the

orientation of the mark, can be used to make interactions more efficient and easier to

learn.

' A user's skill with marking menus definitely increases with use. A user begins by

using the menu, but, with practice, graduates to making marks. Users reported that

marking was relatively error free and empirical data showed marking was

substantially faster than using the menu.

' The various modes of a marking menu (menu, mark, mark-confirmation, and

reselection) are utilized by users and reflect levels of skills. In addition, when a

user's skill depreciates during a long lay-off period, the user utilizes these modes to

reacquire skills. We conclude that these features are a necessary part of the design,
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and furthermore, interfaces which supply mutually exclusive novice and expert

modes are inappropriate when a user's level of skill depreciates.

° In this setting a mark is a very fast way to invoke a command, and users, very

early in practice, become skilled at making marks. Evidence of this is that selection

time was much faster in mark mode than in menu mode, and did not decrease

substantially with practice. This same data indicates that even if the delay time is

removed from a menu selection time, menu selection is still slower than marking.

This may be due to a user simply moving slower when using the menu. In theory,

however, even if there was not press-and-wait delay, and the user moved as quickly

in menu mode as they do in mark mode, the user would still be delayed by, first,

having to wait for the system to display the menu, and, second, by their own

reaction time to its display. Hence, within the limitations on the number of items in

a menu described in Chapter 3, we conclude that a mark will always be faster than a

menu that immediately pops up. This, of course, is dependent on the user recalling

the menu layout.

We can expect hierarchic marking menus to exhibit the same performance properties

as non—hierarchic marking menus, since selection from a hierarchic marking menu

consists of a series of selections from non—hierarchic menus. Chapter 5 establishes

the breadths and depths of hierarchy at which we can expect these properties to

hold true.
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Chapter 5: An empirical evaluation of

hierarchic marking menus

This chapter reports on an experiment to investigate the characteristics of human

performance with hierarchic marking menus. Performance using a hierarchic

marking menu is affected by the number of items in each level of the hierarchy and

the depth of hierarchy. This chapter reports on an experiment which systematically

varied these parameters to determine the conditions under which using a mark to

select an item becomes too slow or prone to errors. Increasing depth and breadth

tends to degrade performance. Thus the intention of this experiment was to find an

practical upper bound for these parameters. Understanding of the role of depth and

breadth helps us address the types of questions one asks when designing hierarchic

marking menus for an interface:

Q1: Can users use hierarchic marks? Chapters 3 and 4 have shown non-hierarchic

marking menus to be useful. (Hopkins, 1991) describes how hierarchic pie-menus

can be useful. Thus we can expect hierarchic marking menus, even without using

marks, to also be useful. However, the question remains: Is it possible to use a mark

to quickly and reliably select from a hierarchic radial menu?

Q2: How deep can one go using a mark? Just how ”expert" can users become? Can

an experienced user use a mark to select from a menu which has three levels of

hierarchy and twelve items at each level? By discovering the limitations of the

technique we are able to predict which menu configurations, with enough practice,

will lead to reliable selections using marks, and which menu configurations,

regardless of the amount of practice, will never permit reliable selections using

marks. Also, will some items be easier to select regardless of depth? For example, it
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seems easier to select items that are on the up, down, left and right axes even if the

menus are cluttered and deep.

Q3: Is breadth better than depth? Will wide and shallow menu structures be easier

to access with marks than thin and deep ones? Traditional menu designs have

breadth/ depth tradeoffs (Kiger, 1984). What sort of tradeoff exists for marking
menus?

Q4: Will mixing menu breadths result in poorer performance? The experiment on

non-hierarchic marking menus described in Chapter 3 has shown that the number of

items in a menu and the layout of those items in the menu affects subjects‘

performance when using marks. Specifically, menus with 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 items

work well for marks. What will be the effect of selecting from menu configurations

where number of items in a menu varies from sub-menu to sub-menu?

Q5: Will the pen be better than the mouse for hierarchic marking menu marks? The

experiment in Chapter 3 compared making selections from non-hierarchic marking

menus using a stylus/ tablet, a trackball and a mouse. Subjects’ performance was

poorest with the trackball while performance with the stylus/tablet and mouse was

approximately equal. However, hierarchic marking menus require more complex

marks. Will the mouse prove inadequate?

We are also concerned with some pedagogical issues which help us design human-

computer interactions. Buxton has described the notion of chunking in human-

computer dialogs (Buxton, 1986). For example, when using a mark to specify a

”move" command, one can issue the command verb, source and destination all in

one mark or ”chunk”. This notion is related to the concept of a ”motor program” in

motor control studies. A motor program is ”a set of muscle movements structured

before a movement begins, which allows the entire sequence to be carried out

uninfluenced by peripheral feedback" (Keele, 1968).

Some systems or interaction techniques allow chunking to take place while others

don't. In some systems a user can articulate a series of operations without having to

wait for the system to finish each operation. This allows these commands to be

chunked. For example, a user quickly clicks on three graphical buttons without

having to wait for each button to complete its operation. In this case, the user may

perceive the three clicks as a chunk. If the user was restricted to wait for each button

to complete its operation before clicking on the next button, the user may not
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perceive the three operations as chunk. Hence, this indicates that something as low-

level as input event handling policies can affect user perception and behavior.

Relative to marking menus, the phenomenon of chunking occurs when a user, rather

than articulating a selection from a hierarchic menu as a series of directional strokes

separated by pauses in movement, performs the entire series of selections in one

fluid movement or ”chunk”. We speculate that chunking is related to expertise. The

more expert a user becomes with an interface the more the user chunks. This

experiment provides the opportunity to investigate this phenomenon.

5.1. THE EXPERIMENT

5.1.1. Design

In order to determine the limits of performance, we needed to simulate expert

behavior. We defined expert behavior as the situation where the user is completely

familiar with the contents and layout of the menu and can easily recall the mark

needed to select a menu item. To make subjects ”completely familiar" with the

menu layouts we chose menu items whose layout could be easy memorized. We

tested menus with four, eight and twelve items. For menus of four items, the labels

were laid out like the four points of a compass: ”N”, ”E”, ”S” and ”W". This type of

menu we referred to as a "c0mpass4". Similarly, a "compass8" menu had these four

directions plus ”NE", ”SE", ”SW" and ”NW". Menus with twelve items, referred to

as a ”clock" menus, were labeled like the hours on a clock.

Will users of real applications ever be as familiar with menus as they are with a

clock or compass? We believe the answer is yes, and base this on three pieces of

evidence. First, our own behavioral study of users using a marking menu in a real

application (Chapter 4) shows, with practice, they used marks without the aid of

menus over ninety percent of the time. Other researchers have reported this type of

familiarity with pie menus (Hopkins, 1991). Second, Card (1982), and McDonald,

Stone, & Liebelt (1983) report that effects of menu organization disappear with

practice. In other words, with practice, users memorize menu layouts and navigate

directly to the desired menu item. Finally, it must be remembered that a user does

not have to memorize the layout of an entire menu. For example, a hierarchic
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marking menu could contain 64 items but the user might only memorize the marks

needed to select the two most frequently used menu items.

The design of a trial in our experiment was as follows. A subject was completely

familiar with the menu layout and the marks needed to select an item. The system

would ask the subject to select a certain item using a mark (the menu could not be

popped up by the subject). The subject would input the mark and the system would

then record the time taken to draw the mark and whether or not the mark

successfully selected the requested item. After a series of trials, we would then vary

the menu configuration and input device in order to see what effect these variables

had on selection performance.

The rationale for choosing menus of four, eight and twelve items was based on the

results from the experiment in Chapter 3. This experiment showed that menus with

even numbers of items and less that twelve items were suitable for marking. Using

four, eight and twelve item menus is a deliberate attempt to explore a reasonable

range of menu breadth. We would expect that performance on a menu of four items

to be quite acceptable even at extreme depths. Whereas selection from a menu

structure consisting of twelve—item menus which are two levels deep, seems quite

treacherous.

Using a similar rationale, we chose to evaluate menu depths from one to four. A

depth of one is a non—hierarchic menu which we know from the experiment in

Chapter 3 produces acceptable performance. A maximum depth of four was chosen

since it is in the range where we believe performance will become unacceptable.

For the sake of brevity we adopt a simple notation in the experiment. A menu

structure can be described by a tuple B,D. B is the breadth of each menu in the

structure and D is depth of menu structure. For example, 8,2 menu is a menu

hierarchy where every menu contain eight items and the hierarchy is two level deep.

An 8,2 menu contain 64 leaf menu items. When menu structures consist of different

breadth at different levels we use the notation B:B:B, where B is the breadth of a

menu at a certain depth. For example, a 1228212 menu is menu structure consisting

of a top level menu of twelve items, second level menus of eight items and a third

level menus of twelve items. A 8,2 menu is represented in this notation as 828.

In menu structures of even moderate depth and breadth the number of selectable

items becomes very large. For example, in an 8,2 menu there are 64 selectable items.
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As stated earlier, we wanted to simulate the case where the user was familiar with

the marks being drawn. Given the practical time constrains of the experiment we

could not expect subjects to become familiar all marks. Instead we decided to use

only three target selections for each menu structure. A subject could then quickly

become familiar with the mark needed to make the target selection with a

reasonable amount of practice. In this way, the experiment addressed the question:

given that the user knows the mark and is practiced at making it, will selection be

quick and reliable?

The next issue concerning targets was ”which three targets"? For menus of small

breadth and depth this was not a major issue as one type of selection is

approximately as easy to draw as another. However, in the case of menus which

consist of combinations of larger breadths and depths, some selections are definitely

harder that others. For example, we observed that making the selection "12—6—3—9"

from a 12,4 menu was much easier that ”10-11-10-11".

Our approach was to pick three targets for each menu configuration such that one

was easy, one was moderately difficult, and one was difficult. Easy targets were

those that had items along the vertical and horizontal axes (on—axis items). Difficult

targets were those with items not on the vertical and horizontal axes (off-axis items),

and little angle change between items. Finally, targets of moderate difficulty were

those with a 50% mix of on-axis and off-axis items, and a 50% mix of little and large

angle changes between items. It was hoped this mixture of targets would result in

behavior that would be representative of an "average selection".

In the case of menus that contain only on-axis items and large angle changes, we

observed, prior to the experiment, that up and to the left selections seemed to be

hardest, and down to the right selections seemed to be easiest. Thus we chose hard

targets and easy targets accordingly. For moderately hard targets we chose either

down—and—to—the—left, or up—and—to—the—right targets.

We also had subjects perform selections from a 1228212 menu. This was done so we

could observe the effects of combining menus of different breadths in a menu

configuration.

5.1.2. Hypotheses

Nine hypotheses are proposed:
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(1) Pen outperforms mouse: The subjects will perform better with the pen than with

the mouse in terms of response time and errors. Once again, the experiment in

Chapter 3 showed that subjects performed marginally better with the stylus/tablet

than with the mouse on non-hierarchic marking menus. However as depth

increases, marks become more complex to draw and therefore the pen should be a

more suitable device.

(2) Increasing breadth increases response time and errors: As breadth increases,

response time and error rate will increase. The experiment in Chapter 3

demonstrates this effect for non-hierarchic marking menus. Therefore, we believe

this effect will apply to hierarchic marking menus as well.

(3) Increasing depth linearly increases response time: As depth increases response

time will increase. We base this on the belief that marks to access deep menu

configurations will require more time to draw because they will be longer.

A study by Fischman is the most relevant work to this hypothesis (Fischman, 1984).

In the study, subjects used a stylus to tap on a series of metal disks (ranging from

one to five disks) that were either arranged in a straight line or in a staircase pattern

that required changes in direction of 9011 between disks. Changes in direction and

different numbers of disks in the series roughly correspond to directional

movements and different depths in hierarchical marking menus. Fischman found

that response time linearly increased with the number of disks, but changes in

direction did not affect response time.

(4) Increasing depth increases errors: As depth increases error rate will increase.

As depth increases so does the number of times a subject has to estimate at the angle

of mark needed to select an item. Therefore the error rate will increase as the

probability of error increases.

(5) Inaccuracies propagate: We hypothesize that the depth at which errors take

place will be on average greater than half the depth of a menu structure. Informally,

we claim that inaccuracies in one portion of a mark will affect the accuracy of the

remaining portion of a mark. Our reasoning is as follows: a subject uses the angle

of a partially drawn mark to estimate the angle for the next portion of the mark.

Inaccuracy in the first portion of the mark may then propagate into the rest of the

mark, eventually resulting in an error. The effect of this is that the probability of an

error increases with depth. If the probability of an error was the same at every level,
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an error would occur on average at half the depth of the menu structure. However,

if the probability of an error increases with depth we should see errors take place on

average at a depth greater than half the depth of the menu structure.

(6) Mixing menus degrades performance: Combining menus of different breadths

in a menu configuration will degrade response time and increase the error rate

relative to menu configurations where all menu breadths are the same. Specifically,

we hypothesize that subjects will perform better on a 12:12:12 menu than on a

12:8:12 menu, even though an eight-item menu is easier to select from than a twelve-

item menu. We believe it is easier for users to select items when the difference of

stroke angle needed to select different items is consistent. For example, in a menu

structure consisting exclusively of eight-item menus, all items are at 45 degree

angles. lf a twelve—item was introduced into the menu structure, some items would

be at 45 degrees while others, the ones from the twelve—item menu, would be at 30

degree angles. We believe inconsistency in ”item angle" will degrade performance.

(7) On-axis items enhance performance: Marks that consist of on-axis items will be

faster to draw and produce fewer errors than marks that consist of off—axis marks.

This hypothesis is based on prior practical experiences using hierarchic marking
II1€1'111S .

(8) Drawing direction affects performance: The direction of drawing will affect

performance. Specifically, marks that require drawing left to right will be

performed faster than marks that require drawing right to left. Other researchers

have found a similar bias in directional movements (Boritz, Booth, & Cowan, 1991;

Malfara & Jones, 1981; Guiard, Diaz, & Beaubaton, 1983).

(9) Subjects will chunk: The number of pauses when drawing a selection will

approach zero with practice. Once a subject starts to think of selection not as a series

of strokes at Certain angles, but as a mark of a certain shape, the subject will draw

the mark without pauses between strokes. This hypothesis was based on our own

experiences using marking menus in the laboratory.

5.1.3. Method

Subjects: Twelve right handed subjects were recruited from University of Toronto.

All subjects were skilled in using a mouse but had little or no experience using the

pen on a pen-based computer.
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Equipment: A Momenta pen-based computer development system was used. The

input devices consisted of a Microsoft mouse for IBM personal computers, and a

Momenta pen and digitizer. The digitizer was transparent and placed over the

screen. This allowed subject to ”write on the screen" with the pen. The screen was

placed in front of the subject at approximately a 45 degree angle. When using the

pen the hand could be rested on the screen. The mouse was placed to the right of

the screen on a mouse pad. No mouse acceleration was used and the sensitivity of

the mouse was set to a value of 50 in the control panel. A setting of 50 corresponds

to a one to one C:D ratio.19

Task: A trial occurred as follows. The type of menu structure being tested appears

in the top left corner of the screen. A small circle appears in the center of the screen.

A subject then presses and holds the pen or mouse button over the circle. The

system then displays instructions describing the target at the top center of the

screen. A subject then responds by drawing a mark that is hoped to be the correct

response. The system responds by displaying the selection produced by the mark.

If the selection did not match the target, the system beeps to indicate an error. The

system then displays each menu in the current menu structure at its appropriate

location along the mark and indicates the selection from each menu. The subject's

score would be shown in the lower left of the screen. Figure 5.1 shows the

experimental screen at this point. If the selection is incorrect, a subject loses 100

points and the trial is recorded as an error. If the selection is correct, the subject

earns points based on how quickly the response was executed. Response time is

defined as the time that elapsed between the display of the target and the

completion of the mark.

A subject's score (accumulated points) is displayed in the lower left corner of the

screen plotted against current trial number. The graph also shows the best score for

that particular pairing of menu structure and input device. This gives subjects a

performance level to compete against. This helped to ensure that subjects

performed the task both quickly and accurately.

A subject's progress through the trials was self paced. Subjects could pause between

trials for as long as they liked. Subjects used this pause to check their score and rest.

19 See Section 2.5.3 for the definitions of C:D ratio and mouse acceleration.
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Most subjects paused just a few seconds. All subjects required approximately one

hour and fifteen minutes to complete the experiment.

Menu is compass8:compass8

Select NE - S

Response NE - 3

Figure 5.]: The experiment screen at the end ofa trial where the target was “NE-

S After the mark is completed, the system displays the menus along the mark to

indicate to the subject the accuracy 0‘/their marking.

Design: All three factors, device, breadth and depth were within—subject. Trials

were blocked by input device with every subject using both the pen and the mouse.

One half of the subjects began with the pen first while the other half began with the

mouse. For each device, a subject was tested on the thirteen menu structures

(breadths 4, 8 and 12 crossed with depths 1 to 4, plus the mixed menu structure of

12:8:12). Menu structures were presented in random order. For each menu structure

a subject performed 24 trials. For the 24 trials, subjects were repeatedly asked to

select one of three different targets. Each target appeared eight times in the 24 trials

but the order of appearance was random.

Given this design, for each data point (a particular combination of input device and

menu structure) 288 selections were collected (24 selections times 12 subjects). For

the experiment, 7,488 selections were performed in total.
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Before starting a block of trials for a particular menu configuration, subjects were

allowed eight seconds to study the menu configuration. Before starting trials with a

particular input device, a subject was given ten practice trials using the device on a

4,3 menu. This was intended to acquaint a subject with the ”feel" of the input

device.

It can be argued that the practice session on the 4,3 menu gave subjects an unfair

advantage on this particular menu. We believe the effect was small for several

reasons. First, a different set of targets was used for practice than those used in the

timed trials so subjects did not become practiced at drawing the targets for the timed

trials. Second, because of our choice of obvious menu labels and structure for all

menus, a subject was already familiar with all of the menu structures even before

practice.

5.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main dependent Variables of interest were response time and percentage of

errors. Response time was defined as the time that elapsed between the display of

the target and the completion of the mark. Percentage of errors was the percentage

of incorrect selections out of 24 trials on a particular combination of device, breadth

and depth. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the means tables.

Response time averaged across all subjects, breadths and depths for the pen was 1.69

seconds, while the mouse was significantly slower at 2.07 seconds (F(1,11)=19.7, p <

.001). The subjects produced significantly more errors with the mouse than with the

pen (F(1, 11)=6.41, p < .05). Subjects’ performance with the pen was better than with

the mouse both in terms of response time and percentage of errors, and therefore we

accept hypothesis 1.

Breadth significantly affected both response time (F(2,22)=91.7, p < .001) and errors

(F(2,22)=130.5, p < .001). Figure 5.3 shows, in general, that increasing breadth

increases response time and percentage of errors. Based on these results we accept

hypothesis 2.

Depth significantly affected both response time (F(3,33)=195.4, p < .001) and errors

(F(3,33)=51.5, p < .001). Figure 5.3 (a) shows a linear increase in response time as

depth increases. Linear regression on each device, menu breadth pair verifies this
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claim (for the pen: breadth four, r2 = 0.79, breadth eight, r2 = 0.88, breadth twelve, r2

= 0.82; for the mouse: breadth four, r2 = 0.73, breadth eight, r2 = 0.77, breadth

twelve, r2 = 0.67; p < .001 for all values). Figure 5.3 (b) shows that as depth

increased so did percentage of errors. Given these results we accept hypotheses 3

and 4.

Bread’: Devic 1 2 3 4 m0use&pen
h e

mouse .752 (.146) .189 (.188) 1.797. 1.460 (.616
1.367 (.554)

pen .710 (.108) '.O98(.142) 1.451. 2 . 1.279 (.473

mouse .932 (.211) . . . . . . 2.211 (1.159)
2.021 (1.047)

pen .810 (.142) . . . .420 1.831 (.895

)
(

12 1.170 (.289) .842 (.407) 3.011 .763) 4.181(1.363) 2.551 (1.406
2.250 1.208)

.915 (.236) 1.531 (.266) 2.331.519) 3.o22(.443) 1.950 (.888

Total mouse .951 (.278) .565 (.484) 2.582 .877) 3.197 (1.272) 2.074 (1.194)

pen .812 (.186) 1.347(1.272) 2.013 .572) 2.567(.724) 1.685 (.826
mouse

I .881 (.245) .456 (.415) 2.298 .789) 2.882 (1.075)8: pen

Figure 5.2: Means table for response time. Each entry is average response time in

seconds. Standard deviation is shown in parentheses.
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4.24 (3.59) 5.10 (4.20)

4.91 (5.97) 4.89 (5.69)

8 .. .. 8.82(4.62 20.44(8.60) 22.98 (9.64) . g
. (9.93)

. . 6.64 (6.56 16.71 (9.34) 12.77 (9.26) .

12 13.19 (6.37) 21.26 (8.79) 38.56 (14.98) 38.58 (12.06 .
24.50 (16.26)

)

pen 8.33 (8.33) 14.61 (14.91) 31.87(14.13) 31.87(14.13)

Total mouse 6.84 (6.84) 11.42 (9.51) 21.08 (17.32) 22.19 (16.52)

pen 5.24 (7.24) 8.62 (10.46) 17.83 (15.5) 15.74 (14.90)

Figure 5.3: Means table for percentage of errors. Standard deviation is shown in

parentheses.

P 01 40

0 mouse 35

10

I pen

  5 ‘:57:
0

4,1 4,2 4,3 4,4 8,1 3,2 8,3 8,4 12,112,212,312,4 4,1 4,2 4,3 4,4 8,1 8,2 8,3 8,4 12,112,212,312,4
Breadth, Depth Breadth, Depth

(8) (b)

-l>

5*’ c1 30

Ls) 25

20N an

l\) 15ResponseTime(sec)
_\3

PercentageofErrors
"Ln

Figure 5.3 .' Response time andpercentage oferrors as afunction ofmenu breadth,

depth and input device. Each data point is the average of288 trials.

All three factors, input device, breadth and depth affected response time. Analysis

of variance revealed a three way interaction between input device, breadth, and

depth (F(6,66)=3.32, p < .05) affecting response time. Figure 5.3 (a) shows these

relationships. As one would expect, increasing breadth and depth increases
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response time, however subjects’ performance degraded more quickly with the

mouse than with the pen.

Both depth and breadth interacted to affect error rate (F(6,66)=12.28, p < .0001).

Variance in the error data is large, so the curves in Figure 5.3 (b) must be interpreted

carefully. Individual comparisons of error means revealed no significant differences

for breadth four at any depth. For breadth eight and twelve, the only significant

change in error rate occurred between depth two and three (F(1, 11) = 23.85, p < .001;

F(1, 11) = 60.52, p < .0001). This indicates that the ”rolling off” of the errors curves

for breadths eight and twelve between depths two and three is not statistically

significant but the increase between depths two and three is significant.

It is important to compare these errors against what we believe would be reliable

menu configurations. It seems reasonable that selection from 4,2 menus would be

reliable since these marks can be recognized even if drawn very inaccurately. A

comparison between 4,2 and 8,2 menus reveals no significant difference. Hence, we

have no evidence to claim that eight-item menus, up to two levels deep are more

unreliable than 4,2 menus.

A similar comparison between the 4,2 and 12,1 menu revealed a significant

difference (F(1, 11) = 8.25, p < .01). However, the 12,1 menu was not significantly

different from the 8,2 menu. Continuing the comparison, we found that the 12,2

menu was significantly different from the 8,2 menu (F(1, 11) = 21.11, p < .0001).

Hence, we claim that the 12,1 menu borders on being unreliable. Section 5.2 has

further interpretations on these results.

Hypothesis 5 (inaccuracies propagate) was shown to be true. As depth increased,

the average depth at which errors occurred became significantly greater than half

the depth of the hierarchy (F(3,33)=7.62, p < .001). However, the input device had an

effect on this behavior. Figure 5.4 shows the pen consistently demonstrated this

effect but the mouse exhibited a more erratic behavior.
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averagedepthofanerror-depth/2
Figure 5.4 .' Average depth oferror - depth/2 versus depth. Depth is the depth ofthe

menu structure being selectedfiom.

We tested the effects of mixing menu breadths in menu configurations by comparing

the performance of a 12:12:12 menu with a 1228212 menu. We found no significant

performance difference between the two menu structures. Therefore, we have no

evidence that hypothesis 6 (mixing menus degrades performance) is true.

In order to test the hypothesis 7 (on-axis items enhance performance), targets for the

12,2, 12,3 and 12,4 menus were picked such that the experiment data could be

divided into 3 groups. With each group we associated an ”off-axis-level": a1, a2 and

a3. Experimental data was placed in group a1 if the target consisted only of menu

items that were on-axis, such as ”12—3—9—3.” Group a3 consisted of data on targets

that consisted of entirely off—axis targets such as "1—2—1—2". Group a2 consisted of

data on targets that were a mixture of on-axis and off—axis menu items, such as 12-7-

3-9. Figure 5.5 shows that axis level had a significant effect on response time

(F(2,22)=104.84, p < .001), and on percentage of errors (F(2,22)=36.2, p < .001). Figure

5.5 (a) shows how the type of device interacted with off—axis level (F(2,22)=6.93, p <

.05). This indicates that subjects response time using the pen did not degrade as

much as their response time with the mouse on the worse off—axis targets.
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Figure 5.5: Average response time and percentage of errors for targets with an

increasing number of “Q/fj‘iaxis ” items.

In order to evaluate hypothesis 8 (drawing direction affects performance), targets

were picked for 4,3, 4,4, 8,3, and 8,4 menus such that mirror image pairs of targets

could be compared. For example, the target N-W-N-W was compared with the

target N-E-N-E. No significant different in response time was found between ”left"

and ”right" direction targets. Therefore this experiment provides no evidence that

hypothesis 8 is true.

The data was analyzed for learning effects by examining performance after every

sixth trial. Figure 5.6 shows the results. Response time dropped over 24 trials

(F(3,33)=59.227, p<.0001). Percentage of errors dropped as well (F(3,33)=8.294,

p<.0003). This shows that not only were subjects getting faster but also producing

fewer errors. No significant performance differences were found between trial 18

and trial 24. lt may be possible that, because subjects were only selecting from three

targets, their performance was beginning to asymptote by trial 24.
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Figure 5.6: Average response time andpercentage oferrors after every sixth trial.

We analyzed the data for the number of pauses that occurred as a selection was

being drawn. A pause was defined as the pen or mouse not moving more than five

pixels for more than 1/2 of a second. Figure 5.7 shows that, as users gained

experience the number of pauses dropped (F(9,99)=38.409, p < .0001). This is

evidence that subjects, with experience, began to draw a mark not as a series of

discrete selections but as a single mark of a certain pattern (assuming that when

pauses did occur they occurred between different selections). The number of pauses

did not fall all the way to zero because some of the most difficult targets required

careful drawing which resulted in pauses. Given these results we accept hypothesis

9 (subjects will chunk).

.-C3O
O53U)3ND.

trial 12

trial count

Figure 5. 7: Average number ofpauses counted after every six trials.
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We also gave subjects a questionnaire after the experiment. This was to elucidate

subjects’ perception of their own performance and compare some of the

experimental data with subjects‘ perceptions.

Eleven out the twelve subjects thought making selections with the pen was faster

and more accurate than with the mouse. This agrees with the data from the

experiment. Also, when asked to comment on the experiment, four subjects

reported that, although their performance with the mouse was fast, they found the

mouse required more effort.

We wanted subjects’ opinion on the accuracy of our mark recognizer. In some cases,

for example, menus which are only one level deep, recognition is simple. In this

case, only the start and end points of the mark need to be examined to determine the

item picked. However, at depths greater than one, submenu selections must be

determined so changes in direction along a mark must be recognized. The

algorithm for determining these ”kinks" along a mark is complex because it has to

handle dense menus and marks that are drawn sloppily. Typical of most

recognition systems, occasionally what appears to the subject as a correct mark is

misinterpreted by the system. However, on average, subjects claim that this

happened only three percent of the time. This is an acceptable recognition rate by

mark recognizer standards (Sibert, Buffa, Crane, Doster, Rhyne, & Ward, 1987).

Nonetheless, after observing the type of recognition errors that occurred during the

experiment, we believe the recognition rate can be further improved by a few

refinements to the recognizer algorithm.

Another phenomenon that occurred in the experiment was subjects selecting the

wrong direction by accident. For example, the screen would display ”select N" and

the subject would select south. Errors of this type are referred to as ”mental slips"

(Norman, 1981). These types of errors were removed from the data set before

analysis because they are not caused by drawing inaccuracies. Other errors such as

clear cut errors on part of the recognizer were also removed from the data. Subjects

reported several causes for mental slips: ”I just goofed" or ”I started to draw the

mark from the previous trial". Subjects, on average, claimed that mental errors

occurred two percent of the time. This approximately agrees with the data: we

found a one percent error rate for clear cut ”mental slips". We do not feel these
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errors are particular to drawing marks—mental slips are common in any human

activity (Norman, 1981).

We hypothesized before the experiment that drawing marks that were

predominately left to right movements would be easier, and hence faster, than right

to left marks. However, our analysis of the data showed drawing direction had no

significant effect on selection times. This agrees with the results of the

questionnaire: six out of the twelve subjects thought left to right marks were easier

to draw that right to left marks. This even split among subjects perhaps explains the

non-significant effect of direction. A closer examination of the data might reveal

individual effects.

5.3. CONCLUSIONS

We can now revisit the questions posed at the start of this chapter and interpret the

results of this experiment.

Q1: Can users use hierarchic marks? Even if using a mark to access an item is too

hard to draw or cannot be remembered, a user can perform a selection by displaying

the menus. Nevertheless, since the subjects could perform some of the marks in the

experiment with acceptable response times and error rates, marking is a usable

method of selection.

Q2: How deep can one go using a mark? Our data indicates that increasing depth

increases response time linearly. The limiting factor appears to be error rate. Error

rate was found to rise significantly for menus beyond the 8,2 menu. 8,2 menus were

not any more unreliable than 4,2 menus. Common sense tell us that the marks

required to select from a 4,2 menus are not difficult to draw. Hence we consider

menu configurations which did not significantly differ in error rate from 4,2 menus

to be reliable. It seems reasonable to recommend using menus of breadth four, up to

depth four, and menus of breadth eight, up to depth two. 12,1 menus border on

unreliability.

Off-axis analysis indicates that the source of poor performance at higher breadths

and depths is due to selecting off-axis items. Thus, when designing a wide and deep

menu, the frequently used items should be placed at on-axis marks. This would
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allow some items to be accessed quickly and reliably with marks, despite the

breadth and depth of the menu.

What is an acceptable error rate? The answer to this question depends on the

consequences of an error, the cost of undoing an error or redoing the command, and

the attitude of the user. For example, there is data that indicates, in certain

situations, experts produce more errors than novices (Sellen, Kurtenbach, & Buxton,

1990). The experts were skilled at error recovery and thus elected to sacrifice

accuracy for fast task performance. Our experiences with marking menus with six

items in a real application indicate that experts perceived selection to be error-free.

Other research reports that radial menus with up to eight items produce acceptable

performance (Hopkins, 1991). Marking menus present a classic time versus

accuracy tradeoff. If the marking error rate is too high, a user can always use the

slower but more accurate method of popping up the menus to make a selection.

Marking error rates can be compared to linear menu error rates but one must be

very cautious when comparing results from different experiments and different

interaction techniques. Even within the same experiment, subjects may not

consistently perform at the same level of accuracy, or the experimental task may

artificially inflate or deflate the error rate. We can, however, make some

approximate comparisons. In a study of selection performance using pop-up

hierarchic linear six-item menus of depth two, Nilsen (1991) reports error rates of

2.3%. Nilsen also reports that subjects accidentally popped up the wrong submenu

on their way to making a correct selection 6.3% of the time. In another study of

similar pop-up linear menus, Walker, Smelcer, & Nilsen (1991) report error rates that

range from 2.0% to 12.6% for subjects selecting from nine-item menus of depth 2.

These error rate figures are in the range of the error rates found in our experiment

for menus of up 8,2 menus. Therefore, we can conclude, with caution, that marks,

within the limits discussed above, can be as accurate as selection from linear menus.

It is also critical to note that this level of accuracy is not the expense of speed. For

example, in this experiment selection from 8,2 menus required on average 1.5

seconds. In Nilsen's experiment, selection from six-item linear menus of depth 2

required on average 1.8 seconds (six-item menus should be faster). We found that,

comparing the data from Nilsen and Walker experiments with this experiment, for

equivalent menu configurations, selection from linear menus is slower than selection

using marks.
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Q3: ls breadth better than depth? For menu structures that resulted in acceptable

performance, breadth and depth seems to be an even tradeoff in terms of response

time and errors. For example, accessing 64 items using 4,3 menus, is approximately

as fast as using 8,2 menus. Both have approximately equivalent error rates. Thus,

within this range of menu configurations, a designer can let the semantics of menu

items dictate whether menus should be narrow and deep, or wide and shallow.

Q4: Will mixing menu breadths result in poorer performance? The experiment did

not show this to be true. One possible explanation is that our menu labels strongly

suggested the correct angle to draw and thus eliminated confusion. A stronger test

would use less suggestive labels when mixing breadths. Our results do indicate that,

when there is enough familiarity with the menus, mixing breadths is not a

significant problem.

Q5: Will the pen be better than the mouse for marking menu marks? Overall, the

pen proved to be more suitable. However, for small menu breadths and depths, the

mouse produced approximately equivalent performance. We found this extremely

encouraging because it implies that marking menus are an interaction technique that

not only takes advantage of the pen but also remains compatible with the mouse. Of

course, it is worthwhile to note that some subjects thought their performance with

the mouse was just as good as with the pen, but that the mouse required more effort

to attain this level of performance.

These conclusions should be tempered by reminding the reader that this experiment

simulated an expert situation (i.e., subjects were asked only to select from three

different targets, thus they quickly became "expert" at those targets). We have

argued that this situation is reasonably realistic. Other realistic situations, such as

the performance of users on unfamiliar hierarchic marking menus with varying

targets, has yet to be explored.

5.4. SUMMARY

The chapter described an experiment to test the limitations of using marks to select

from hierarchic marking menus. Subjects were asked to select from marking menus

using marks only. Menus were chosen such that the subject would very quickly

learn and remember the mark required to perform a given selection. The breadth

and depth of these menus and the input device was then systematically varied to
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elucidate the effects of these variables. Subjects‘ time to perform selections and error

rates were collected and analyzed. Subject’s perceptions were collected using a

questionnaire.

The experiment revealed that error rate was the limiting factor. Menus of breadth 4,

8 and 12 were examined. Error rate became a factor when menu breadth was eight

or twelve. For these breadths of menu, error rate rose significantly when depth was

greater than two. For these menu structures with acceptable error rates, there

appeared to be an even depth/breadth tradeoff. When menus structures contained

equivalent numbers of items, subjects showed equivalent performance on both

narrow, deep menus and wide, shallow menus. It was also discovered that mixing

menus of different breadths in a menu structure did not adversely affect

performance. Finally, we concluded that the pen is more suitable for drawing

marking menu marks than the mouse, but the difference is not large.

This chapter has answered some basic questions about the design variables of

hierarchic marking menus. Specifically, how deep and wide can menu structures be

yet still allow a user to perform selections using marks? The following chapter takes

the answers to these questions and applies them to the design of hierarchic marking

menus in a pen-based application.
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Chapter 6: Generalizing the concepts of

marking menus

6.1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter reports on a design experiment which deals with applying the design

principles of self—revelation, guidance, and rehearsal to interface design. Two issues

are explored. First, we examine the ramifications of integrating an interaction

technique that is based on these principles (marking menus) into a pen—based

interface. We found that it is possible to integrate marking menus into an interface

but several compromises needed to be made. Although these compromises change

the original design of marking menus, we show that the resulting design still obeys

our three design principles. Second, we examine how these design principles can be

applied to other types of marks besides zig-zag marks. With this goal in mind, we

developed an interaction technique that provides self—revelation, guidance, and

rehearsal for these other types of marks. These experiences provide a better

understanding of the role of marking menus in interface design and demonstrate the

value of the design principles.

The test bed for this design experiment was a pen—based electronic whiteboard

application called Tivoli (Pederson, McCall, Moran, & l-lalasz, 1993). Tivoli is

intended to be used in collaborative meeting situations, much in the same way that a

traditional whiteboard is used. Tivoli runs on a large vertical display, called

Liveboard (see Figure 6.1) (Elrod et. al., 1992), that can be written on with an

electronic pen (see Figure 6.2). Much like a whiteboard, several people can stand in

front of a Liveboard and write, erase, gesture at, and discuss hand drawn items.
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J

Figure 6.]: The Liveboard in use.

Tivoli, however, does more than just emulate marking on a whiteboard. Marks can

be edited, stored, and retrieved. Marks are remembered by Tivoli in terms of strokes.

A stroke is the path of the pen recorded from the moment the pen is pressed against

the screen and moved, until it is released from the screen. A screenfull of strokes

can be grouped into a ”slide", and saved for retrieval later. Typical operations on

strokes include moving or copying groups of strokes, changing the color or

thickness of the pen tip, and undoing edit operations. Users draw "edit marks" to

perform some of the editing operation described above. Figure 6.3 shows the types

of marks used. Other operations are triggered using graphical buttons, dialog

boxes, and menus.

One basic goal of our design study was to address the problem of operating

extremely large displays. It is envisioned that someday the Liveboard display surface

would be very large, and therefore, we wanted to address the problem of bringing

the commands to the user as opposed to the user moving to the commands.

Marking menus seemed suitable for this type of design since the menus can pop up

at any location and the marks can be made at any location?“ Furthermore, since

20 This is not completely true. Depending on the design of the interface a user may have to be over some
particular area or object on the display before a menu can be popped—up or a marking intepreted. However, the
point is that pop-up menus and marks help reduce the amount of movement a user must make to invoke
functions. For example, when a user wants to change pen color, traditionally one has to move from the drawing
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Tivoli has many commands, we felt that hierarchical marking menus might allow

access to many of these commands from a single location. The issue was whether or

not we could integrate marking menus into the existing Tivoli interface design to

solve some of these problems.

Another basic design goal was that Tivoli should be based on the unfolding interface

paradigm described in Chapter 2. For example, for a novice Tivoli user the interface

presents a limited set of functions—the type of functions one gets with an ordinary

whiteboard. However, additional functions can be discovered and used with

minimal instruction and experience. In effect, once a user has the ”key" to unlock

the hidden functionality, Tivoli can be unfolded and additional functions invoked.

Using edit marks is a way to hide additional functions. The edit marks are not in

themselves self—revealing, and therefore, this serves as a way to hide functions from

a novice.

area to a color pallet and back. M/ith a pop-up menu, this trip is avoided since the menu can be popped-up over
some white space in the drawing area.
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Figure 6.2: An application called Tivoli, running on Liveboard, emulates a

whiteboard but also allows drawings to be edited, saved and restored

Given these basic goals, we explored two problems. The first problem was to

determine which Tivoli functions would be suitable for marking menus, and how

marking menus could be integrated into the existing interface. The second problem

was how to provide self-revelation, guidance, and rehearsal for the edit marks in

Tivoli.

6.2. INTEGRATING MARKING MENUS INTO A PEN-BASED INTERFACE

We decided we would explore design issues by using marking menus to control pen

settings in Tivoli. In Tivoli, the pen can be set to different colors and thicknesses.

Originally, these settings were performed using a pallet of buttons which had an

individual button for each pen thickness and color. There were several reasons why

it would be advantageous to control these functions using marking menus. First, the

original buttons consumed a large amount of screen space. Replacing these buttons

with a marking menu would free up this screen space. Second, changing pen
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settings was a frequent operation while drawing. Changing settings meant many

trips to and from the button pallet. A marking menu could be made to pop up at the

drawing location, thus avoiding trips to the button pallet. Third, no intuitive set of

marks exist for controlling pen settings. Marking menus could provide a set of

marks and a method for learning those marks.

6.2.1. Adapting to drawing and editing modes

Figure 6.4 shows the marking menu we used to control pen thickness and color. The

range of items is deliberately small. We felt that, in Tivoli, users need only a few

different thicknesses and colors for the pen. This is like real whiteboards, where the

number of markers is limited. The menu items ”inc" and ”dec" allow a user to

increment and decrement the pen size to get custom thicknesses. The menu appears

when a user presses-and-waits with the pen anywhere in the drawing area. This

allows a user to change pen settings without having to move the pen from the

current drawing location.
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Figure 6.4: The hierarchical marking menu used to control pen settings in Tivoli.

The menu can be popped up bypressing-and-waiting instead ofdrawing.

There is a complication with this design. Normally, a marking menu allows a user

the alternative of drawing a mark to select a menu item. However, in the situation

just described, Tivoli is in the ”drawing mode” (i.e., all marks are interpreted as

drawings, not commands). A mark is interpreted as a command in Tivoli when it is

drawn while a button on the pen (the command button) is pressed. Thus, the design

of the Tivoli's interface requires that menu selection marks (which are actually

command marks) be performed with the command button pressed. However, this

deviates from the rehearsal principle slightly: the physical action of making a

selection mark is the same as selecting from the menu, but the command button

must also be pressed. All the directional motions remain the same so we can be

hopeful that using the menu still develops skills useful for learning and making the

selection marks.

We have no empirical data to verify that, despite this deviation in rehearsal, skills

developed in using the menu are still transferred to using the marks. However,
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when using Tivoli ourselves, because of our experiences with the menu, we were

able to recall the spatial layout of the menu, and issue marks. The role of spatial

memory and physical movement memory in the transition from menus to marks is a

topic for future research.

6.2.2. Avoiding ambiguity

Typically interfaces that use marks as commands identify marks by the shape of the

mark or the context in which the mark is made. This discussion discriminates

between marks intended for marking menu selections and other kinds of marks

intended for commands. For the sake of brevity in this discussion, we will refer to

these other kinds of marks as iconic marks, although the meanings of these marks

may not be strictly based on iconic shape (see section 6.3.1 for further discussion).

Also for the sake of brevity, we refer to marking menu's zig-zag marks as menu

marks. The important point is that the potential exists for marking menu marks

(menu marks) to be confused with iconic marks. Figure 6.5 shows an example of

two marks for a menu structure of breadth eight and depth of two which are the

same as some of the iconic marks in an early version of Tivoli.

These types of ambiguities are not peculiar to marking menu marks. Many

interfaces that use marks exhibit this problem. For example, a classic problem is

drawing an ”O" for the letter ”O" and having it confused with a small circle (where

circling performs a selection). We present three strategies for overcoming this

problem for marking menus, and the advantages and disadvantages of each one.

We then describe how a one of these three strategies was used in Tivoli.

Avoidance

One way to avoid ambiguities between marking menu marks and iconic marks is to

eliminate the ambiguous marks from the marking menu set. This can be done by

avoiding the placement of menu items at locations in a menu structure that would

result in ambiguous marks. These ”avoided locations" can be occupied by null

menu items. A mark that selects a series of null items is then considered no longer a

marking menu mark, and therefore ambiguity is eliminated.
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for breadth 8, depth 2 menu

Move

Figure 6.5 .' The marks usedfbr a marking menu may conflict with other marks. The

example shows two marks used for selecting from a marking menu that can be

confused with edit marks in an early version of Tivoli. A dot indicates the starting

point ofthe mark.

One drawback to this approach is that the number of items a menu can hold is

reduced and ”unnatural” gaps may appear in the menus. For example, suppose a

menu contains an ordered set of font sizes. If one of the menu items is not used,

then a gap appears between two menu items that logically should appear adjacent to

one another. This may make learning the layout of the menus more difficult.

Another drawback is that eliminating a menu item from certain location forces that

the item to be placed somewhere else. Menu structures can be expanded to hold

displaced items either in breadth or in depth. As shown in Chapter 5, expanding in

breadth or depth slow menu selection and increases errors. Furthermore,

eliminating items may result in losing on-axis items, which have been shown in

Chapter 5 to enhance performance. Ultimately, rearranging menus may lead to

menus that appear to be oddly structured, and this results in menus that are hard to

learn, slow to use and error-prone.

These drawbacks makes avoidance a poor solution. In certain restricted cases,

though, it can be a simple and easy solution to implement. For example, suppose

the only conflicting mark is a horizontal stroke which is to the right, and the

marking menu only needs to Contain six items. The simple solution is to use an
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eight-item menu and the make the ”right stroke" menu item and some other menu

item null items, and populate the remaining menu items with the six commands. A

variation on this strategy is to change the iconic marks. This, of course, avoids the

problems with modifying a marking menu as described earlier, but in certain

situations may cause confusion for a user when obvious or common marks are

replaced by non-obvious, uncommon iconic marks.

Difierent context

Another design alternative is to allow iconic marks and marking menu marks of the

same shape to coexist but determine their meaning by the context in which they are

drawn. Two dimensions in which the context can vary are time (i.e., when the

system is in a certain mode a mark has a certain meaning), and by space (i.e., a

mark’s meaning varies depending on the location at which it is drawn).

Distinguishing the meaning of a mark by the context of time leads to moded

interfaces. An interface where a user must enter a ”marking menu mode" to issue a

marking menu mark seems to defeat the purpose of making a mark—a fast way to

invoke a particular command. However, if the cost of switching modes is very low

and properly designed (Sellen, Kurtenbach, & Buxton, 1992), this can be an effective

technique. An example of low cost mode switching is a dedicated pop-up menu

button on the mouse which is found in many windowing systems such as X11 (X11,

1988) and Open Look (Hoeber, 1988). After developing the habit of holding down the

button to pop-up and maintain a menu, a user no longer perceives using a menu as a

mode. One can imagine such a similar design for marking menus where a user

presses down a button on the pen or mouse to indicate to the system that the mark is

intended for the marking menu. The obvious disadvantage to this scheme is that a

hardware button must be dedicated strictly to a menu. Many pen-based system

pens do not have buttons, or the buttons have already been assigned other functions.

For example, in Tivoli the two buttons on the pen were already used for other

functions. The first button is used to distinguish between drawing mode and

command (edit mark) mode. The second button is used to control whether the pen

is in drawing mode or erasing mode.

Another type of context that can be used to distinguish the meaning of a mark is

location. For example, a stroke through a word may mean ”delete the word" while

the same stroke starting on a graphic may mean ”move the graphic". This type of
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scheme works well with object oriented direct manipulation systems, where the

combination of an object and a mark can be used to distinguish a mark's meaning.

Of course, distinguishing meaning by location will not work if the same location

must accept two identically shaped marks.

Marking menus work very well in identification by location situations. For example,

on a different project, we found an effective interaction technique can be created by

embedding a marking menu in an ordinary graphical button. In effect, this extends

the functionality of the button. Along these lines, we developed a system called

H}/perMark which allows marks to be used in Apple's Hypercard (Apple 1992). For

example, if HyperMarks are added to a button, not only does a button react to a

mouse press, but marks can also be drawn on the button which trigger other actions.

This results in the interface having fewer buttons and faster interactions in some

cases. In effect, HyperMarks are similar to pop—up menus where additional

functions are hidden under a button until popped up. However, with HyperMarks,

a user does not have to wait for a menu to pop up, visually search the menu and

point to an item. Instead, a mark triggers the item directly. Our intention was to

permit ordinary Hypercard users or programmers to incorporate marks into their

own Hypercard stacks.

With HyperMark, different buttons accept the same mark but the interpretation of

the mark is different. Figure 6.6 shows an example of different locations having

different menus but reusing the same set of marks. The meaning of the marks is

disambiguated by the location of the mark. We feel this is a reasonable design as

long as the common commands (scroll up and scroll down, for example) are kept

consistent from button to button.

The disadvantages of discriminating by location are, first, it does not eliminate the

problem if the same location accepts two ambiguous commands and second, it

consumes screen space. Consumption of screen space results in situations where the

desired location is not displayed on the screen and must be acquired by the user.

This can slow interactions and defeat the purpose of using marks.
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Figure 6.6: A simple news reader program in Hypercard that is controlled by

marking menus. (a) shows thefour major area of the screen: “Headlines”, a list of

articles, the title ofthe current article, and text of the article. (17) Shows the marking

menus associated with each of these areas. When marks are used to selectfrom the

menus the context (the location) ofthe mark contributes to its meaning.

Distinguishing tokens

Distinguishing marks by tokens involves augmenting a mark with some

characteristic that disambiguates it. Augmentation can be of several forms. The

shape of marks can be augmented. Alternatively, the dynamics of drawing the mark

can be used to augment a mark.

Figure 6.7 shows how an augmenting ”dot" at the start of a marking menu mark is

used to indicate the mark is intended for a marking menu. An augmenting token,

however, does not have to be at the start of the mark. The token could appear as a

prefix to the mark, within the mark or as a suffix to the mark. However, if the mark

is not distinguished from the start, then mark-confirmation may lead to ambiguities,

since the system may identify the partially completed mark as both the start of a

marking menu mark and an iconic mark.
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Figure 6. 7.‘ Two marking menu marks that are augmented by a “dot " to distinguish

themfrom other types ofmarks in an inteiface.

There are many alternatives to ”dot". Any sort of token that guarantees distinction

could be used. In practice, we found ”dot" easy to draw and easily and reliably

recognized by the system?‘ We also found that one could make an analogy between

it and press—and—wait. In Tivoli, pressing—and—waiting in drawing mode popped up

a marking menu to change pen settings. ”Dot" could be thought of as a mark in

command mode that mimicked press-and-wait, and allowed access to the pen

setting menu.

Another way of distinguishing marks is by dynamics. For example, in some systems

the speed at which a mark is drawn determines its meaning. For example, a slow

up-stroke may mean ”next page", while a quick up-stroke (a ”flick-up") may mean

”go to the end of the document" (Go, 1991). In Tivoli, we experimented with

dynamic schemes and found several problems. First, flicks are not consistently

recognized because the speed of a flick varied with direction and the user's

dexterity. Also, quick movements sometimes caused the pen to skip off the display

surface before the speed of a flick could be attained. Flicking was not very reliable

because of these problems. We also experimented with prefix flicks and suffix flicks.

Prefix flicks made drawing the remaining mark too hard: slowing the pen down

after drawing the flick to draw the rest of the mark, was difficult. Alternatively,

drawing the entire mark at flick speed was too hard. Suffix flicks were more

reliable: we could safely draw the first part of the mark then add a ”flick flourish"

on the end of the mark to indicate it as a marking menu mark.

21 We occasionall ' o erated Tivoli with a mouse, althou h it is intended to be 0 erated with a en. In this case3 P 8 P P

we found a "dot" very difficult to draw. Thus we would not recommend the use of the "dot" for mouse driven
system that use markings.
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Recognizing flicks was further complicated by limitations in the input event

software. On occasion, input events are buffered. Time stamping of input events

occurs after events are read from the input buffers and therefore, at times, these

buffering delays confuse the flick recognition process. This problem could be

overcome by immediately time stamping all events. Nevertheless, this indicates that

tracking dynamics place special demands on input software.

Even if flicks could be made reliable they still present a problem: how can flicks be

demonstrated to a user? The ”dot" is easy to learn because a user can simply be

told: ”make a dot, about this big". Flicks on the other hand are dynamic in nature

and are best learned by demonstration and practice. Section 6.3.2 discusses issues

concerning self—revelation of mark dynamics.

To summarize, we have presented three strategies to avoid ambiguity between

menu marks and iconic marks: avoidance, different context, and distinguishing

tokens. Based on the various advantages and disadvantages each strategy just

discussed, we elected to use a distinguishing tokens strategy in Tivoli. Specifically

we used the ”dot" prefix mark shown in Figure 6.7. Section 6.4 discusses our

experiences with this strategy.

6.2.3. Dealing with screen limits

One problem that can occur in a pop—up menu system is that, when a menu is

displayed near the edge of a screen, some portion of the menu may be clipped—off.

This may make it impossible to see or select some items. We refer to this as the

screen limit problem. Marking menus suffer from this problem because they use

pop-up menus.

One possible solution to the screen limit problem is not to allow menus to be

displayed too close to the edge of the screen. This implies placing menu ”pop-up

spots" some safe distance away from the edge of the screen. While this is a

workable solution, it is not practical when menu hierarchies are deep, since pop-up

spots may have to be located a large distance from the edge of the screen to keep the

submenus from hitting the edge of the screen. Furthermore, it seems to be an

unreasonable constraint given popular interface design. For example, most drawing

programs have scrollable windows, and a user is allowed to scroll a window till

menu pop-up spots are close to the edge of the screen.
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Another solution to the screen limit problem is constraining, Most pop-up menu

systems constrain menus to display entirely on the screen, even if the location from

which the menu was invoked would cause some portion of it to be clipped-off. For

example, the menus in Open Look use this solution (Hoeber, 1988). Constraining,

however, causes problems when hierarchic menus are used. In this case, accessing a

series of menus causes each menu to hit the edge of the screen. We refer to this

problem as crowding. When crowding occurs, users end up making a series of

selections from menus that are against the screen edge and this can sometimes make

menu selection slow and error-prone.

Hopkins (1991) uses a constraining solution for radial menus. Since marking menus

use radial menus, it is worthwhile to consider this solution. With Hopkins’ radial

menus (or pie menus), normally, a pie menu pops up centered around the cursor

location. However, when the cursor is close to the edge of the screen, this results in

some portion of the menu being clipped-off, To overcome this problem the menu is

displayed not centered around the cursor, but shifted over so it is completely

displayed. The cursor is then reset by the system to the center of the menu (this is

referred to as ”warping” the cursor). At this point, the user can make a selection in

the usual way.

Problems occur with Hopkins’ solution when the input device is an absolute device

like the pen, and this makes it unsuitable for marking menus in Tivoli. The problem

is that the system cannot change the location of pen (given the constraint that the

cursor always appears under the tip of the pen). An example demonstrates this.

Suppose a radial menu is popped up too close to the edge of the screen. If the menu

is constrained to display completely on the screen, the pen tip is no longer in the

center of the menu. The pen tip generally ends up located in one of the menu items.

This immediately highlights the item. If the highlighted menu has a submenu, this

menu would then be displayed. Thus, a user inadvertently descends the menu

hierarchy. Even if the menu item has no submenu the user would still have to move

the pen out of the menu item if the menu item was not the desired one.

We propose the following solution which permits marking menu selections near the

edge of the screen when using a pen. When the pen is pressed close to the edge of

the screen, the marking menu appears centered around the pen tip cursor with some

portion of it clipped-off. If the clipped-off portion is large enough to obscure some

menu items, another special menu item (referred to as the ”pull-out" menu item)
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appears on the screen (see Figure 6.8). At this point a user can select the Visible

menu items in the normal fashion. However, if the user moves the cursor to the

pull—out menu item, the menu is redisplayed centered at the location of the pull—out

item. The pull-out menu item is located far enough away from the edge of the

screen so that the menu is completely Visible when redisplayed. At this point the

pen is located in the center of the menu and all items are accessible. This same

scheme works with hierarchic menus. Every time a submenu hits the edge of the

screen, a pull—out item is displayed.
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Figure 6.8: A “pull-out” menu item allows a user to access menu items that would

be clipped-ofi'by the edge of the screen. In (a) a user has displayed a marking menu

but a portion ofit is clipped—of}"/7y the edge ofthe screen. Because ofthis, a pull—out

item appears (the gray circle). In (1)) when the user drags over to the pull-out item,

the menu is redisplayed so all items can be accessed

Marks also have a screen limit problem. If one starts a mark too close to the edge of

the screen one may run into the edge. As with menu mode, the input device used

makes an important difference in a solution to the problem.

If a relative input device like the mouse is used, it is possible for users to draw

marks ”beyond" the edge of the screen. Hopkins (1991) has proposed a solution that
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is suitable for marks. Hopkins’ pie menus use a technique called mousing-ahead

which is similar to marking but the path of the cursor leaves no ink—trail (see Section

2.3.1 for a complete explanation of mousing—ahead). Mousing—ahead is possible

even when the cursor hits the edge of the screen. Although the cursor is constrained

to the area of the screen, mouse movement after the cursor hits the edge of the

screen is still tracked. Thus, a user can mouse-ahead beyond the edge of the screen.

Applying this solution to marks, a user could draw marks beyond the edge of the

screen, although some portion of the mark would not be visible. This solution is

important because it preserves the principle of rehearsal. The movement to select

from the menu must be the same as movement to make a mark and this happens

even when menus and marks hit the edge of screen.

If the input device is a pen, drawing a mark close to the edge of the screen behaves

logically: if the mark does not hit the edge of the screen, it can be performed as

usual; if the mark does hit the edge of the screen, a user cannot physically draw it.

This behavior mimics the way pen and paper works —if one is too close to the edge

of the page one cannot draw certain marks.

We still need to, however, be able to apply marks to objects that are near the edge of

screen. To do this we mimic pen and paper traditions. Generally, when something

is too close to the edge the page to fit, a line is drawn from the object, out to some

clear space and then an annotation is made. We propose a similar design. Suppose

an object is too close to the edge of the screen for a certain mark to be made. A user

can draw a line, out to some clear space on the screen, then make a ”pull—out" mark,

followed by the desired mark. Figure 6.9 shows this.

6.3. APPLYING THE PRINCIPLES TO ICONIC MARKINGS

Marking menus provide self-revelation, guidance, and rehearsal for ”zig-zag" types

of marks, specifically, the type of marks that are the byproducts of selecting from

radial menus. Can a similar mechanism be provided for iconic marks? As a design

experiment we decided to see if we could design mechanisms similar to marking

menus but for the edit marks in Tivoli. Thus we attempted to design ways to self-

reveal these marks, guide a user in making them, and have this be a rehearsal which

builds skills for expert behavior.
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l3) (4)

Figure 6.9: Using a “pull-out” mark to apply a mark to an object close to the

screen edge. In (I), the pull-out mark is drawn (a linefollowed by a dot). In (2), the

system has turned the mark into a pull-out object. A mark is then drawn in the pull-

out object, in (3). In (4), the mark is applied to the object that is ‘pulled out”, and it
is deleted

Another design goal was ease of programming. One of the attractions of marking

menus is that an interface programmer can implement interactions which provide

self-revelation, guidance, and rehearsal with something as simple as a pop-up menu

subroutine call. We wanted a mechanism for iconic marks that was just as

convenient to program. The idea was to avoid creating custom code to self—reveal

each different type of mark.

6.3.1. Problems with the marking menu approach

Overlap

Suppose we strictly applied the marking menu design to the marks shown in Figure

6.3. In other words, display all the possible marks a user could make starting from a
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certain location. Figure 6.10 shows the result of this approach. Marks overlap and

can cause confusion. Part of the problem is that iconic marks are not suitable for

displaying in this manner. Menu marks, however, are suitable because of their

directional nature. Another problem in the example is that each entire mark is

displayed. If all the marks of a hierarchical marking menu were displayed, this too,

would result in overlap.

Type-in point

Paste

Figure 6.10: Overlap causes confusion when using the marking menu approach to

self-reveal other types of marks. Here we display the commands available when

starting a markfirom a clear spot in the drawing region ofTivoli.

Not enough information

A display like Figure 6.10 gives little contextual information. For example, the

important thing about the ”Select" mark is that it should encircle objects and the

shape of the circle can vary. This type of information is not shown in Figure 6.10.

The meaning of several edit marks in Tivoli is determined not only by the shape of

the mark but also by the context in which the mark is made. For example, a straight

line over a bullet-point moves an item in a bullet-point list, while a straight line in a

margin scrolls the drawing area. These types of inconsistencies can potentially

confuse the user. To avoid these problems, we wanted to provide context sensitive

information about which edit marks a user can make over what objects. Informally,

we wanted a user to be able to answer the question: ”what marks can I draw on this

object or location?". Since marking menus are sensitive to context (i.e., the contents

of a menu may vary depending on where it is popped up), we hoped that some

similar mechanism could be designed for iconic marks in Tivoli.
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For mark sets in general, besides Tivoli's iconic mark set and the marking menu

mark set, the following characteristics may contribute to a mark's meaning and this

type of information therefore needs to be self—revealed.

Shape: This is the case where a particular shape is an icon for a certain command.

For example the ”pigtail" shape is an icon for the delete command.

Direction: Sometimes the direction of a mark affects its meaning. For example a

up-stroke means ”scroll up" while a down-stroke means ”scroll down". The shape

of the mark is basically the same but the direction or orientation of the mark has

meaning.

Location of features: The location of particular features of a mark can affect its

meaning. For example, the summit of the ”Type-in" point mark shown in Figure

6.10, determines the exact placement of the text cursor.

Dynamics of drawing: How a mark is drawn can affect its meaning. For example, a

flick could mean ”scroll to the end of document”, while a slow up-stroke could

mean ”scroll to the next page".

6.3.2. Solutions

Crib-sheets

Interactive crib-sheets self-reveal marks without the overlap problem. When the

user requires help, a crib-sheet can be popped up which shows the available marks

and what they mean. The user can then dismiss the crib-sheet (or ”pin" it down on

the side) and make a mark. In Chapter 1, two systems that use mechanisms similar

to this were described. Crib—sheets can be as succinct as a simple list of named

marks or as elaborate as multi-page explanations of the marks in great detail. Thus a

crib-sheet could contain complete information on all the characteristics of a mark.

However, since crib-sheets are for reminding and guidance, they are usually
succinct.

Figure 6.11 shows the crib-sheet technique we designed for Tivoli. The design

works as follows. Similar to a marking menu, if one doesn't know what marks can

be applied to a certain object or location on the screen, one presses-and-waits over

the object for more information, rather than marking. At this point, rather than a

menu popping up as in the marking menu case, a crib-sheet is displayed. The crib-
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sheet displays the names of the functions that are applicable to the object or location,

and example marks. If this is enough information, a user can draw one of the marks

in the crib-sheet (or take any other action) the crib-sheet automatically disappears. If

the pen is released without drawing mark, the crib-sheet remains displayed until the

next occurrence of a pen press followed by a pen release or a press-and-wait event.

Figure 6.11: Self-revealing iconic marks in Tivoli: The user has selected the word

“Tea” by circling it. T0 reveal what functions can be applied to the selection, the

user presses—and-waits within the selection loop. A crib-sheetpops up indicating the

context (“In a selection ”) and the available,/unctions and their associated marks.

This design has several important features. First, the system displays the crib-sheet

some distance away from the pen tip so that the crib-sheet does not occlude the

context. This leaves room for a user to draw a mark. Second, the significance of the

location of the pen tip is displayed at the top of the crib-sheet (i.e., in Figure 6.11 ’’In

a selection" is displayed at the top of the crib-sheet). This is useful for revealing the

meaning of different locations and objects on the screen.

This design obeys the principles of self—revelation, guidance, and rehearsal. The

crib-sheet provides self—revelation, and a user can use the examples as guidance

when drawing a mark. Rehearsal is enforced because a user must draw a mark to
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invoke a command. For example, a user cannot press the delete button on the crib-

sheet to perform a deletion. The user must draw a delete mark to perform a

deletion.

Animated, annotated demonstrations

While the crib—sheet does self—reveal contextual information about marks, it still

lacks certain types of information. For example, one static example of a mark relays

little information about variations and features of a mark. It has been shown that

people need good examples to help visualize procedures (Lieberman, 1987). Ideally

a demonstration of the mark in context should be provided, similar to what one

receives when an expert user demonstrates a command. The tutorial program in

Windows for Pen Computing works like this. ln the tutorial, a user is shown how

marks are made by animated examples.

Demonstrations can be provided through animation. Baecker and Small have

described how animation can assist a user, and how the animation of icons can be

effective (Baecker & Small, 1990; Baecker, Small, & Mander, 1991). The idea of

animated help is not new. Cullingford (1982) used ”precanned" graphical

animation coupled to natural language contextual messages to provide help. Feiner

(1985) used graphical explanations to illustrate the problem solving process of real

world physical actions. Feiner's system, however, was not sensitive to the user's

current context. A research system, called Cartoonist, which automatically generates

context sensitive animated help for direct manipulation interfaces, has been

developed (Sukaviriya & Foley, 1990; Sukaviriya, 1988). The major difference

between Cartoonist and the system we are about to describe is that Cartoonist is

designed for direct manipulation interfaces, not mark-based interfaces. As we shall

see, an animation of drawing a mark must have special features to make it

meaningful and helpful. Specifically, in our system, the animation of a mark is

annotated with text for explanation. Cartoonist does not support annotations.

Furthermore, Cartoonist relies on an extensive knowledge base to describe the

application and interface. The system we describe has a vastly simpler

implementation which is compatible with existing user interface architectures.

Crib—sheets could be animated. A crib—sheet could show how to draw a mark,

variations on a mark, and the various features of a mark. This certainly would help

a user understand how a mark should be drawn. However, crib-sheets illustrate
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marks outside of the context of the material that the user is working on, and this can

make it difficult to see how the mark applies to the context. Marking menus, on the

other hand, have the advantage of showing the available marks directly on top the

object being worked on,.

To solve these problems we extended the function of the crib-sheet by adding

animations of marks which take place in context. If the crib-sheet does not provide

sufficient information, a demonstration of a mark can be triggered by pressing the

”demo" button on the crib-sheet. The demonstration of the mark begins at the

location originally pressed. The demonstration is an animation of the drawing of

the mark which is accompanied by text describing the special features of the mark

(see Figure 6.12).

There are several important aspects to this design:

° Marks are shown in context. The animation of the mark is full size, and emanates

from the exact location originally pressed on by the user. A user can trace the

animated mark to invoke the command.

° Variations in marks can be demonstrated by multiple animations. There is

usually a variety of ways to draw mark. For example, a pigtail, signifying deletion,

may be drawn in any direction, clockwise or counterclockwise, big or little. To

prevent users taking a single animated example too literally, we show variations by

animating multiple examples of mark. Usually, two examples seems to be enough.

° Information about features is provided by annotations. Not only is the drawing

of a mark animated but the animation is annotated with text to explain features or

semantics of marks (e.g., in Figure 6.12 ”A pigtail deletes the selected objects/’). In

addition, features of the application can be displayed. For example, in Tivoli

scrolling marks can only be drawn in the margins of the drawing area, but the

borders of margins are not visible.” In situations like this, the animation can

display these features to clarify matters. Annotations appear in sequence during

the

22 This was done to keep the drawing area uncluttered.
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Figure 6.12: A demonstration of a particular function can be attained by pressing its

icon. In (I) the user presses on the delete icon for more information. This triggers an

animated demonstration of the mark with text annotation to explain its features. This is

shown in (2), (3) and (4). In (5), the user traces along the example mark to invoke the

function. When the pen is lifted, the action for the mark is carried out, and the crib-

sheet and animation disappear (shown in (6)).
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mark’s animation, and they are timed to remain on the display long enough for the

user to be able to read them.

° Animation can be controlled. A long series of animations takes quite a bit of time

and this can be tedious for the user. By pressing a button in the crib-sheet,

individual animations of the marks can be started or stopped. Pressing ”Demo All"

causes the system to cycle through all the animations. Pressing the ”Dismiss”

button stops the animation and removes the crib-sheet. As in the case of the crib-

sheet by itself, the moment a user completes a mark, the crib-sheet is removed and

the animation terminates.23

° The user is not required to make a mark from the crib-sheet. The user is free to

perform any mark at any location on the screen while the animation is running. As

before, the moment the user completes a mark, the animation and crib-sheet are

removed. The user can also choose to not draw a mark by tapping the pen against

the screen. This also removes the animation and crib-sheet.

Architecture

A goal for our crib-sheet/ animation design was that it be easy for an interface

programmer to use. We designed the software architecture with this in mind. To

describe the characteristics of this architecture, we will describe an interactive

computer system as consisting of two parts, an application module and animator

module. The application allows the user to interact with a particular domain of

materials by means of marks (i.e., Tivoli is the application and the materials are free-

hand drawings). The animator is called by the application to show the marks to the

user. The animator is generic —it can be made to work with different applications.

The design of the animator raises many specific design problems. We describe the

animator by laying out the problems and describing how they are addressed.

How does the animator get invoked? This is the job of the application. As with a

marking menu, the user deliberately presses-and-waits while the command button

pressed. The application detects this action and then calls the animator.

23 The animation actually freezes when a user begins drawing a marking so a user can trace the animated
mark. The animation is removed from the screen when the user finishes drawing the mark and raises the pen.
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How does the animator know which marks to animate? In order to make an

application work with the animator, an application—specific Mark Animation

Database (MAD) must exist. The MAD contains descriptions of examples of marks

grouped by application context. When the user presses-and-waits, the application

calls the animator with a description of the current context. The animator can then

select the marks to be animated based on context.

How are marks and contextual features animated? In order to understand how

marks are animated it is convenient to first understand the structure of MAD.

Figure 6.13 shows an example of the structure of MAD. MAD consists of annotated

examples of marks which are grouped by context. When the application calls the

animator with a context, the examples corresponding to the context are retrieved

from MAD. When a user requests a demonstration, the animator animates these

examples. A mark is a sequence of x and y Coordinates which is animated by

incrementally displaying the mark. The marks that appear in MAD were originally

drawn by hand. When animating a mark the animator uses the same drawing

dynamics as the original hand-drawing (a technique developed by Baecker (1969)).

In this way, dynamics of drawing can be revealed and the speed of an animation can

be controlled by the constructor of the database. Annotations are labeled by where

and when they should occur in the animation cycle (e.g., ”start" and ”end"). The

pacing of the animation of text annotations is determined by length of text: after an

annotation is displayed the animator pauses for an amount of time that is

proportional to the length of the text before continuing with the rest of the

animation. This gives a user time to read the annotation and then watch the rest of

the animation.

How are variations shown? Variations are shown by animating another example of

a mark. A mark in MAD can have more than one example. If an extra example is

tagged as ”variation”, it is then included in the animation along with the original

example.

How is the crib-sheet constructed? When the animator retrieves the examples from

MAD, labels for the crib-sheet buttons are extracted, and example marks are shrunk

down to be displayed in the buttons. We found it convenient to designate certain

example marks for shrinking. Therefore, a function in MAD can contain an extra
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example mark that is tagged for use as an ”icon" in the crib-sheet. If no ”icon”

example is found, the animator shrinks the first example mark it finds.

How are application features animated? Like text annotations, application features

appear in MAD. If during an animation an application feature needs to be

displayed, the animator makes a call-back to the application. For example, the call-

back may ask the application to display the margin boundaries of the drawing area.

Therefore, a call-back protocol must exist between the application and animator.

context: "in a selection"

item: Delete

example:

end: "deletes the

selected objects"

9’
start: "A pigtai|"

item: Reselect

example:

start: "A loop''

end: "reselects

objects"

Figure 6.13: An example of the structure of the Mark Animation Database (MAD).

Annotated examples ofmarks used‘for the cri/7—sneet and animations are grouped by

context andfunction.

How are marks animated in constrained spaces? Assume that a user invokes the

animator near the bottom of the drawing area, and that one of the possible marks at

that point is a pigtail. At the bottom of the drawing area, there is no room to draw a
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pigtail downwards, but there is room to draw it upwards. Thus, the animator

should show only pigtails that fit in this place. The solution to this problem lies in

the fact that MAD contains multiple examples of marks. When the animator

retrieves examples from MAD it looks for examples that will fit in the space it is

working with. Thus, MAD should be set up with many examples of each mark, so

that the animator can find an example for any location. We found as little as four

different examples were sufficient. In the event that an example which fits cannot be

found, the animator generates and displays a ”no room message (e.g., "not enough

room to demo pigtail here"). This tends to only happen when there is not enough

room for a user to actually draw the mark.

How is MAD constructed? MAD is constructed by drawing the examples in the

form shown in Figure 6.13 and then copying these examples into MAD. For Tivoli,

we constructed the examples by drawing them in Tivoli. Thus we could easily

design examples that fit in constrained spaces in Tivoli by drawing them in those

spaces. For example, we drew instances of pigtails that fit at the top, bottom, left

and right edge of the screen. The animator does not have to be sophisticated at

laying out the animations—the layouts are determined by the constructor of the

examples. The animator need only check if an example will fit at a certain location.

If it does not fit, it merely looks for another example.

More sophisticatedfeatures

The design for the crib—sheet/ animator and MAD previously described has been

implemented. Section 6.4 describes experiences using it. We now discuss future

designs which are currently not implemented.

One problem with our current implementation is that, although animations do

appear in context, they do not ’’work with" the context. For example, the animation

of a loop being drawn to select objects sometilnes doesn't enclose any objects. The

problem is the animator has no knowledge about the application objects underlying

the animation.

A more advanced version that we have not implemented extends the notion of

parameterized marks to allow them to utilize application objects in the current

working context. For example, assume we have a mark to move a list item. There

would be two typed parameters to this mark: the list item and the location to which

it is moved. In Tivoli, the list item would be a set of strokes between two ”blue
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lines" (like the blue lines on lined paper), and the location would be a blue line

between two other list items. When the application calls the animator and tells it to

animate a move—list—item mark, it would have to also give the animator some actual

items and locations in the current context. The animator would then deform a

move-list-item mark to fit the items and locations. Thus, the user would see a real

example in the current context.

Having examples that manipulate the objects in the current context requires a much

more sophisticated architecture for the animator. The animator must be able to

manipulate objects in the application interface, and therefore a protocol that allows

this must exist. Essentially, the distinction between the application and the animator

becomes blurred in this more sophisticated scheme: the animator needs to know

how to manipulate the application in the same way a user does. It must be able to

identify objects and locations, construct marks and apply those marks. In addition,

it needs to annotate the examples in a meaningful way. All these features require

that examples in MAD be parameterizable. The design of this architecture is future

research. A good starting point is to build on the work that Sukaviriya and Foley

have done on the generation of parameterizable, context sensitive animated help for

direct manipulation interfaces (Sukaviriya & Foley, 1990; Sukaviriya, 1988).

Integrating menu marks

As described earlier, menu marks in Tivoli are treated in the same manner as iconic

marks. Specifically, menu marks will be interpreted as commands if drawn in

command mode (i.e., drawn with the command button pressed down). The crib-

sheet/ animator provides self-revelation for all marks available in this mode

including menu marks.

It would be impractical to include in the crib—sheet and animations all the marks

used to access the pen settings menu. The menu is a much better mechanism for

revealing this information, but is available only in drawing mode. Therefore, the

crib-sheet/ animator refers the user to the marking menu that is available in drawing

mode. The animation of this is shown in Figure 6.14. The animation shows how to

draw the dot required for a menu mark to be distinguished from other marks, and

shows one example pen setting. The animation then displays a message for the user

to see the marking menu available in drawing mode for more information. In this

way an information link exists between the crib-sheet/ animator and the marking
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menu. Hence the crib-sheet provides self-revelation for the menu marks by

referring the user to the marking menu.

A dot—stroke

(aim

changes the pen

color or thickness,

press and hold pen
for more info

Figure 6.14: To self-reveal menu marks, the animator shows one example then

refers the user to pop up the marking menu itselffor more information. This avoids

the problem ofexplaining and animating the many marks usedfor the marking menu.

6.4. USAGE EXPERIENCES

A large portion of the design described in this chapter has been implemented. The

crib-sheet, animator, and MAD have been implemented, although the parameterized

version of the animator was not implemented. Tivoli currently supports animations

with multiple examples for every mark it uses. As Tivoli evolves, we expect the

mark set to change. This can be supported by simply modifying MAD. The pen

setting menu and marks were completely implemented. The ”pull—out” menu item

has yet to be implemented.

Future research will include formal user tests of our designs. It would be optimistic

of us not to expect users to have problems with our system. First, there are many

details that user might trip over: are the menus and buttons labeled meaningfully?

Are the press—and—wait time thresholds correct? We believe the next step in user

testing is to evaluate some of these details and refine the content of the animations.

As Baecker, Small, & Mander (1991) point out, animations require significant

development and refinement. Fortunately, our design makes this easier than a

frame by frame process.

The design has been used informally by several researchers at Xerox PARC. Users

appeared to be quite successful at using the marking menu, once press-and-wait was
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understood. Users were also successful at selection using a mark but found

recognition unreliable. We traced this unreliability to incorrectly drawn ”dots" at

the start of marks. We found the source was not that a user failed to draw the "dot",

but that the system occasionally did not start tracking the pen till after the ”dot" was

drawn. This implies that the pen tracking hardware and software needed

improvement.

Another problem revealed through informal use was the ”right—handedness" of the

marking menu. Depending on a user's handedness, some portion of the screen is

occluded from view when one's arm is holding the pen against the screen. When

using the marking menu, left handed users found some menu items occluded from

view (they had to look ”under" their arms). This implied that, like most pen-based

systems, marking menus must be configurable for handedness.

Users also experimented with using the crib-sheet/ animator. Initially, we found

that users did not notice the crib-sheet pop up on the left side of the display. This

was because users were so close to the large display that the crib-sheet popped up

outside their visual focus. We then added an animation of the crib-sheet expanding

from the point at which press—and—wait occurred. This helped users notice the

display of the crib-sheet.

Users were also able to make use of the crib-sheet/ animator after a brief demo. We

found that users explored the interface by pressing—and—waiting at different spots to

see what functions where available. We also observed users tracing the animated

marks. The most common error involved a user pressing-and-waiting with the

command button pressed, then releasing the button while watching the animation.

The user would then trace the animated mark without the command button being

pressed. This would result in the mark being drawn but not interpreted (i.e., the

mark as drawn in drawing mode, not in command mode). We feel this type of error

may disappear when a user gets into the habit of holding down the command

button to issue a command. It is also possible to have the system recognize this

error and advise the user to press the command button.

6.5. SUMMARY

In the beginning of this chapter we set out to integrate hierarchical marking menus

into a pen-based application, and provide self—revelation, guidance, and rehearsal
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for iconic marks. A design was developed and implemented to satisfy these goals.

The design gives rise to many issues and conclusions:

The integration of marking menus into Tivoli reflects the situation with many

applications today. Tivoli had an interface prior to our design experiment. Thus we

were faced with the task of integrating marking menus with other interaction

techniques. The main effect of this was that our design of marking menus had to

change, not the existing interface components. This was an excellent test of the

resiliency of the marking menus paradigm.

Marking menus had to be integrated with a range of interaction techniques. The

interface to Tivoli not only contains edit marks but also free—hand drawing, buttons,

dialog boxes, pop—up menus, mode buttons and a windowing system. Thus it was a

challenge to find a spot where marking menus could fit in and be effective. The

exploration also reminded us that interaction techniques cannot be added to an

interface design without considering the other interaction techniques that surround
it.

There were many other situations where we could have experimented with marking

menus. One goal in redesigning the Tivoli interface was to reduce the number of

buttons on the screen. Consolidating many buttons into a marking menu, hence,

removing them from the screen, would have accomplished this. Also, using

marking menus to issue commands to Tivoli objects such as list—items would have

been another effective use. Time constrained us to only explore one particular

usage. We thought using a marking menu to control pen settings would elucidate

many design issues, since the menu marks would have to be used in the same mode

as the edit marks. Nevertheless, this simple implementation gave rise to many

design issues which one would encounter in a larger scale integration.

This design exploration also revealed issues concerning using marking menus in

mark-based interfaces. Figure 6.15 summarizes the major design problems and the

solutions we developed. Specifically, ambiguities can develop between menu marks

and iconic marks. We proposed three solutions: avoidance, different context, and

distinguishing token. We elected to used a distinguishing token strategy, given the

way marking menus were being used in Tivoli. The other strategies, however, can

be useful in other situations. Also this design exploration allowed us to use marking
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Problem

Ambiguity between iconic and menu marks. Draw a distinguishing token (a ”dot") at the

start of an menu mark.

Menu items clipped-off near edge of screen. Use pull-out menu item.

Object too close to edge of screen to mark. Use pull-out mark.

Need self-revelation for iconic marks. Use crib-sheet/animator.

Provide guidance for iconic marks. Draw a mark based on crib-sheet example or...

Trace a mark over an example displayed by

the animator.

Ensure rehearsal of iconic marks. A mark is the only way to issue a conrunand.

Crib-sheet/animator should be easy to The programmer generates multiple examples

program and work at any screen location.

Getting information on marking menus marks A crib—sheet/ animator item refers user to the

from the crib—sheet/ animator. marking menu.

Figure 6.15: Major design problems encountered integrating marking menus into Tivoli and

the solutions developed.

menus with a pen. This uncovered issues and led to developments concerning

screen limits and drawing dynamics.

The crib—sheet/ animator is designed to support the principles of self-revelation,

guidance and rehearsal. These mechanisms do not appear and behave exactly like

marking menus, and we have shown why this must be so, but we feel that the

design supplies the same type of information to the user and promotes the same

type of behavior.

Designing a mechanism to self—reveal iconic marks brings to light many issues

concerning the self-revelation of marks. First, revelation can occur at various levels

of detail. The crib-sheet is the first level: a quick glance at the icon for the mark may

be sufficient for the user. An animation is the second level: it requires more time
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but provides more information and explanation. Our design essentially supports a

hierarchy of information where there is a time versus amount of information

tradeoff.

A hierarchic view of information can also be applied to the way in which marks

themselves are self-revealed. For some marks, it is sufficient just to show a static

picture of the mark. For other marks an annotated animation is needed before each

one can be understood. Besides an animation, some marks need to show variations.

Finally some marks, like menu marks, are best self-revealed incrementally.

Depending on the characteristics of a mark, there are different ways of explaining

the mark. This implies our self-revelation schemes must support these different

forms of explanation. Marking menus, crib-sheets, and animations are instances of

different forms of explanation. A complete taxonomy of forms of explanation is

future research.

While user testing is needed to refine our design, we feel that this design supports

the desired type of information flow. Users can interactively obtain information on

marks and this information is intended to interactively teach them how to use these

marks like an expert. No mark—based system that we know of supports this type of

paradigm.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions

7.1. SUMMARY

This dissertation develops and evaluates an interaction technique called marking

menus. Marking menus were developed based on several observations:

1) Marks can be an efficient and expressive way to issue commands, especially for

pen—based computers.

2) Marks, by themselves, are not easy to use because unlike buttons, menus, and

icons, they do not automatically reveal themselves to a user.

3) Therefore, marks must rely on some other interaction technique to reveal

themselves to the user.

Given these observations we designed an interaction technique that combines

menus and marks with the intention that using the menu helps a user learn the

marks. The design of marking menus was based the design principles of self-

revelation, guidance, and rehearsal. The principle of self—revelation states the

system should interactively provide information about what commands are

available and how to invoke those commands. The principle of guidance states that

the way in which this information is provided should guide a user through invoking

a command. The principle of rehearsal states that the guidance provided should be

a rehearsal of act of drawing the mark associated with a command. The goal of

these design principles is to help a user learn and use marks and quickly move from

novice to expert.
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After proposing a design for the technique based on these principles, we then

evaluated the technique. The intention of the evaluation was to determine the

limitations of the technique.

The first evaluation was an empirical experiment on non-hierarchic (i.e., one level)

marking menus. This experiment showed that certain configurations of menu items

make marking faster and less error—prone. Specifically, the experiment showed that

four, eight, and twelve item menus enhance performance when marking. Also this

experiment showed that subjects, on average, performed marks faster and more

accurately with a mouse and stylus/tablet than with a trackball.

The second evaluation was a practical case study of two users‘ behaviors using a six-

item marking menu for a real—life editing task. From this study we observed several

things. First, with practice, users learn to use the marks and tend towards using the

marks 100% of the time. Second, users utilized the features of the technique that

were designed to aid in learning the marks (i.e., reselection and mark-confirmation).

Third, using a mark in this situation was on average 3.5 times faster than selection

using the menu.

A third evaluation was an empirical experiment examining the effect of menu

breadth and depth on users’ performance when selecting from hierarchic marking

menus using marks. We found as breadth and depth of a menu structure increases,

subject performance slows and the number of incorrect selections increases. Error

rate appears to the limiting factor when selecting using marks. The experiment

examined menus of breadth four, eight, and twelve, and menu depths from one to

four. A significant change in error rate occurred when menu depth was greater than

two and breadth was eight or twelve. The results suggest that marks can be used to

reliably select from four-item menus up to four levels deep, or from eight-item

menus up to two levels deep. This experiment also examined the effect of using a

pen or a mouse. We found that subjects, on average, performed better with the pen

than with the mouse. However, the difference in performance was not large. This

indicated that the mouse would be an acceptable input device for hierarchic

marking menus.

A final design study examined generalizing the design concepts of marking menus.

Marking menus are an interaction technique that provides self-revelation, guidance,

and rehearsal for a particular class of marks (i.e., straight lines and zig-zag marks).
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We developed an interaction technique that provides self-revelation, guidance, and

rehearsal for more general classes of marks. We also showed why the technique

must differ from marking menus, and described an efficient means of implementing

the technique.

7.2. CONTRIBUTIONS

The contributions of this work can be divided into two categories: contributions

concerning marking menus specifically, and contributions concerning larger issues

of human computer interaction.

7.2.1. Marking menus

The design of marking menus is a contribution in itself because of several design

features. These features were described in detail in Section 2.2. The following is a

summary of the design features that make marking menus a valuable and unique

interaction technique. Marking menus:

0 Allow menu selection acceleration without a keyboard.

[Permit acceleration on all menu items.

Minimize the difference between the menu selection and accelerated

selection.

Permit pointing and menu selection acceleration with the same input

device.

Utilize marks that are easy and fast to draw.

Use a spatial method for learning and remembering the association

between menu items and marks.

Are implementable as a ”plug-in" software module.

The empirical studies and case studies in this work have contributed in:

Proving that users behave with marking menus as predicted. The design of

marking menus features three modes of interaction: menu mode, mark confirmation

mode, and mark mode. The case study in Chapter 4 has shown that users utilize all
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three modes in the transition from novices, who use menus, to experts, who use

marks. The case study also showed that users performed marks as quickly as

keypresses. An equivalent interaction implemented with accelerator keys would

have required pointing with the mouse and pressing an accelerator key. Hence we

can conjecture that interaction was faster with marks than with accelerator keys in

this setting.

Increasing our understanding of the limitations of marking menus. There is a

limit to how accurately one can select items from a marking menu using a mark.

The experiment in Chapter 5 has determined that selection using marks from menus

with more than eight items per level and more than two levels of hierarchy will be

error-prone. However, if two levels of eight item menus are used, marks can be

used to quickly select from 64 menu items.

Determining configurations of marking menus that produce the best

performance. Certain configurations of menu items make marking faster and less

error-prone than other configurations. Specifically, our experiments have shown

that 4, 6, 8 and 12 item menus and on—axis items enhance performance.

Demonstrating how command item selection and command parameters can be

combined. Our case study demonstrates how both the starting point and end point

of a mark can be used to express command parameters. This results in efficient

interactions.

7.2.2. Issues of human computer interaction.

This work has several contributions to the study of human computer interaction in

that it:

Identifies the fact that markings are not self-revealing. In the past, it has been

assumed that mark-based interfaces will be easy to use because marks will be

”natural” or mnemonic. This may be true in a some situations but not in all cases.

There is a danger of falling into the trap that a system will be easy to use because it

uses marks. This research makes the important point that while marks can be a very

efficient means of interaction, this efficiency cannot be obtained if the user does not

first have knowledge about the mark set. In some situations our experience with

everyday pen and paper conventions supplies this knowledge. In other situations it
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does not, and a self-revealing mechanism must be provided in conjunction with the

marks.

Develops interaction techniques for self-revealing markings. Marking menus are

a solution to the self-revealing problem for one particular class of mark. The crib-

sheet/animator is a solution for more general classes of marks.

Identifies and develops the design principles of self-revelation, guidance and

rehearsal. To solve the problem of marks not being self-revealing, this research

develops the design principles of self-revelation, guidance, and rehearsal. Marking

menus serves as an example of the application of the design principles and the crib-

sheet/ animator demonstrates that the principles can be applied to other situations.

We feel that these design principles are valuable for interface design in general.

Develops a unique way to support novice/expert differences. The notions of

guidance and rehearsal are a unique way of supporting novice/expert differences

and transitions in mark-based interfaces. We know of no other systems that use a

similar scheme.

Other research has dealt with novice/expert differences by providing explicit

novice/ expert modes. In these types of systems, novice mode has fewer functions

than expert mode. The focus of this research is on supporting novice/expert

differences and transitions using mark-based interfaces at the level of interaction,

not at the level of available functions. These two approaches differ but they are not

mutually exclusive.

Demystifies ”the folk legend of gesture” in human computer interaction. It is

clear from the literature that the types of gestures performed while operating an

interface contribute to the overall sense of satisfaction with an interface. While

others have observed that careful design of the body language of interactions results

in better interface design, the research here is an explicit attempt to make use of this

philosophy in a practical interaction technique.

Identifies the real value of marks as an interaction technique. Finally this research

demonstrates that if the real advantages of particular interactions are understood,

simple technology, used appropriately, can exploit these advantages. It is not

simply the case that marks are desirable because marks are easy to remember.

Another desirable property is the ability of a mark to efficiently express a command
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and its parameters. The marks created by marking menus demonstrate this

property. Furthermore, the technology required to support this property is not

overly complex. Recognition methods, and ways of embedding and recognizing

command parameters, are easily programmable.

7.3. FUTURE RESEARCH

As we developed marking menus we came across many interesting design

variations, extensions and applications worth exploring:

' Adapt marking menus to be used on very small screens. A problem with very

small screen computers is that there isn't enough room to draw long marks or

display hierarchic menus. A variation on our marking menu design is to use a series

of short strokes, all starting from the same location to perform a selection from a

hierarchy of menus.

' lnvestigate other types of combinations of marks and menus. Continuous menu

items, and dartboard and donut layouts, which were mentioned in Chapter 1, are

examples of other types of combinations of marks and menus.

° lnvestigate feedback and pairing with command parameters. This research has

only scratched the surface of things that can be done while performing a selection or

after making a selection. Marking menus need the ability to show system status

(e.g., display the current font), to preview the effects of selecting a menu item (e.g.,

highlighting a particular font in a menu causes an example of the font to be

displayed), and to embed command parameters after a selection is confirmed (e.g.,

after selecting "volume" a user is automatically connected to a graphical slider).

Integrating these features while maintaining the design principles is an open

problem.

0 3D marking menus. Marking menus are based on selection by direction in two

dimensions with two dimensional pointing devices. A natural generalization is to

three dimensions.

° While our research has established some upper bounds on the limits of hierarchic

marking menus, a natural extension would be a case study of user behavior with

hierarchic marking menus in a real application. We know from our first case study

on non—hierarchic menus that with enough practice users will use marks. Hierarchic
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menus have many more menu items than non-hierarchic menus. For example, a

menu hierarchy which is two levels deep, with eight items in each menu, contains 64

items. It would be interesting to see if this potential could be tapped in an

application.

° Further development and evaluation of the crib-sheet/ animator is another topic

for future research. Clearly, user testing of the design is required. Also developing

a parameterized version of the animator is an interesting research Challenge.

° Investigating the application of self-revelation, guidance and rehearsal to other

domains, besides marking is of interest. An example of the use of guidance and

rehearsal in another domain is keyboard driven menus. The menus serve to reveal

functionality to a novice, and the novice is guided through the menu by hitting keys

to select menu items. This guidance provides a rehearsal of an expert type of

behavior in which menu items are selected without looking or waiting for the menus

to be displayed.

0 There are many open questions concerning using marks and motor behavior.

Does using a distinct gesture when drawing a mark have an advantage? What is a

distinct gesture? Are there ways that we can design the gestures of drawing marks

such that learning or performance is improved?

7.4. FINAL REMARKS

The interfaces to many ordinary, non-computerized objects have properties which

make human operation of them second nature. For example, gear—shifts and turn-

signal levers in automobiles have labels which we initially look at to learn the

function mappings but with experience these mappings become automatic.

Furthermore, with practice, the gestures of operating these devices become

secondary to the task of driving. The fact that the gestures are unique contribute to

our ability to perform them with very little attention. This provides the advantage

of allowing our attention to be focused on other more important tasks, for example,

watching traffic or reading street signs.

In this thesis, we have tried to exploit these types of properties in the realm of the

computer interface. As computers become more entrenched as our everyday

objects, tools and instruments, it is not unreasonable to expect them to exhibit the
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properties that make many non-computerized objects easy and effective to use. This

dissertation contributes to the understanding and creation of human computer

interactions that have these properties.
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Appendix A: Statistical Methods

This appendix explains the statistical methods used in this dissertation. Analysis of

Variance (ANOVA) is used for hypothesis testing. Specifically, the P-statistic is used

to determine if an independent variable has any effect on a dependent variable. In an

experiment, the dependent Variable is a variable being measured. The independent

Variable is a Variable being controlled.

Testingfor difierences in means: F(k - 1, k(n -1)) = f, p < 0:.

Data is grouped according to different Values of the independent Variable. Each

group is commonly referred to as a treatment. Random samples of size n are selected

from each of k treatments. It is assumed that the k treatments each have a

population that is independent and normally distributed with means ,u1, yz, . . ., pk

and a common Variance 02. The null hypothesis can be represented as:

;11= ,u2=...=,uk

The ANOVA procedure separates the total Variability of the samples into two2 2
component: 51 and 52' The variance 51 is the Variability between treatments

attributed to changes in the independent variable and chance or random variation.
2

The variance 5 is the Variability within treatments due to chance or random

Variation.

It can be shown that, assuming the null hypothesis is true, the ratio:

f: S12/S2.

is a Value of the random Variable F having the F distribution with k - 1 and k(n - 1)

degrees of freedom. Since 512 overestimates the true Variance when the null

hypothesis is false, a large Value for f suggest a large portion of the Variance in the

179
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dependent variable is caused by the independent variable. A test can be done by

comparing the observed value f with the theoretical value of l-"(k — 1, k(n -1)) and

reporting the probability, p, of such a large value forfoccurring simply by chance. If

p is very small (e.g., p < .05), this suggests that the null hypothesis should be

rejected.

Multiple comparison of means: Takey HSD, at = 13

After determining a significant f ratio, it is may be necessary to determine which

pairs of means are significantly different. Various procedures, which are referred to

as post-hoc comparisons, allow this. If means ,u1 and ,u2 are being compared, the null

hypothesis is:

/11 ' /12 : 0-

A Tukey HSD post-hoc test reports the significantly differing means with a

probability of on of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis (i.e., no difference exists

between the means). Generally a .05 level of significance is used. This means one

can be 95% sure that two means actually differ.

Contrasting means: F(1) =f, p < a.

Post-hoc tests are not available for within subjects factors in repeated measures

experimental design. An alternative method for determining which pairs of means

are significantly different is by contrasting means. ANOVA separates the variance

into two components: SSZU and 52' 55w is the variance attributed to the difference

between the means. The variance 52 is the variability due to chance or random
variation.

It can be shown that, assuming the null hypothesis is true, the ratio:

f= SSw/s2-

is a value of the random variable F having the F distribution with 1 and n - k degrees

of freedom. Since SSZU overestimates the true variance when the null hypothesis is

false, large values of f indicate a large portion of the variance is due to a difference

between the means. A test can be done by comparing the observed value fwith the

theoretical value of F(1, n - k)) and reporting the probability, p, of such a large value
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for f occurring simply by chance. If p is Very small (e.g., p < .05), this suggests that

the null hypothesis should be rejected.

Testingfor linear relationships: I-"(1, n - 2)

The F-statistic is used to provide a single significance probability of a linear

relationship between dependent and independent Variables. In this case, the null

hypothesis is that the slope of the regression line is zero. If the null hypothesis is

true, then

f= SSR/sl

Where SSR is the amount of variation explained by the straight regression line. The

variance s2 is the variability around the regression line due to errors. It can be

shownfis the value of the random Variable F having the F distribution with 1 and n

— 2 degrees of freedom. A test can be done by comparing the observed Value fwith

the theoretical Value of F(1, n - 2)) and reporting the probability, p, of such a large

Value forfoccurring simply by chance. If p is Very small (e.g., p < .05), this suggests

that the null hypothesis should be rejected.

Testing a linear relationship for goodness offit: r2

The sample correlation coefficient r2 is used to test the quality of the fit of a linear

regression line. The amount of Variation in the dependent Variable which is

explained by the independent Variable is r2 x 100% . A r2 Value greater than .5 is

considered to indicate a linear relationship.

For further information on these statistical methods see Kirk (1982).
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Introduction

Although the computer screen is two—dimensional, today most users

ofwindowing environments control their systems with a one-

dimensional list ofchoices —— the standard pull—down or drop—down

menus such as those found on Microsoft Windows, Presentation

Manager, or the Macintosh.

This article describes an alternative user—interface technique I call

"pie" menus, which is two—dimensional, circular, and in many ways
easier to use and fasterthan conventional linear menus. Pie menus

also work well with alternative pointing devices such as those found

in stylus or pen—based systems. I developed pie menus at the

University of Maryland in 1986 and have been studying and

improving them over the last five years.

During that time, pie menus have been implemented by myselfand

my colleagues on four different platforms: X10 with the uwm

window manager, SunView, with the Lite Toolkit, and

OpenWindows with the NeWS Toolkit. Fellow researchers have

conducted both comparison tests between pie menus and linear

menus, and also tests with different kinds of pointing devices,

including mice, pens, and trackballs.

Included with this article are relevant code excerpts from the most

recent NeWS implementation, written in Sun's object—oriented

PostScript dialect.

Pie Menu Properties

In their two—dimensional form, pie menus are round menus

containing menu items positioned around the cursor —— as opposed
to the rows or columns of traditional linear menus. The menu item

target regions are shaped like the slices ofa pie, and the cursor

starts out in the center, in a small inactive region. The active regions

are all adjacent to the cursor, but each in a different direction. You

select from a pie menu by clicking the mouse or tapping the stylus,

and then pointing in a particular direction.
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Although there are multiple kinds of pie menus, the most common

implementation uses the relative direction of the pointing device to

determine the selection —— as compared with the absolute

positioning required by linear menus. The wedge-shaped slices of

the pie, adjacent to the cursor but in different direction, correspond

to the menu selections. Visually, feedback is provided to the user in

the form of highlighting the wedge-shaped slices ofthe pie. In the

center of the pie, where the cursor starts out, is an inactive region.

When a pie menu pops up, it is centered at the location ofthe click

that invoked it: where the mouse button was pressed (or the

screen was touched, or the pen was tapped). The center of the pie

is inactive, so clicking again without moving dismisses the menu and

selects nothing. The circular layout minimizxes the motion required
to make a selection. As the cursor moves into the wider area ofa

slice, you gain leverage, and your control ofdirection improves. To

exploit this property, the active target areas can extend out to the

edges of the screen, so you can move the cursor as far as required

to select precisely the intended item.

You can move into a slice to select it, or move around the menu,

reselecting another slice. As you browse around before choosing,

the slice in the direction ofthe cursor is highlighted, to show what

will happen if you click (or, if you have the button down, what will

happen if you release it). When the cursor is in the center, none of

the items are highlighted, because that region is inactive.

Pie menus can work with a variety of pointing devices —— not just

mice, but also pens, trackballs, touchscreens, and (if you'll pardon

the hand waving) data gloves. The look and feel should, of course,

be adapted to fit the qualities and constraints of the particular

device. For example, in the case of the data glove, the two-

dimensional circle ofa pie could become a three—dimensional sphere,

and the wedges could become cones in space.

In all cases, a goal of pie menus is to provide a smooth, reliable

gestural style of interaction for novices and experts.

Pie Menu Advantages

Pie menus are faster and more reliable than linear menus, because

pointing at a slice requires very little cursor motion, and the large

area and wedge shape make them easy targets.

For the novice, pie menus are easy because they are a self-

revealing gestural interface: They show what you can do and direct

you how to do it. By clicking and popping up a pie menu, looking at

the labels, moving the cursor in the desired direction, then clicking

to make a selection, you learn the menu and practice the gesture to

"mark ahead" ("mouse ahead" in the case of a mouse, "wave

ahead" in the case of a dataglove). With a little practice, it becomes

quite easy to mark ahead even through nested pie menus.

For the expert, they're efficient because —— without even looking --

you can move in any direction, and mark ahead so fast that the

menu doesn't even pop up. Only when used more slowly like a
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traditional menu, does a pie menu pop up on the screen, to reveal
the available selections.

Most importantly, novices soon become experts, because every time

you select from a pie menu, you practice the motion to mark ahead,

so you naturally learn to do it by feel! As of VPL

Research has remarked, "The mind may forget, but the body

remembers." Pie menus take advantage of the body's ability to

remember muscle motion and direction, even when the mind has

forgotten the corresponding symbolic labels.

By moving further from the pie menu center, a more accurate
selection is assured. This feature facilitates mark ahead. Our

experience has been that the expert pie menu user can easily mark

ahead on an eight—item menu. Linear menus don't have this

property, so it is difficult to mark ahead more than two items.

This property is especially important in mobile computing

applications and other situations where the input data stream is

noisy because of factors such as hand jitter, pen skipping, mouse

slipping, or vehicular motion (not to mention tectonic activity).

There are particular applications, such as entering compass

directions, time, angular degrees, and spatially related commands,

which work particularly well with pie menus. However, as we'll see

further on, pies win over linear menus even for ordinary tasks.

Pie Menu Flavors

There are many flavors or variants of pie menus. One obvious

variation is to use the semicircular pie ("fan") menus at the edge of
the screen.

Secondly, although the usual form of pie menus is to use only the

directional angle in determining a selection, there is a vartiant of pie

menus which offers two parameters of choice with a single user

action. In this case, both the direction and the distance between

the two points are used as parameters to the selection. The ability

to specify two input parameters at once can be used in situations

where the input space is two—dimensional. Direction and distance

may be discrete or continuous, as appropriate.

For example, for a graphics or word processing application, a dual-

parameter pie menu allows you to specify both the size and style of

a typographic font in one gesture. The direction selects the font

style from a set of possible attributes, and the distance selects the

point size from the range ofsizes. An increased distance from the

center corresponds to an increase in the point size. This pie menus

provides satisfying visual feedback by dynamcally shrinking and

swelling a text sample in the menu center, as the user moves the

pointer in and out.

Other variants include scrolling spiral pies, rings, pies within square

windows, and continuous circularfields. These variants are
discussed in a later section.

A minor variation in the use of pie menus is whether you click—and-
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drag as the menu pops up, or whether two clicks are required: one

to make the menu appear, another to make the selection. In fact,

it's possible to support both.

Pie Menu Implentations

As mentioned earlier, several pie menu implementations exist,

including: X10, SunView, and two NeWS implementation (using

different toolkits).

Ifirst attempted to implement pie menus in June 1986 on a Sun

3/160 running the X10 window system by adding them to the

"uwm" window manager. The user could define nested menus in a
".uwmrc“ file and bind them to mouse buttons. The default menu

layout was specified by an initial angle and a radius that you could

override in any menu whose labels overlapped. The pop-up menu

was rectangular, large enough to hold the labels, and had a title at

the top.

Then I linked the window manager into Mitch Bradley's Sun Forth, to

make a Forth-extensible window manager with pie menus. I used

this interactively programmable system to experiment with pie menu

tracking and window management techniques, and to administer

and collect data for Jack Callahan‘s experiment compa ring pie menus
with linear menus.

In January 1987, while snowed in at home, Mark Weiser

implemented pie menus for the SunView window system. They are

featured in his reknowned "SDI" game, the source code for which is

available free of charge.

I implemented pie menus in round windwos for the Lite Toolkit in

NeWS 1.0 in May 1987. The Lite Toolkit is implemented in NeWS,

Sun's object—oriented PostScript dialect. Pie menus are built on top

ofthe abstract menu class, so they have the same application

program interface as linear menus. Therefore, pie menus can

transparently replace the default menu class, turning every menu in

the system into a pie, without having to modify other parts of the

system or applications.

Because of the equivalence in semantics between pie menus and

linear menus, pies can replace linear menus in systems in which

menu processing can be revectored. Both the Macintosh and

Microsoft Windows come to mind as possible candidates for pie

menu implementations. Of course, for best results, the application's

menus should be arranged with a circular layout in mind.

My most recent implementation of pie menus runs under the NeWS

Toolkit, the most modern object—oriented toolkit for NeWS, shipped

with Sun Open Windows, Version 3. The pie menu source code, and

several special-purpose classes, as well as sample applications

using pie menus are all available for no charge.

Usability Testing

Over the years, there have been a number or research projects

studying the human factors aspects of pie menus.
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Jack Callahan‘s study compares the seek time and error rates in

pies versus linear menus. There is a hypothesis known as Fitts‘ law,

which states that the "seek time" required to point the cursor at the

target depends on the target's area and distance. The wedge-

shaped slices ofa pie menu are all large and close to the cursor, so

Fitts‘ law predicts good times for pie menus. In comparison, the

rectangular target areas of a traditional linear menu are small, and

each is placed at a different distance from the starting location.

Callahan‘s controlled experiment supports the result predicted by

Fitt‘s law. Three types of eight—item menu task groupings were

used: Pie tasks (North, NE, East, and so on), linear tasks (First,

Second, Third, and so on), and unclassified tasks (Center, Bold,

Italic, and so on). Subjects with little or no mouse experience were

presented menus in both linear and pie formats, and told to make a

certain selection from each. Those subjects uising pie menus were

able to make selection significantly faster and with fewer errors for

all three task groupings.

The fewer the items, the faster and more reliable pie menus are,

because of their bigger slices. But other factors contribute to their

efficiency. Pies with an even number of items are symmetric, so the

directional angles are convenient to remember and articulate.

Certain numbers of items work well with various metaphors, such as

a clock, an on/off switch, or a compass. Eight—item pies are optimal

for many tasks: They're symmetric, evenly divisible along vertical,

horizontal, and diagonal axes, and have distinct, well—known
directions.

Gordon Kurtenbach carried out an experiment comparing pie menus

with different visual feedback styles, numbers of slices, and input

devices. One interesting result was that menus with an even

number of items were generally better than those with odd

numbers. Also, menus with eight items were especially fast and

easy to learn, because oftheir primary and secondary compass

directions. Another result of Kurtenbach‘s experiment was that, with

regard to speed and accuracy, pens were better than mice, and
mice were better than trackballs.

The "Eight Days a Week" menu

shown in Figure 1 is a contrived

example of eight—item symmetry: It

has seven items for the days ofthe

week, plus one for today. Monday

is on the left, going around

counterclockwise to Friday on the

right. Wednesday is at the bottom,

in the middle ofthe week, and the
weekend floats above on the

diagonals. Today is at the top, so

it's always an easy choice. The
NeWS Toolkit code that creats this

pie menu is shown in Listing 1.

Pie Menu Disadvantages
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The main disadvantage of pie menus is that when they pop up, they

can take a lot of screen space due to their circular layout. Long item

labels can make then very large, while short labels or small icons

make them more compact and take up less screen space.

The layout algorithm should have three goals: to minimize the menu

size, to prevent menu labels from overlapping, and to clearly

associate labels with their direction. It's not necessary to confine
each label to the interior of its slice —— that could result in enormous

menus. In a naive implementation, you might use text labels rotates

around the center ofthe pie. But rotated text turns out not to work

well, because it exaggerates "jaggies". This is hard to read without

rotating your head, and doesn't even satisfy the goal of minimizing
menu size.

One successful layout policy I've implemented justifies each label

edge within its slice, at an inner radius big enough that no two

adjacent labels overlap. To delimit the target areas, short lines are

drawn between the slices, inside the circle of labels, like cuts in a

pie crust.

One solution to the problem of pie menus with too many items is to

divide up large menus into smaller, logically related submenus.

Nested pies work quite well, as you can mark ahead quickly through

several levels. You rememberthe route through the menus in the

same way you remember how to drive to a friend's house: by going

down familiar roads and making the correct turn at each
intersection.

Another alternative is to use a scrolling pie menu that encompasses

many items in a spiral but only displays a fixed number of them at

once. By winding the cursor around the menu center, you can scroll

through all the items, like walking up or down a spiral staircase.

Other Design Considerations

When you mark ahead quickly to select from a familiar pie, it can be

annoying if the menu pops up after you've already finished the

selection, and then pops down, causing the screen to repaint and

slowing down interaction. If you don't need to see the menu, it

shouldn't show itself. When you mark ahead, interaction is much

quicker if the menu display is preempted while the cursor is in

motion, so you never have to stop and wait for the computer to

catch up. If you click up a menu when the cursor is at rest, it should

pop up immediatly, but if you press and move, the menu should not

display until you sit still. If you mark ahead, selecting with a smooth

continuous motion, the menu should not display at all. However, it's

quite helpful to give some type of feedback, such as displaying the

selected label on an overlay near the cursor, or previewing the
effect of the selection.

When you pop up a pie menu near the edge of the screen, the

menu may have to be moved by a certain offset in order to fit

completely on the screen, otherwise you couldn't see or select all

the items. But it would be quite unexpected were the menu to slip

out from under the click, leaving the cursor pointing at the wrong
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slice, So whenever the menu is displayed on the screen, and it must

be moved in order to fit, it is important to “war_o" the cursor by the

same offset, relative to its position at the time the menu is

dispiayecl. if you mark ahead so tgui-:l<iy that the menu display is

preempted, the cursor shouidrrt be warped. Pen-— and touchscreen-

based pie menus can“: were your pen orfinger, so pie menus along

the screen edge could pop up as semicircular fans. Note that cursor

warping is also an issue that linear menus should address.

Idealiy, pie menu designers should arrange the iabels and

submenus in directions that reflect spatial associations and

reiatidnshibs between them, making it easy to remernberthe

directions. Complementary items can be opposite each other, and

orthogonal pairs at right angles,

its difficult to mark ahead into a die menu whose items are not

aiways in the same direction, because ifthe number of items

changes, and they move around, you never know in which directions

to expect them. Pie menus are better for selecting from a constant

set of items, such as a iist of commands, and best when the items

are ttiougiitiuily arranged to expioit the circular layout.

Sammie Pie Menu

-H ) r _ E ,}, &\‘\§\W\‘\R\W\‘\§\W\‘\R\W\‘\R\W\‘\§\W\‘\§\§\‘\§\W\‘\%\W\‘\%\§\\

example of one that
\\\\\\\\\

\\\§\\\:\\\\\

s
I added to the \\\-\\\x~
NeWS environment.
Clicking on the

wincl-ow frame pops -

up this menu oi‘
window-

management

commands, :\
designed to ta i<e \\\\\\
advantage of marl:
ahead. Because

menu is so commonly used, you can learn to use it guicidy, and save

a lot of time. At the left of the figure is the top—levei menu with

commonly used commands and iogicaliy related sutimenus. The

"Grab" item has been selected, popping up a graphical subrnehu oi‘

corners and edges. The icon for the bottom edge is highlighted, but

has noot yet been selected. Clicking in that slice allows you to grab

and stretch the edge of the window frame.

§\\.\\\\\\\\\V.\.\\.\\\\\\‘.\.\\.\\\\\\‘.\.\\. 3

Figure 3 shows a second example, a color wheei that aliows you to

set the brightness, and to select a colorfrom a continuous range of

hues and saturations. The hue varies smoothly around the color

wheel with direction, and the saturation varies smoothly with

distance, with pure colors in the center fading to gray around the

edge. Outside the pale perimeter a continuous band of grave from

white to black, that looks like the shadow inside a paint can, and

functions as a circular brightness dial. Dipning into this gray border

sets the brightness otthe whole wheel. You may seiect any shade
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ofgray around the border, 05'

move back into the paint can,
to seie-:t a C010!‘ at the

Current brightness. As you

rnnve around, the cursor
shows the true Coior

seiected, and because the

cursor is dispiayued even

before the menu is popped

up, you can mark ahead and
seiect a coior witnouit

popping up the menu?

Cunciusian

Pie menus are easy to learn,

fast to use, and provide a gesturai styie of interaction that suits

both novices arc! experts, The techniques are avaiiabie for aryone

to share, so take a Eocsk and feei free!

.; 1 “ 3 .~ _1‘.;'<;> post Ceniments

Copyright (C) 2005 by Don Hopkins.
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The Long Nose of Innovation
By Bill BLEXEUIT January 02, 2008

The bulk of innovation is low-amplitude and takes place over a long period. Companies should focus on refining

existing technologies as much as on creation

In October of2004, Chris Anderson wrote an article in Wired magazine called The Long Tail, a theory he

expanded upon in his 2006 book, The Long Tail: Why the Future ofBusiness is Selling Less ofMore. In it he

captures some interesting attributes of online services, using a concept from statistics which describes how it is

now possible for the "long tail" ofa low-amplitude population to make up the majority of a company's business.

One ofhis examples came from music: A large quantity ofoften obscure but nonetheless listened—to music can

outperform a much smaller quantity ofhuge hits. The implications of the phenomenon have been significant for

those interested in understanding the meaningfiil attributes ofonline vs. brick— and—mortar businesses and the

book has apparently had an enormous impact among executives and entrepreneurs.

But those looking to apply the theory to the implementation of innovation within an organization should beware.

My belief there is a mirror—irnage of the long tail that equally important to those wanting to understand the

process of innovation. It states that the bulk of innovation behind the latest "wow“ moment (multi— touch on the

iPhone, for example) is also low-amplitude and takes place over a long period—but well before the "new" idea

has become generally known, much less reached the tipping point. It is what I call The Long Nose ofInnovation.

A Mouse Family Tree

As with the Long Tail, the low— frequency component ofthe Long Nose may well outweigh the later high-

fiequency and (more likely) high—vis1bility section ir1 terms ofdollars, time, energy, and imagination. Think ofthe

mouse. First built ir1 around 1965 by William English and Doug Engelbart, by 1968 it was copied (with the

originators‘ cooperation) for use ir1 a music and animation system at the National Research Council ofCanada.

Around 1973, Xerox PARC adopted a Version as the graphical input device for the Alto computer.

In 1980, 3 Rivers Systems ofPittsburgh released their PERQ-1 workstation, whichl believe to be the first

commercially available computer that used a mouse. A year later came the Xerox Star 8010 workstation, and ir1

January, 1984, the first Macintosh—the latter being the computer that brought the mouse to the attention ofthe

general public. However it was not until 1995, with the release ofWindows 95, that the mouse became

ubiquitous.

On the surface it might appear that the benefits ofthe mouse were obvious—and therefore it's surprising it took

30 years to go from first demonstration to mainstream But this 30-year gestation period turns out to be more
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typical than surprising. In 2003 my oflice mate at Microsoft (MSFT), Butler Larnpson, presented a report to the

Computer Science and Telecommunications Board ofthe National Research Council ir1 Washington which

traced the history ofa number ofkey technologies driving the telecommunications and information technology
sectors.

Understanding Immature Technologies

The report analyzed each technology (time— sharing, client/server computing, LANs, relational databases, VLSI

design, etc.) fiom first inception to the point where it turned into a billion dollar industry. What was consistent

among virtually all the results was how long each took to move fiom inception to ubiquity. Twenty years of

jumping around from university labs to corporate labs to products was typical And 30 years, as with the mouse

and RISC processors, was not at all unusual (and remember, this is the "fast-paced world ofcomputers," where

it is "almost impossible" to keep up).

Any technology that is going to have significant impact over the next 10 years is already at least 10 years old.

That doesn't imply that the 10-year-old technologies we might draw from are mature or that we understand their

implications; rather, just the basic concept is known, or knowable to those who care to look.

Here's the message to be heeded: Innovation is not about alchemy. In fact, innovation is not about invention. An

idea may well start with an invention, but the bulk of the work and creativity is in that idea's augmentation and

refinement. The newer the idea, the coarser the granularity ofmost analysis, and the more likely people are to

say, "oh, that's just like X" or "that‘s been done before," without any appreciation for how much work and

innovation is involved in taking an idea from concept to wide practice.

Rewarding the Art ofRefinement

The heart ofthe innovation process has to do with prospecting, mining, refining, and goldsmithing. Knowing how

and where to look and recognizing gold when you find it is just the start. The path fiom staking a claim to piling

up gold bars is a long and arduous one. It is one few are equipped to follow, especially ifthey actually believe

they have struck it rich when the claim is staked. Yet the true value is not realized until after the skilled goldsrnith

has crafted those bars into something worth much more than its weight in gold. In the meantime, our collective

glorification ofand fascination with so-called invention—coupled with a lack of focus on the processes of

prospecting, mining, refining, and adding value to ideas—says to me that the message is simply not having an

effect on how we approach things in our academies, governments, or businesses.

Too often, universities try to contain the results ofresearch in the hope of commercially exploiting the resulting

intellectual property. Politicians believe that setting up tech— transfer incubators around universities will bring

significant economic gains in the short or mid—tem1. It could happen. So could winning the lottery. I just wouldn't

count on it. Instead, perhaps we might focus on developing a more balanced approach to innovatiorwone

where at least as much investment and prestige is accorded to those who focus on the process ofrefinement and

augmentation as to those who came up with the initial creation.

To my mind, at least, those who can shorten the nose by 10% to 20% make at least as great a contribution as

those who had the initial idea. And ifnothing else, long noses are great for sniffing out those great ideas sitting

there neglected, just waiting to be exploited.
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The Mad Dash Toward Touch Technology
By Bill i3uXi'{‘2fI October 21 , 2009

Buried within the current mad scramble towards touch and multitouch technologies lies an important lesson ir1

innovation: "God is ir1 the details" (Ludwig Mies van der Rohe).

So while executives and marketers all seem to be saying, "It has to have touch," I am more inclined to say that

anyone who describes a product as having a "touch interface" is likely unqualified to comment on the topic. The

granularity of the description is just too coarse. Everytl1ir1g—ir1cl11di11gtouch—is best for something and worst for

something else. True innovators needs to know as much about when, why, and how not to use an otherwise

trendy technology, as they do about when to use it. Let me explain.

The photo above shows four watches in my collection. On three of them (a, b, and c), the entire crystal is a

touchscreen. Three ofthem (a, b, and d) have built—ir1 calculators.

When Fat Fingers Meet Small Targets Watch (a) is the Casio AT-550. Despite its conservative styling, it has

some pretty amazing software. To put it into calculator mode, you push a button on the lower left side. To enter

numbers or operators into the calculator, you just draw them on the crystal with your finger. So, for example, a

downward stroke from 12 to 6 o'clock enters the digit one (1), whereas the same stroke followed by a

horizontal stroke from 9 to 3 o'clock enters a plus (+) sign. The numbers appear in the rnair1 part ofthe LCD

window, and the current operator as a kind of superscript, above them

The whole screen is used for entering each character, thereby bringing the scale ofthe action well within the

bounds ofnormal human finger motor control Less obvious but just as important, the technique enables ‘heads

up" data entry—the equivalent oftouch typing. In other words, I can input numbers without diverting my gaze

from you or the document from which I am copying a number.

Watch (b) is the Casio TC—50. To put it into calculator mode, you also push a button on the lower left side ofthe

watch. In this case, however, a graphical representation ofthe familiar calculator numerical keypad appears on

the watch face. To enter a number, you touch the desired digit on the virtual keypad. To enter an operator, you

touch the appropriate icon

(A-, x, -, +) permanently marked just below the LCD at the bottom ofthe watch crystal The design is intended

to take advantage ofyour previous experience with calculators. However, while this all seems clear, it does little

to make the calculator usable. The watch is a victim ofwhat happens when fat fingers meet small targets—even

when accompanied by high concentration. As for touch typing, forget it.

Important Product Lessons Watch (c) is a Tissot Touch. While the crystal is touch-sensitive, this watch does not

have a calculator. To activate the touchscreen you push and hold the watch stem for a couple of seconds.
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Dilferent functions are enabled by touching the crystal at particular places. For example, ifyou touch at the 6

o'clock digit, the hands ofthe watch align and point north, converting the watch i11to a compass.

Watch (d) is a third calculator watch, a Casio Data Bank 150. This one has a physical, mechanical keypad

rather than a touchscreen. While the physical keys are small, they can be accurately used, but not without

looking.

What I like about these watches is their power to teach us, using relatively simple existing products, important

lessons about products that we might be dreaming about. Take watches (a), (b), and (c). Even though they are

all just watches, and all use a touchscreen to gain access to their functionality, knowing how to use any one of

them buys you pretty much nothing in terms ofknowing how to use the other two. Even ifyou know how to use

two ofthem, you still don't know how to use the third.

In fact, isn't it interesting to note that there is a closer alfinity between the touch interface of(b) and the non—touch

interface of (01) than between the two touch ones? In light ofthis, what in terms ofuser experience is conveyed

by specifying that a product requires a touch interface? Very little. Yet how many of those insisting on a touch

interface know about products such as these, much less the lessons that they have to teach?

Touch Isn't New As with almost any suddenly hot technology, touch and multitouch are decidedly not new. They

are a textbook example ofmy notion ofthe "Long Nose ofInnovation. "For example, multitouch was first

discovered by researchers in the very early 1980s, before the first generally available PC using a mouse was

commercially released. It has been gradually mined and refined ever since. The companies whose products have

initiated the current buzz just happened to recognize the latent value oftouch, and believe in it enough to take on

the risk and investment required to elfectively exploit its potential.

Significantly, these companies neither invented the underlying technology, nor were they the first companies to

exploit it commercially. This is not a criticism, by the way, but rather a respectful commentary on the nature of

design and innovation—one that counters the myth ofthe genius inventor, and gives appropriate recognition to

those who laid the foundation that enabled this to happen.

Understand the Long Nose Finally, consider the following: Casio released the AT—550 in 1984 for under $100.

That's the same year that the first Macintosh was released. Working Moore's Law backward, that means that

wonderful ‘heads up“ character recognition was created using only one 13 1 ,072th ofthe computer power that

would be found on an equivalently sized chip today.

There is a serious lesson here for those would-be innovators who, on seeing the great success ofone cornpany‘s

use of some technology or another, scramble to adopt it in the hope that it will bring them a share ofthat wealth

as well Such behavior is more appropriate for lemmings than innovators.

Rather than marveling at what someone else is delivering today, and then trying to copy it, the true innovators are

the ones who understand the long nose, and who know how to prospect below the surface for the insights and

understanding that will enable them to leap ahead ofthe competition, rather than follow them God is in the

details, and the details are sitting there, waiting to be picked up by anyone who has the wit to look for them
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The Sensor Frame Graphic Manipulator
NASA Phase II Final Report

NASA'C"’”“2"3 PROJECT SUMMARY
PURPOSE or THE RESEARCH:

Most of the useful information in the real world resides in humans, not in computers. Therefore we must

find better ways of moving spatial information from the human to the computer. Quality 3-D graphics
displays are necessary but not sufficient for a highly interactive and intuitive human interface. We need to
improve input devices that capture human gestures and spatial knowledge.

One problem associated with direct manipulation interfaces in a design environment is that the user may
not be skilled or precise enough to achieve the desired result. We can alleviate this problem through the use of
constrained virtual tools. We define virtual tools as tools, displayed on the computer's video monitor, which
are analogous to the tools used in factories, machine shops, or design studios. They include, but are not

limited to, tools for cutting, smoothing, shaping, or joining operations. Virtual tools would map multifinger
two and three—space gestures into the operations performed by the "business end" of the tool (such as the blade

of a cutting tool), with constraints imposed by the model of the tool itself, the material or workpiece being
operated upon, and the objectives of the user. The virtual too] would allow us to sculpt a smooth 3-D surface,
varying the curvature or even the smoothness of a curve as it is drawn. However, the manipulation of a
virtual tool requires more than six degrees of freedom. We believe that optical gesture recognition can
provide up to twelve degrees of freedom per hand without the necessity for wires or gloves which inhibit

casual use. The essential purpose of our research was to implement the enabling technology which makes
casual use of virtual tools possible.

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

A prototype Sensor Cube was built using a neon-tube light source for contrast enhancement. A UNIX X-

Windows interface was developed, and a control-panel builder was designed and implemented using X«
Windows. A gesture—analysis package was developed, and is currently being extended for use in a multiple-
finger environment.

RESEARCH RESULTS:

During the course of development of the three-dimensional Sensor Cube, we were informed that the sensors
intended for use in the cube would no longer be available (see Section 3.1 for a more detailed discussion).

This forced us to evaluate different approaches to optical multifinger sensing. Subsequently, we discovered a
method of building the Sensor Cube with only one CCD sensor. This development will allow the three-

dimensional Sensor Cube device to be less expensive than it's predecessor, the Sensor Frame. Unfortunately,
the need to redesign the optical system and controller hardware and software of the cube delayed completion
of this part of the project. Interesting and useful algorithms for 3-D finger tracking were developed and will
be evaluated in detail as soon as sensor cube construction and interfacing are complete.

POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS:

The two~dimensional Sensor Frame technology will soon be supplanted by the three-dimensional capability
of the Sensor Cube. However, the technology developed for use in the Sensor Frame has been transferred to a

recently-announced commercial musical-instrument controller, the VideoHarp. The VideoHarp has
attracted widespread attention in electronic-music circles, and was recently featured on the cover of
Computer Music Journal (Volume 14, No. 1, MIT Press).

Sensor Cube gesture-recognition technology has it's greatest potential impact in computer-aided design
(CAD) and teleoperation. Current input devices with six degrees of freedom or less are inappropriate for the
manipulation of virtual tools. By gaining additional ability to capture the gestures of skilled scientists,
designers, and technicians, computers will become a better alternative to traditional manual methods of

design. If desktop manufacturing workstations with gesture-recognition input devices having up to 12
degrees of freedom can do for designers what time-sharing did for the programmers of the punch-card era,
human productivity might be enhanced considerably; possibly by orders of magnitude.
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'1. Beekgiosnd and M0fit’afiQfl For Geetuwfiesed Systems

1.1. Virtuei Reality afliii Vrtiiai Te-oie

By the time a human child begins to speak, it has already spent approximately
eigiiteen months to two years ieeming how to itientify objects, peopie, anti actions.
it can distinguish one parent from another. it can fiistinguieii itself from other
objects anti gieoeie. it can grasp ené menipuiete objects. Spatiai imowieetige comes
early, anfl preceefis ianguage.

Many young children. can tiweaai a nut onto a bolt before they go to school. A child

less than four years oid can éo this, The task requires more than six degrees of
freedom per hand (ie ~ positioning and orientation of the object in tiii‘ee—spaee pies
a grasping operation), and implies that manipulation of twelve or more indepen—
dent parameters is not unusually fiifficuit for a young i'1111'i1Ei.I3..

in contrast, most workstations avaiiabie tociay aiiow simultaneous manipulation

of oiiiy two imiepentient earemeters, using a mouse. One can specify and
zooanipuiete representations of ti*1i'ee-space objeete with a mouse; but fieeompesing

a sixqziarameter task into at least three sequential two-parameter tasks is not only

eoonterintuitive, time—eonsuming, ané err0r~prone; it is a waste of time if we can

finci ti better way. By analogy, we conic} probably show that anything one can do

using a iieyiooarti can also be (Some using a telegraph key. But most of us wouiti not

exchange our computer izeyiaoemis for telegraph keys, despite the feet that the

latter is cheaper, simpler, smailer, and stantiartiieeci.

These eoxisiderations have prompted severai researchers to attempt to improve
workstation interfaces with a View toward accommodating human gesturing and
tool-menipuiatien abiiity. in section 132, we wiii describe severe} systems which

permit manipulation of objects in three dimensions. We wiii eiscuss their

usefulness and their drawbacks, and ask how they might evolve in the future.

While mile}: of the published iiterature on 33 input devices concentrates on the

videogemelike ambiance of virtual reality, we wilt move the emphasis toward the
idea of virtue} teois, a subset of virtual reality that concerns itseit’ with the

development of more productive tools for use in design. Design and the need for
redesign. are among the meet costiy cemponents in the metioction of high»
teciinoiogy produete such as eirpienee, rockets and space vehieies, and of lowwtech

messerodueed graduate such as eutomobiiee.

1.2. Virtiiei Toeie

One problem. associated with direct manipulation interfaces in a design

environment is that the user ztnay not be sitiiieti or precise enough to achieve the

fiesiree result. We can alleviate this problem through the use of virtuoi toois, We

define virtual toois as tools, diepiayed. on e. weri~»:stei:ion‘s video monitor, which are

anelogeiis to the tools used in factories, machine shops, or design stuciiee. They

iiiciutie, but are not iimiteti to, tooie for cutting, smoothing, shaping, or jeining

operations. Virtual tools weuid map muitifinger two anti threespaee gestures into
the operations performed by the "business enzci" of the toei (such as -the biede of a
cutting tooi), with constraints imposed by the model of the tool itself, the meteriai
or workpiece being operated upon, and the objectives of the user. The virtual tooi

wouid eiiow us to sculpt a smooth 3%} surface, varying the curvature or even the
smoothness of 3. curve as it is drawn.
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Virtual tools might he need to add material ts a workpiece, to cut material, er ta
extrnde it. The motion sf‘ a tee} might he law-pass filtered, with filter-cntnfi‘
frequency of the filter heing eentrelleclfer example, hy the clistance hetween two
fingers.

As we evolve hierarchies of virtual tenls, designer pmductivity will hopefully
increase. If we can significantly sherten ciesign time, custmnizatien will be
easier... and it is irnportant to realize in this centezrt that the highexwerder gentle hf’
mass preauetien, the machines that malte ether rnachines, are eften highly ens-
temizecl tecls, meals in small quantities, hut requiring many design iterations ever

their useful lifetime. As we hnilrl the virtual teels that cut rlesign time, learning
time fer the designer will also he sherter, in relatien to productivity. Tliis is
especially true if the designer can see "irnmetliete feeclhsclr" en his er her latest

assign at low cest.

1.3. Relates Rmareh ln Gmtnre«~Sensing Teehnnlngr

llew can we hest capture human gestures for intuitive manipnlstien of spatial
objects? ‘There are several different approaches ts selving this prshlein. First, let's
look at several currenrtlyevailahle devises:

9 The llatstlleve {VPL Systems}

a The Dezrterons I-lane} Master (Exes)

3 The Snacehall {Spatial Systenis)

9 The Flying ll/lense (SirnGraphics Engineering Carp.)

The Datatlleve and Dexterens Henri Master (DE-llvll heth sense i°lnger—flexing
metiens. The Batafileve else senses hana pesitien and nrientatien nsing a
"Pelhernus senser" clevelened by Mclllenell-Douglas. The Pelhemns senser
cleterniines position ens orientation of the hand using an externally-generated
oscillating electreniagnetic field. The version ef the llatailleve with s Pelhenins

sensnr has the advantage that it can sense relatively largeoscsle hancl pesitisns
ancl srientatiens. Knewing pesitien and erientatien ef the palm ef the hanfl, ens
can use lmewleclge sf finger-jslnt llexnre te éeterrnine fingertip pnsitien, for use in

grasning and teehmanipnlatien applicatians. In addition, by inserting
piezeelectric transducers in the fingertips of the glove, ene cenltl csnceivehly
provide some rlegree sf tench feedback. Force feecihack is a more aifhcult prehlern.
The llll-{M has the advantage that its deterniination of finger-joint tlexnre appears
to he considerably more accurate and repeatable than that ef preclnctien
llatatlleves. It has the rlisaelvantage that it class not currently provide hand
pesltlen ancl srientatian, although this could probably be implemented if market
demand warrants it. Users of the DEM assert that it is lighter and less
encumhering than it lacks, although the time requirerl ta lit it tn the hand seems ‘an
preclude casual use.

"lT‘he use at glevelilete sensors to sense gestures passes seine prehlems. Currently,
these devices use a cable tn transmit data from the glare to the workstation,
making casual use rlltlleult. Mere later about the importance of casual nset
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Hand (and consequently fingertip) position sensing (as oeposen to detection of

fingfenjoint iiexure) requires the use of the reistiveiywexpensive Poiiiernns sensor,
sno its use can be complicated by the presence one movement of ferrous rnetais in
the vicinity of the sensor, A variation of the Dntsfiriove rieveiopeci by for Nintendo

gsines, the Pewertiiove, uses sonar devices mounted in the glove, ‘but this severely
constrains the orientation of the hand.

in the ease of the Batsfiiove, nniess each user has his own giove. a. workstation

supporting the device must have ninitipie gioves svaiisioie in order to sopnort ieft
one rigiitiianded persons with varying’ hens sizes. The same is probably true for

the Exes stieviee. Neither device yet provides snffieientiy soenrate and repestsioie
fingertip position information for use in a virtue} tool environment. These istter

considerations are an orgninen.t against the use of giove~iii{e devices in a virtual

too} {as opposed to virtnsi-reality) environment. Nevertheless, for rnsny
applications, we shonici expect them to provide a reesonebiy eost—eiTfeoti.ve solution.

The Spacebeii is essentisiiy e 3»D joystick. it is a bail siigiitiy larger than 3. tennis
bait. mounted in such a way as to make extension use very ooinfortabie. The

spsceiosii is exceiient for positioning snot orienting displayed 3-D objects, anti for

modifying ones View of a stationary object. It has good accuracy and repeetabiiity.

Because it functions iike a joystick? it has some of the disadvantages that the

joystick has relative to a mouse, sno it has only six degrees of freedom. Six degrees
of freedom are afieqnste for positioning and orienting objects. but more fiegrees of
freedom are required to manipulate virtnni toois. Once the tool is nositioned, there

ore more things we must. do to znsice it work, end that is the probiem.

The Fiying Mouse is s three—i.:iutton mouse with s Poihemns sensor inside,

designexi so that it is easy to pick no One can position and orient it in space. and

then press the buttons. This is aimost goon enough for virtnsi tools, but not quite.
For virtnsi tools, one might prefer the buttons to be more analog, is — pressure
sensitive. A nice thing about the Fiying Mouse is that it can function as e norms}

2%} mouse when on e tebieton, a convenient feature. The builder, Sinigraphies
Engineering Corporation, is well aware of the importance of the nesign and CAD
markets, and emphasizes deveiopment of software necessary for the future
“virtnei tool" environment.

it is important to point out that the technologies we are describing size in their

iiiieney, and eonstsntiy evolving. For this reason, many of the remarks eertsining
to the prodnets eieseiibeii above may become qniekiy outdeteri.

1.4. The Next Step: Visinnufinsed Gesture Sensing

The devices describes in section Lat generniiy involve the use of mechsnieei,

niagnetie, or Haii—ei’feot sensors in the sensing of pairs position or finger flexnre.
A different approach to the problem of sensing nonitiiinger gestures invoives the
use of vision—hssei;i systems.

Computer vision systems that analyze oornpiex reeinvorici scenes in reei time
rernain beyond the state of the art. Nevertiieiess, in some applications, such as

visnsi inspection, where scenes are specialized anti predictable. systems are
epprosoii.i.ng feasibiiity (and a few systems are in eomrnereisji use).
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At Sensor Frame Corporation in Pittsburgh, we have developed a device called a

Sensor Frame, a 2-D optical finger-tracking device developed by the author and
colleagues at Sensor Frame Corporation and Carnegie Mellon University. The
prototype Sensor frame, using four sensors, reliably tracks up to three fingers at 30

Hz despite the fact that fingers sometimes block one-another from the point-of-view
of some of the sensors. Tracking of multiple fingers is what distinguishes it from
commonly-available touch screens. A drawing of the Sensor Frame, mounted on a

monitor and in "standalone" mode, is shown below. The Videotape accompanying
this report as Appendix C-1 shows the Sensor Frame in use.

The Mark IV Sensor Frame

Although the Sensor Frame represents a technology still in the early stages of its

development, it has aroused a fair amount of interest in industry, the press and
media. In late 1988, CNN featured the Sensor Frame and VideoHarp in their
AT&T Science and Technology series, and in 1989 Business Week featured both

devices in their technology section. The Sensor Frame also appeared on the cover
of NASA Tech Briefs, together with a feature article.

Unfortunately, production of the Sensor Frame, intended for September of 1989,

was abruptly halted when the sensor manufacture halted delivery of optical

dynamic-RAM sensors in the spring of 1989. This development is discussed in

more detail in section 3.1. At present, we are developing the Sensor Cube, a 3D
extension of the Sensor Frame, which will use one area CCD sensor to track up to
three fingertips in three dimensions.
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1.5. Fuiziim Applications cf Gwtumfiesed Syeizeme

Much of the meiivatien for building gesture-eased systems can came {mm

thinking about haw we might apply them in the future in oraier ta) increase éghe
proriuctivity of sziesignere. When we ask which gesture-sensing input devices will
survive, we need fie ask what future eppiicatiens wili require. Lets die a liittie

timught experinmnt, and imagine what we Wauid like mar workstatien to tie for us
if our objeciaive were ta design or medify a threediznensicanai abject, such as a ma~
chizie-toe} part, a piece {sf furniture, a moiecuie, er a nozzie for a rocket. engine.
W971} cal} this new type mi‘ workstation a desktop manufacturing {DTMU
warksiaiion, because it is intended to permit rapifi preixityping of re-ai«worid

objects. It woum enable a cieeigner te interactively specify er msdify the shape of an
object using spaiziai gestures ané the virtual’ £9053 ziescribed abave. Then iii wouici
build the abject.

The BTM svorkstetien weuid esmsiet of the faiimvixig cempmients:

*1‘ A powerful CAD Workstatien that éisgsiaye coiered, shaded SD ebjects,

with full-metiam viziee cegability.

3 A "343 copier" similar to the stereeiiiilogrephy device manufactured by 3»

D Systems Cerporatien. This devi.ce, 91* same future variatien of it, wiil be

used to fabricate :2: pretotype or custom part quickly. There are c:m“1‘ent1y at

least three cempanies working can this aspect sf DTM technoiagy, ami the

xiumber will probably increase.

'3 A 3%} gesture senear, wiéh gesture~rez:egIiitieIi eefiware aiifi a uzIrtuaE-
£0a§nzaieer’s iaoiizit.

G’ Am optienai 3-D Eager scamier fer scanning 3-D shapes.
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2. Phase H Technicai flhjeciives

Phase II Technicai Qbjectives cszasistefl of the foflowing:

1. Develnpnaent cf Senser Cube hardware and finger~trackiz1g ssftware.

2. Development of an intuitive interface far graphic-object nlanipuiaizionfi

3. Deveizmment of X«Wi;a1dow interfacsa and UNIX device drivers fer the
Sensor Cube.

4. Ifieveiepmeniz of soft contmi panels.

These czbjectives cm-respsmd to objectives 3.1.1 thzmugh 3.1.4», as describeii in our Phase
H propasai far this pmject. Due ta ‘aha sudden unavailability sf DRAM sensers, as
described in section 3.3. of this regpurt, mat ali abjectives were achieve& in the form

arigmafly anticipated in the Statement of Work. Because the SEIXSQI‘ Cube design had
to be mnfiifiefi significantiy as a consequence 0f the sens9r«avaiiabi§i£y pmbiem, the
resultant impienientatiozi deiay pmciudeé impiementatian cf the 313 aspects cf task
3.1.20
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3. Memedaicg, Qhsewafiflm, And Rmuits

3.1. Beveiapmem of Sensor Cum Hardware

In harfiware terms, the Serasar Cube described in our NASA Phase H pmpesai
was intended to be a thicker versian {if the Sanger Frame. A Sensar Cube was buiit
with 3 4.5" deep neon Eight source anzi {bur ciynamic RAM (DRAM) senscrs of the
type used in the ariginai Sensor Frame“ This first Sanger Cube hardware was
completed on schedule, about six months after the inceptian of Phase 11. The fir:-at
Sensor Cube pmtatype is shmvn schematicaliy heiaw, and in a videetape enclosed.
as; Apgendix C-2 of this report.

Sensur A

View Fram Sensmr“ A View From Senser‘ 5

‘Tha Fimt ?smm&ym &nse::x° Cube, and Two Views Fmm tha Semm

After completion :2? the first Senser Cube pmtetype, work began an a UNIX
interface far 2. Si1icon~Graphic:s wm*§:sta’é;i9n, and at the same time for an X-
Windaws interface for an IBM RT workstatiun.

SENSOR Ffifim CQRPGRATKGN CONFIDENTIAL INFOR.E%v’EA’E"ION
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The UNIX and X—Wir:dew projects were essentially eempiete, in March ef 1989,

when Sensor Frame Cerperatieu was abruptly infermeci by Micron Teehneiogy
Corperatiou, the seie supplier of the EERAM seusers, that the febrieetion sf their

line ef DRAM sensors had been terrninateri, Our pians fer eemmereiai jereciustieu
of the Sensor Frame, iutemied ts begin in éiugust 13389, haé te be ebaneoued. Beth

the thenneurrent Seeser Frame ens Seriser Cube riesigris made use of the 258K
epticai BEAMS suppiiee by Micron. Alf. supplies of the 256K DR:-’ii\riS has been
eemrmitted to larger users by Micron before we were irifermed ef the ciecisien,
ieeving us with only five sensors; erieugii for eur sirtagie protetygie Seriser Frame,
pins sue spare. We were ‘Laid that we weuici be abie be ebtsin 100 ef the siriaiier 54K

DRAMS; iiewever, we censidereci the 642K cieviees unsuitable fer use either in a

commercial Sensor Frame or in 3. Sensor Cube. Nevertheless, we beught the 10$
MK devices? because we had a third ereduct era. the drawing boards that maid use
it; the Vicieeiierp.

It is perhaps reievant at this point to discuss the erigiriai reasens fer the seieetieu
of i3‘i"i.Aii«i sensers rather than eherge—eou.p1e»:i devises {CCDSB as sensors, as weii
as the derision not to seek out another DRAM vender to supply the eptieei DRAMS.

in 1382, when the first precursor er” the Seuser Frame was built, CCDs were

extrerueiy expensive eempare& to DRAER/is, with iiuear {L’CDs running in the
theusariideiier range. Further, Cifilis require much mere cempies interface
circuitry than do tiynamie RAMs. in the early 80‘s, there were no integrated»
circuit devices te provide the complex eieck guises, with their esrefuiiy-ceritreiieri
siew rates, required by CCDs. Aitimugh integrated COD eieeis: and ieveieenversien
chips became available in the mid~te»iate 80s. the system crest of ressoriariiieeuaiity
CCDs is stiii considerabiy greater than the east ef sptieei DRAM chips. Further,
the DRAM chips has severai desirsbie properties that CC’De eurrentiy isek, sue ef
the meet. iuieertami being eddressebiiity. in edriitieu, it has met been any easier ts
obtain. as secensiseureezi CCD their is was to ebtaiu a seeeriezi-seureeci eptisai
DRAM.

Aitiieugh riesperate, we were unable to convince Micron Teehneiegy te reverse
their decision. They had iittie incentive to persue this stiii—reiativeiy~smaii sensor
market, having been awarded 3. virtual meriepeiy en the American BEAM market

(aieng with Testes Instruments and IBM, the cmiy remaining American DRAIM
manufacturers) by the US. Department of Commerce decision in 1988 to severely
iimit the impertation ei” IJRAMS from Japan.

As a eensequerice of this uiiferimiete event we did twe things. First; since we eeuié
net manufacture Seeser Frames or Seriser Cubes, we decided te produce the
Videeiiere, an epti.eaiiy-scarinee musical instrument, which was the only see ef
the three preauets resulting from Seriser Frame teeimeiegy that crisis maize use of
the svaiiabie 34K DRAMs. Secens, since we knew that we must switch to 21

different sensor teehnoiegy eiter the liifith Viaeeiiarg was buiit, see in erder to
buiid a commercial Sensor Cube (at present, we beiieve that it may be pessiiiie fer a
future Videeiisrp and Sensor Cube ts use the same area sensor}, one of us (Paui
ii/ieéivinney) attempted to find a way to buiici a Seuser Cube using fewer sensers.
This effort succeeded shertiy thereafter in the summer of’ 1989, when we aeveieperi
e éesigu using eniy one senser and two mirrers.

SENSGR Hflfl CQRPEERATIGN CGN"It’+@EN‘I°IAL I-f‘i'FURfi'iA"i"EGN
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The iihxstratien below shows the a perspective View of the resultant singieeenemv:

Sensor Cube nmunted on e videe monitor. Uniike the Sensor Frame, this iiesign
requires use if a grayecaie sensor such es e CS1} 01* M68 area sensor, However,

because it requires fewer sensers and asseeieted optics, it wiii probably be cheaper
to produce than the first Sensor Cube design. It's Zexis deyth will be about six
inches, a significant impmvement ever the ertlginai aiesign. In additien, the new
{Resign Rennie itseif more easily ‘he use as a twenhendefi teieeperatien device. If twe
cubes are positiened side-=by-eiiie, they can share a centreiier.

Figure 2: The Pmizetype Seneer Cube Mmmted an a Video Mcmitor

Several impertant design ceneideratiene are eriving the cieeign of the seemed
Sensor Cube. We list here the most impertent ones:

° The device must eliew for at least ten degrees ef freedem per hand,
hopefully mere. This wiii aiiew pesitiening and orientation of 3. virtual
too} reiative to a werkpiece, feliewed. by x~y manipulaiien of analog inputs
on the moi itself’ hy twe eppeeed fingers. Even twelve degrees of freeciom
may not he tee difficult is ebtain.

° The éevice eheuid allow casual use. This hecemee esgeecieiiy impatient as
increasingiy pewerful virtual tecaie permit a given eperetien ‘:0 he
eempleted in a short time, eiiowing the user to :10 something eiee which
may net require the use 9? the gesture-sensing fieviee. Geeci virtual teeis
sheuici preclude the z1ee& for eenstant use, lessening concern about
operator fatigue caused by helding (mes hand in the air 31% day.

8’ The user's hanés eheuid he left free to use ether devices, such as
keyboards emf. telephones.

* Peeitien ef fingers reiative ‘Le screen ebjeets shm:-id be sensed.

5* The device ehmzld he abie to sense fingers in the vicinity of a video morziter.
It shouiél he attachable its the meniter, se that the user need net. sacrifice
ties}: space.

* it shoulfi eperate inciependently of the vifiee Irnenitor, so that ii; can be

mounted in enether leeetien {possibly fer teIee;3eratien~eriente:;§
applications) if the user so desires.

*9 It ehmflti be inexpensive in mass production, in erder fie encourage
genera} use and etezidardizatien ef’ application and userminterfece
seftwme.

SENSOR F’RAM'E CORPQRATIQN {3QNFmENTIA.L EIWGREMTXGN
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The next ifiustration shows a perspective schematic View of the new Sensor Cubs
design. The senscr is at iower left, anti the shamed areas represent two mirrors at

right angiss.

Perspactivs View of Sensnr Cube, With Monitor Scream At; Rear

The nexé: iliustratien simws the Sensor Cube from the front. A159 Shawn are the

positiarms 0f’ the viriuaf sensars. The scene prcéuced in the singie real sensor, at

lawer left, inchxdes the scenes refiecfizeii from the mirrors aicsng the tap and right

walls of the Sensm‘ Cubs enclosure. These virtual images may be treated
geonletrically as if they were images seen. by the virtuai sensars in the three
positiens shown. The net effsct G1" the mirror system is to yrsvifis an image fmm
four directicms instsad of just one. Since all sensars, ma} ané virtual, look at the

hand from 3, pesition near the plane sf the vidse mcmitar, seclusion {sf fingers by

the paim is minimized, except in the cases sf extreme mtaticm of the hand.

SENSOR mssm COR?0RA’3T‘I{‘BN CONFWENTEAL fl\s'FQI~iBviATION
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Virtual

Sanger 1

m"”fl“ ~43
Tofviirror ‘*2,

Sensor ‘ Frfint V39“? Virtual :
Foldback Sggnggr 2
Mirror

Front View of Sensm‘ Cube, Showing Virisuai Senssrs

The new Sensor Cube mntraiier is currenfiiy under ccsnstruct:-‘mm. Eeiays in
deiivery of Sl1}3'§){)2"§L chips for the new riesign, baseci sn 3. reiativeiy inexpensive CCD

&ssigned by Texas instruments, pmciudm the pessibility of comgietian befere the
and cf the NASA Phase II mntract. Most US.» based CCB vendmrs have their CED

chips and supperfi; circuitry {ané assmziatsd data. sheets) ymduced in Japan far use
in Japanese videcs cameras, and the US. whoisesaie market is small. As a

consequence, some parts that have beer: on orésr far six mcmths are still amt being
ck-.1ive1°ed.

A more longwterm soiutizm to the 1:2:-cblsm cause& by the fact shat there are
curnentiy nae nituitipiysourceii area image sensurs suitable for cmr dssigns is for
us to design our own area sensor chip. This effort. wcsulszi make use of a scaleabie

CMGS princess and the mum-fsundry capabilities mi‘ the MOSES yratotypiag service
offered by the Infarmation Sciemzss Institute at the University of Sszmihem
California {USU/ESE}. PC‘-based software for MOSES pr0jeci;~s:}1ip dssigns is
available fmm cmnmerciai vendors at xmminai cost‘

Because if the uncertainty in the design scileduie for this approach and our
limited resources, we chase the mere conservative appruach sf using cmtnsmerciai
CCDS. Nexrertheiess, in the fajfl sf $89 we submitted 9. pmpssai ta BARPA to fiznd a
"smart" addressable MOS image senser chigz for use in gesture—based systems, but
the proposai was rejected. Via were toid by BARPA that the pmposai was
mnsidsered tecimicaliy soumfl, but that mast if net ail of their new funéing had been
reserved for EEDTV and Star Wars projects. DARPAIS agpmassh may change,
given the recent highdsvei shakeazps within the nrganizatinn, but Sensor Frame
Corporation intends to stake its future 0:‘: commerciai pr0&u<:t development (is. —
the Vi&soHarp), and fund new sensor aievelopment ixitemaliy.

SENSQR mam: CORPOEATEGN CGNFMENTEIAL ENFGRMATXQN
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3.2. The Sensor Cube Finger-Tracldng Algorithm

The algorithm for determining the spatial position and orientation of fingers in the
Sensor Cube image area, stated here in somewhat oversimplified form, works as
follows:

1) From the point-of-view of virtual sensor 3, the furthest sensor away
from any sensed object, the scan line which intersects the mirrors at

the greatest angle relative to the base-plane is read. This is
guaranteed to sense a finger and allow it to be tracked at a z-axis

value at or beyond the maximum guaranteed z-axis (ZMAX) tracking
value.

2) As any finger approaches ZMAX, it is scanned by a "crosshair" pattern
for each virtual sensor. One line of the crosshair is oriented along the
axis of the finger, the angle being determined from previous scans.

This is called the "longitudinal scan". For the simple case of a finger
pointing directly along the Z axis, this value, taken from each virtual

sensor, determines the position of the fingertip in the Z dimension.
Information regarding fingertip position from each longitudinal scan
is used to determine the height (above the fingertip) of the next lateral
scan (see below).

3) The second scan is at right angles to the first, scanning across the
width of the finger. This is called the "lateral scan". Information

from each lateral scan is used to determine the lateral position of the
next longitudinal scan.

In this method of tracking, each longitudinal scan corrects the position of the next
lateral scan for a given finger, and vice-versa. Whether a frame-buffered image or
an addressable sensor is used, the method allows us to locate fingers by scanning
a relatively small fraction of the total number of pixels in the image, greatly
reducing Sensor Cube controller processing requirements. In practice, two lateral
scans of each finger may be needed to determine finger orientation accurately.
When partial occlusion of a finger occurs, things become somewhat more
complex. Experience with the Sensor Frame leads us to predict that we should not

try to track more than three fingers at a time. This necessitates a style of gesturing
which requires folding of the two smallest fingers into the palm. However, such a
constraint appears to be easily learnable by most users. Further, the plane formed
by three fingertips is useful for determining the orientation of a displayed object
"grasped" by the hand. In the future, with more experience, we may try to relax
the "three-finger" constraint.

SENSOR FRAME CORPORATION CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
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3.3. Deveieymens sfan Ezemihive hzssrfsm fer Grephiefihjees Memipulsitien

Because the fieveiosment of the Senses Cube was chelsysd, the translstien, retaticm,
grasping, and scsiing of graphic ohjeciss in three dimensiarms was not possihie.
H.evveve:°, .Appem:h:«:: C-1, in the videetspe attached ts this report, shows haw these
capabiiities were imyiementefi using the Senses Frame pretetype fer the twe~
dimehsienai case. We beheve i;hs.t when the Ssnser Cube beeemes epzerstionai,
extension sf these capahiiifies to the 31) case will net he flifieult.

3.4. Deveiepmem es“ an X» finfiew Interface she {INK flevism firivezs
fer the 8&1“ Cube.

X~Winflow and UNEX device-driver interfaces were sueeessfuliy implementeci for
the Senses Frame an IBM—RT and Siiiconflflsraphics IRIS wsrkstafiens. The
videotapes attached as appendices to this report shsw the effects of this
implementation. Appendix B iisss the implemented UNIX éeviee-driver functions
written in C.

In gensrsi, it was found that the X—Wineews interfaces ipsrticsiariy on the IBM
RT) were quite slew due the the excessive everhesd sf message passing between
varieus X~Windsw components. This made muhzifinger trashing ans screen
upsets siew and éifficult. The wideiyseknswlefiged prehiem sf excessive message
passing everhesd has resulted in the recent appearance of terminals with
precsssers aiedicstefi $0 the efficient executien sf X Windows.

Gm” implementation of the Sensor Frame on the Si1ieeh*Graphi<:s IRIS
werkstetian was done usisg Surfs NEWS winfiswing system previciefi by Sihiesn
Graphics.

3.5. Beveiepmemt sfSefi Cenmei Peneis

The control-pane} editing program was develepefi by researchers at Carnegie
Meihm University uncier subeontracs ts Sensor Frame flerporatien. An articie
describing this ef'E'ort3 “A Gesture Based User Interface Pmizetyping System", hy
Br. Roger Esnnenherg and Dale Amen ef the Scheei sf Computer Science at
Carnegie Meflen, was published in the Preeeeeiings of the Seasons Ammsi ACM
SIGGRAFH Symposium on User Interface Scufiwsrs and Teehneiogy, Nevember
1989. That srticie is inciuded in its entirety as Appendix A sf‘ this seems. The
attached videetape (Appendix C-3) shows the operation of this system.
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3.6. The VideeHar'p

Védeefiere

The Videefiarp is an eptieeiiy ecanrtsefi musicai instrument which cenverte

moving images of the fingers irate music. Unlike keybearzie and other mechanical

sensing fievices, the Vifleefiarp, because of the flexibility sf it's eytical scanning
method, can recognize many ciasses of musical: gestures, inciufiing bowing,
streumrnirag, iceyboarding, and even conducting. A given class if gesture may be
appiieé is any class of instrument timbre. For example, erxe eouid how a harm er
strum an ergan. Using a fixed n1echanica1 controller, such as a keybeard, (me
coulfi produce nan-keyboerri seunes, such as the sound: 0f :3. stringeé instrument.
Hewever, even a keyboard with aftertouch (rennet vary the timbre cf e bewed mate
significantly as the mate is pleyeec Note that a cefilist. er vieliniet can press harder
on the haw, play chaser to the briége er’ the instrument, and preduce vibrato all at
the same time. Keybeard controllers de net perxnit such quantitative, intuitive, axtd
flexible centre} cf many parameters at arms.
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The Videefiierp, because it can optically track 5:13 the players fingers at emze,
aiiews centre} of many independent par:-anxeters. It permits 3 richness sf’ tinibml
sxpressien approaching, ami often exeseefiing, that of traditions} instruments. The

playing surfaces of the Videofiarp can be divideci up inm regiens. Each regien
possesses its awn stiributes, such as which instrument is ta be played, the Width
sf keys, pitch and amplitude ranges, and many others ‘:00 numercms ts mentiam
here, 1

Same classes of gestures lend themselves We}! ate cemziuciing. For exampie, a
stored score can be conducted using bowing motions. Each reversal of the bew

causes the next note 33:: be plsyeei. ‘While some ham} executes the bowing metiams, the
fingers ef the other hand cm’: be used its camtrcsi acisitienai aspects of timbre at the

orchestra} Eevelg. This ailows a novice user is ebtain immeciiate music.-:-1} resuits,
and to express himself‘ musicsfiy at a high Eevei witheut having its learn all the
nuances of the instrument. it is the musical expressian svhich is imporiant hers,
net. the ability to specify which mates are to be played. That has already been dame by
the composer. Although a conductor may leak at an archestrai scare in srder to
plan what to do next; he is primariiy interestse in deveieping his own
indiviéuaiized expression er interpretaizima sf the cempesitien.

The feilowing diagram iflustrafes the interns} structure cf the Viaieofiarp, as seen
from above. The ciasheei line shows the light path fmm the light seurce (at right} to
the sensor, at ieft. Mirrors are used in benci the light path se that hath playing
surfaces can be scanned by 3 singie area sensor. Fingers placed against the
piaying surface hieck light. from the Eight source, creating a sheéew image on the
sensor after being focused by a lens system (the cyiixflricai object at ieft).

The vs Viéeeflmp, As Seen Fmm Above

The Videefisrp can assume feur different miss:

8* A Musical-instrument Centreiler: The Videefiarp is an eptica11y~
scanned f‘ree-hami gesture senser adapfiefi to the neees ef the
ins€;1'umem:aiist. It can be connected ta any synthesizer with a MIDI

1 For more informatian, see The Vicieaiiarp, in Proceedings cf the 14th Entematicmai
Csmputer Music Conference, Coiogne Germany, 1988, Ed. Lishka and Fr'it;s<:'h.

2 An orchestra. can be £;hm.aght. of as a large instrument played by a ccsnducter. The conductor
does not specify the notes ti? be plsyeci, only how they are to be pieyeci.
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e A Cenfiuetimg Cfemreiier: The Videefierp can capture gestures used in

cmzducting a gmugs of zlnstmments, such as a quartet, an ensemble, er
even a fuii m*chestra.

8* A Compesitien T903: With its abiiity ta nptieeliy sense playing and
conducting gestures of many types, the Videofiarp is an enaénfing
ieehnoiagy which permits eempesezrs to experiment with the intereetien
between meiedy, temee, timbre, anci dynamics, with a fiexibiiity and
immediacy unmatched by current contreliers.

° A Cempiete Mueieai instrument: In the fuiure, a Viéeefiarp with
built-in synthesizer will be 3 complete musicai instrument At present,
because there is me "stan&e::°d" synthesizer, it is better to leave the choice

of this device up tea the user.

The Videol-{are has received natienei anfi internationei eeverage in several
publications, including Science News and Business Week. A eeier picture of the
Videeflarp agngearefi recently an the cever 0f Cemputer Music: Jaurnei, which
included a paper by the invemers.
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4. Conelofions And Rmemmemlefiens

We beleive that in the long run, vision-besefi gesture recognition systems such as the

Sensor Cube will be wielely used; fires in design workstations, some later in personal
computers, when fu.ll—motion video display of virtual tools and workpieces becomes

inexpensive (this may happen relatively soon). We ‘believe this for the following
reasons;

6* Casual, hands-free use of virtual tools will become increasingly
inlportant to users as the number, quality, eost, ami efiility of
constrained virtual tools continues to shorten the design yroeess and
irxerease the mxmlser of people who will make use of it.

* Desktop Manufacturing {D’l‘M) will allow fest p'roto2:y;>ing, quick
redesign, and inexpensive emalhbateh production of evolving
oroduotsr As EJTM becomes cheaper, a wider base ofusers will insist
on stanfiardized and portable virtue} tools.

*9 Because each virtual tool must contain a description of the gesture-te
toolblede mapping, optical, rather than meelremieal. methorls of

gesture sensing perrnit the most flexible and repeatable interpretation
of gestures having on the order of twelve degrees of freedom from .9.
wiée range of human hand and finger shapes.

8 The Sensor Cube will be inexpensive in large quantities, eml
unobtrusive in casual use.

ln the short run, we have to survive; we have laarl our problems obtaining a reliable
supely of appropriate sensors and support circuits in a sensor market still éomineted
by video cameras for ielevision applications, Tlzis situation has eleleyezi construction
of the Sensor Cube prototype {see Section 3.1}. but things will probably improve. One
Japanese imegeeensor manufacturer has elrearly reoueeteo that we submit a
detaileri proposal to them outlining our design requirements for a "smart"

addressable area sensor. American EC manufacturers continue to leg in their
understanding of the future role and importance of smart optical sensors which can
eletect and flag the pixel locations of image changes in the time ciomain.

We believe that the next great revolution in human procluetivily will be the result of a
nonlinear increase in the utility and productivity of design tools. Good tools will make
fiesign more fun, and human creativity anti proéuotivity always profit when a process
is viewed as being fun rather than work.
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Agtpertoix A: R£§X"i1’lt offimmertberg/Arno}: SEGGRAPE Article

A Gettture Bttseti User interface Frototypittg System

Roger 3., Ilunnenberg; tutti Dale Amtm

School of Computer Science
Carnegie Mellon University

email: Roger.l3annenberg@es.cmu.et1u

Abstract

{ill}. for Gestuml interface Designer, is an experimentai
system for prototyping gcsturebased user interftattes. GED
structures on ittterfaee as a collection of “controis": ob-

jects that maintain an image on the display ztntl respond to
input from pointing and gesture-sensing devices. {SID in»
cludes an editor for arranging controls on the screen and
saving screen layouts to {E file. Once an interface is
ereated, Gil) provides mechanisms for routing input to the
appropriate riestinution objects even when input arrives in
parallel from several -zlevittest C-iii) also pE‘O‘s’it'l£:S low level
feature extraction and gestttre representutirstt prirtiitiveg to
assist in parsing gestures.

1. lntrotittetion

Gestures, which can be tiefinozi as stylized motions that
convey meaning, are used every day in E] variety of tasks
ranging from eztpressing our emotions to zttijuszting volume
eontrois. Gestures are at promising, apptmtcit to immun-
eornputer interaction because they often allow several
parameters to be controller: simultgmeously in an intuitive
fashion. Gestures also eotnbirie the speciiitzution of
operators, operands. and qualifiers into at single. rnotiort.
For example, It single gesture rnigltt indicate "grab this
tassetnbiy and more it to here, rtxtuting it this murlt."
Previous work on gesture busetl systctns ll, 2, E2, 4, 123 has
only begun to explore the potential ol‘ gertturui input. We
need a better urtcterstantlirtg of new to construct gestural
inmriaces, and we need systems that allow us to prototype
tltem rapidly in order to learn how to tttl-ze advantage of
gestures; Our work is at step toward these. goals.

Building interactive systems based on gesture recognition
is not a sitnpie task. As we desigttetl tutti irrtrtietntzntetl our
system, we encountered severztl problems Wltitfh do not
arise in rnore cotwentionttl mOUS<.‘1~bLt$C{.l systctns. One
raroialtttn is; supportittgg multtplt: input ticvicezst cacti oi‘

Pennissiou to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted
provident that the copies are not made or tgixifihllifid for direct
eonttrtemal uslvatttuge, the ACNE copgvrtgltt notice tutti the title of the
pub-ll-ration and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by
petrnission of me Aso-ciattlon for <.‘ornputia\g Masertineayt To copy other
wise. or to republish, requires 11 See and/or specific permizision.

Q5} E939 ACM 0—8979i~335-3/8?/G01U912? $§4-SD

which rnigitt have many degrees of freedom. Unlike most
mouse-baseti systems which cart ortiy engage in one inter»
action at a time, our system supporte. for example. tuming
za lmob and flipping it switch simultaneously,

Another problem is how to parse irtput into recognized
gestures. We assume that gestures are rpeeifte to various
iutergsetive objects; For exzttnple, a switch displays an int-
uge of at toggie on the screen and can be “iiipped” by a
fingertip, but only if the finger travels across lite image in
the right tlirection. in l.l"ti$ caste, finger motion must be
interpreted in the context of the ittteratctive object, and a
path (as opposed to instztntarteotts pogitiotts) tieiines the
gesture.

Beyond these problems, we were also interested in making
our prototyping environment easy to use, modular anti ex-
tensible. Titus. we have been concerned with the issues of
how to eornbine interactive objects in at st:reen-based inter-
face. how to wit the layout and agtpetirunee of the inter
titre, and how to encapsulate the lseitaviure of interactive
ohjeeut and isolate them from other aspects of the sjrstetrt.

A final issue is the question of debugging support to aid in
the impiernentzttiou of new interactive objects. We use
input logging to make bugs more regroducible and a eorn~
bination of interpreted and compiled code to speed
development.

We have eotnplcteri 3 syatem. named GED for Gestural
lrtterlttce Designer, in which one can interactively create
and position instantses of interactive objects such as menus,
knobs switeltes. One can interactively attach semantic
actions to these objects. GED supports input from both a
mouse and at free~it.'.tnd sensor that can trottlt multiple

fingers. We are far from having the uitimate gesture based
interface. support, environment, but we have developed in-
lcittsittlg new ttselanltgttcez unit are applicable to future
gc:tture«i>;t5t:.tI syztiortts,

in sectiott 2 we deser'il>e the structure of our prototyping
system, and section 3 describes the handling of innut from
rnultiple rievicest in section 4 we tiercribe our general
technique for oroeessittg input in ortier to reeognitce ges~
tures. Section 5 describes in greater detaii our develop»
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meal lezschniqusss and the: current irriplenicxiraiion. Cannin-
sicms are presenlrzd in section 6 alcmg wit}: suggesiioras for
future work.

2. The EIl§§‘.‘§‘f3C€ Designer
This project exrericis an earlicr cflurl called lnr.crl‘;=.c:.=.
Designer, GE“ ID. Tilt: gcsal ml ll) was in provide :2 small,
pracajcal and mrtaisle system far creating screen-based iti~
l.c:rfar:e:s by direct znanipulalion. ID was inspirocl by .lcan~
Maris: Hulloi‘$ wrjrk at ENE-HA, a prccursm lo interface
Builder l5. 9]. A lypical use of ID might be lire lullawingt
by salsciing a menu ilem. lire user creams an insrancea. of an
object which displays 3 3-D database. lri mciszr 12:» manipw
lale Lire imagst, the user cream 3. few instances ml‘ sliiicrs.
A sham Lisp expression is lypcrl re supply an anion for
cash slidsr, arirl labels of ”azimirlri“, ":ailii1:l(ir:” and
"piti:l*i” am enieraad. Now, mnving a slider ceaussas a mes»
sage: to be serif. to the disgaiay (mice: and ilie image is up
datad accardingly.

The ‘basic: intamal srru<:i.urc ol ill) introduces rm sigraificant
imgvrovements over mliezr object-oriented even:-drivcrz in-
terface syslcmzr such as Macfspp ill} or Cardclli‘s user
interface syslem E3]. is will be described here, liawaver,
for clarity.

ll) reprcsenrs the screen as :1 mm of objccls. Al ihc mm is
a screen object lhal wmains a set of windrsw objrscis. Each
wimiow objéct may corrlain a set all cnnlrol objects. One
type: i>E ccamml ulvjcazl is the central group, which serves to
tzallwi a $2,: of ctsntml objcsis into an aggregarc. Other
iygm of central objecls include sliders. humans and
swilchm of various siyles. (See: figure 2-1.)

“ EConsola

isiiderl

L__J

Butlzora
Figure Zoilz Ari ED ccmrrol objccl tree.

in acirlilicm EC: the hierarchy implied by this tram share is
salsa) a class lrierzrrchy arranged sq) ma: classes can inherit
much ml" lheir behavior. (SEE figure 2-2.} The input-
Crmmrl izlaass mcapsulales generic hclravior 3%‘ objects {liar
handle; inpul lmin ill»: user and manage some arm of image

5/Effifi 33

mi Elli: semen. Ficmreflenimls, a subclass cl" input»
CBDEIOES, actually riraw images. Thaw include classes
such as Switch and Slider. Anmlier subclass of input»
Control is C<3mrs::lGrs)up, whirl: implemezms lhfi. search for
an input lraricller. Naw inremcaive: rentals me lypically
Ci’(55il£’.£i by sulxzizissing PlC€$.if§3C0l’llI<3l 05' {Elm of its Slibv
classes. UuE;i=.it~crrly “c:omr:3ls“ have 2:359 been defimaci as
subclasses nl Comm}. For etmmplc, class 3<lPix:€ draws a
wiwlramez. rcridcririg til at 3~D dais: base which is loaded
from an file.

Objcm
Central

inpuliinrlrrtzl
Piclureiianiral

B ailtrm
S wilch
Slider
Fsnzilav

Conlroliirmzp
Consxziie
Window
Menu
Me:nuC2irs:l

Fie.“.l.uraGrmrp
Memallem

O-uipulOnlyCon1ml

Figure 2-2: lnterlace. Dtsigner class iiiararchy.

in normal opeamiiorr. ll) has as single main leap their walls
for inpu: and delivers ii. in the rappmpriate dezstinaiion.
Each input event is raprasentsrl by an wiririraw izirmtiliezr. :2;
device lype (mg. mouse: csr kcyboarcl), cmrzlinares (ll any),
and mixer data. This evens is passed in the rm: 0%’ the ma»:
where: :3 search fer a recipiienl begima. Typically. each
rmde: which is not a leaf mile {a §’iclureC<anr:rol} passes the
event is each of its cliilclmi until cine: Qf lliem accepls She
inpui event.

To rrrake this recursive search reasonably cfficiem, a Can»
lmlfi ramp objeci re.j.¢:cis MGUS3 inpm which falls oulsirle (if
its mundiirg box. and wiririsws rejec: input. unless rim
rzvcnfs window ideriiiller marches. Even with lhezse rap-
limi?.2lli0l'iS, ii is we inefliclem is search the ebjacr rrae.
from the ram: far caclr mouse-mnved event during a i:lrag~
ging operation‘ irrgteaad, 2: conlsezxt mechanism is ustcl.

in ii), me iiaridler for iripul is found at the mg: of 3 cmsrexr
slack. Ari (abject can grab future irzgmr ewxms by pushing a
new cnnmxr (mic) the slack 3.0 direct. future iripm are ilrr,
abject. For example, a dragging rsyrsralicri would stzm will:
a mouse-dawn even: man would be isandlcd in the rrrzsrrxaal
way. Upon receiving iii»: mouse~<irawn event, line olaject.
ma: handles lhc dragging omrarinri puSiIs$S me: €:0M{*.3€E
slack and becomes lhe Largst cal future inpui. All succes-
sive mo=.2s.c~move eversis gr: diracily til the, nbjezci. ‘Whsri
mrmse-up is receivcrl. ihe object pom the currerrl context
to resiors input processing an mrmal.

The conisx! slaitlc has lwo 1:555; in ariciirirzn 1.0 tempsxrarily
grabbing mmrse: input. The ccantexr stack is used for nested
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pntmtp wincittswst and also for implementing an
made in which eununi uhjects can ‘be created, moved,
canted, and deteted. In edit mode, we want to be able to
seiezzt cnntrnis withnttt invoking their nntmzti nperntiuns.
This is £:tt‘3COK‘E1;31iS3‘itZ.(§ by pushing :5 sgmciai "edit cunteatt“
which routes nit input tn an editor that can manipulate the
0Ii~S€t‘€<?El nbjeetst

3. Egarattet Ettnut Hnntiiittg
We used ID as the basis fur GEE), our gestut-e~t3asetf. 33:3»
tent. GED was designeti tn he used with a Sense: Fraune
[75 as the gesture sensing device. ‘the Sense: Frame

tracks multiple uhjeets {ttntmaliy t“tng4:rs) in at phttte
nosiunneti just ahuve the face of a CRT display. The
'‘plane’’ actually has some titicitnets. so thxee cctnniinates
are used to tecate each vtséhie finger. When a finger enters
the fieid of view. it is assigned at ttniqtze identifier salient
the finger ieientxffer Each time the fittger moves, the new
enuniittates nf the finger and the finger identifier are trans»
ntitted from the Sensor Frame to the host cntttputetz
itteutly, when a finger enters the field of view {sf the Sen-
ent Frame. it is assigned at number which it tetattts fur the
entire time tt temains in view. Since Lhe Senses" Ftttnte
they be tracking multiple fingers in pztrztltel, ennnihnate
changes fer severe} fittgers may be interleaved tn time.

in nut g~:.‘.SEt_t5”6—hEiS¢d syetetn, we wanted be able to hztnziie
tnuhtpie finger gestures acting on at stngte abject, €01" ee-
ample, turning at knnh. We also wanted Le ttiktw users tn
ogtentte 3 enntmi with each hand. The stnciehased context
metzhnnistn described in the previous section, however,
does not allow inputs to he directed to severe} nhjects. We
cuttfld simpty pass all inttttt to the root cf the nhjeet tree.
but again, the Search nverhead wnttki he too high.

Ger selutinn is to maintain MCFTC gettenti mapping fmm
input events to objects. Each context contains; a list of
tnput templates. each nf whtscrh has an associated haunting
ubjeet. input teutniates cnnsist of a wintinw identifier,
device type, and finger idenuftet. if all elements at" the
tempiate match ennespending elements of an input event
(the tentpiate may have “tintft crate" values} then the
event is sent an the indieateti ttanttiing ottjeet. it" no
teutpiate matches. then input is sent to at default haunting
szthjetzt, also specified in the current cnntcxt. As at Iesukt,
we can have:

at two fingers operating 3 knob (input fresh eta
ther finger is E'otwa.rtied immetiittteiy t-U the
knob object}.

9 ettntiter ftttger moving inward at stvttch (input
ftunt this finger goes in the met at" the object
tree 33 usuttt The switch ubjcet may change
the tzttnettt context and take future input
ttitretztiy when the finger gets ctnse), and

at at simuhzmeetss mouse ctick am It batten (this
input wouhi work its way through the object
tree from the met to the button abject):

5./8/9%)

in some cases, este might went to effect at gtnhat euntertt
change. such as 21 pup-up dieing box which pteetnpts ail
cnrtuuis. This is aecnmpttshed by pushing it new centext
en the stack. This may redirect input from an object with El
gesture in progress. We ztmitt pteblems here by sending a
“t'inget' up" event to the aid hztndhng abject tutti 3 “finger
down” event to the new haunting uhject whenever ti tinge:
changes wtttduws.

4. Gesture Renreeetttatinn and Prueessing
Since indivtduai finger euetdinatest (in net eunvey any
nynamie zutpeetst nf gesttures, the first stage ct" pmcessing
Sensor Fratne input data is tn represent the path at each
finger by :3. set of feettutes. The features are then inter»
pretest by ecttttrois, The current set nf features includes a
gtiecewwise iitteax apprnxunation 02‘ the path, the point
where the path first etnsses into an “t1CtivaCi€)rt t‘a<iius°‘,
and the eunnttztttve anguint change.

4.1. Initint Pmeessing

The x,y,z cnnrditttttee are sttppiied by the Sensor Ftante es
integers but are ueushzteti to floating point fer futther
pf{3€ZCS3§i‘tg‘ The x,y,;a pa-t'tie:3n at the input data is teterted
tn heteaftet" as 2: Raw Betta Paint er REP.

Ntumaity. the default hattditttg nhjeet fur §tDP’s is the met
nf the object tree. The tree is searched after each ittuut;
hcswever, when the RD? falls within the bounding hex ut a
eonunl object. the object respottsfts hy putting 31 tetttgtlate in
the current cnntext that will tiineet tutnte events with the
sattne finger identifier tn the ubjeet. Futtue matching
events wilt ztrrtve at the utsject where they are ztdtiect tn 8
table associated with both the abject and the ftnget" iden~
ttfter. This tnhie nf RDP"s is cztiieti an open vector,

4.2. Ftttit fleenntuusitiutt
The next sttep is to recess the ranch veetur of EiE)P’s tn
ehtain a segmented tepresentzttinn. This repreeentzttinn
simuitzttteottsiy prnvtdes data retiuetinn and immunity fmm
jfiifift,

Fur tsonvenientse, we want our approximation tn he cen~
ttnunus; that is. each eegment begins where the previous.
nne ettdeti, and an ettcipntnts coincide witht date gxtints
{RD¥"s), The ettgunthsn for constructing the ep;3mxirna-
aim is suaight.tt>rw:trti: as each RE)? is ecttfted tn the open
veetnr, and emu ntettitttte is cutnputen. When the error
measure exceeds a eonstztnt thteshnid, a segment frum the
first tn the ttext~tn-inst point is added to the path me the
Ouch vector is adjusted to contain the East twn REPS. This
atgnriutnt can he described as “greedy without
E>:tcktmc};ing" tttnee we pact: as many RBP’s tnte each
segment as pnssihie (tintitetft by the etrer threshetti) and we

‘in this discussiert, 81 segmem‘ is an nrdeted pet! of points. eg. RDP“tt,
tutti at putnt is an X, y. I: Lrigpie.

E29

20
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never try aiiernaaive: assigsinicms cf REVS to S(EgmE5i‘iiS.

Figure: 4~E iiiushraics the preacsss. The scgmcm from point
1 to mini 3 fails be‘-low Liza cm): iiwcsiioizi, hut a scgsncni
from point 1 in mini 4 exceeds the ihrcsiinid. 'i‘ii<;rcE0n:,
ihtt segmcn: Eixsim i, point 3} " ziiidcci in me path. ami £5
ncw Qpen vecicsr [pcaini 3, poinz 4} is sinned. This is i:x~
tended ta p0in15 and than in point. 6.

Figure 4-1: Fitting vectors to 2: sci of poinis.

The error mmsiira is:

E ............... . .... .. I
err0r=;V (E1, IDx(.v,-i 392%.; :£>,.ip;> 53%; E 0,(p,»> D2

where Dxfpi) is me x-mmponcni of aim shzmcsi YCCEOH’

{mm an RD? p; in the proposed scgmcm {pp pa} from
pain: pi :0 pa. We; siemcd not to lake 3 sum—of~squ3.rc.s in
the innzarincisi siimmaticm :0 save. a bi: cf cnmpzaiaiiori. and
Kin: resuiiing pain cicconipngiiioii sccins 14:2 wmic M33}. The
distanm from 3 point in 2: line can be computed wiihaui.
arigniiemctric cur squats: moi funciions as siiciwn in Appen-
dix i.

4.3. The Aciivatinn Viiiume

Gesinrc anaiysis is pcrfonncd if an 0;-an 'i'{:Ci{ii‘ passes into
the voiuane definw by an zaciivaaion mziiias and an aciiva-
aim center. Such processing wiil cnminuc so long as suc-
ceeding RDi”s remain wiihin that voiiinict.

An activation center is not ncccssaziiy static. For example.
the knob 0n 3 Slider an ;a!:iivai.i0n comer aha: moves

along with ii. The vaine associaicd wiih Lin: iicvicc. cisisx is
in ahis case: a defziiiit initial vaiiie fbr inc slider icicaiion.

Because. we are pciiing the Sensor Frame from the appiica~
iicn pmgram, we cannot guammcc {hat we wiii Cfliilh ail
{Cir any) relevant. Ri)P's wiihin zi possibly small aztzivaaiori
miume. This is panicniarly mic if {he finger is Lmvcziing

fiffiffifi 2}.

quiciciy. Hnwcvcr, by swing the sim (if me hcunding box
large: enough, we can guarasnee wt: win at 3:535: pick up
endpoints of 3 pain scgmeni that intersects this voiume.
The same ijisiance aigariahm (see: Appenziix 3) used Rn‘
gm}: (iccmaiposiiiosi is than usavd in sec if the paint of
doses: appmacii uf aha pain in aha aclivaiiaia center is 3653
man the airzévaiirm radizai.

4.4. Gemires

Oncc an RD?‘ faiis wiihin fin: activation rnciins, Lin: gcsiiam
fcaaaircs are exmnincci by the corresponding Oiifijrtfli.
Response to gcasturcs is pmgrammcd pmceduraiiy for each
type of comroi.

A isggie swiich {or any other conimi affected by a sirnpie
iinczir moiisin), can be moved if the direeziicn «ii nave} of a
finger pain (A) maichcs the preieneri axis of travel of the

device (ii). We define a maximum angle (Sm!) bttween
me two and sec if the acmai angie (QM) is within bounds.

The. acting} angnizir cncr can be found using me dsiiniiicin
iii" iiic vezcmr tin: pmiinct:

A-B = Miifiiws (Sm)

and rearranging to solve for em; (Gm):

cos (QM) -: (A-E3}/{W335}

ii’ the ineqiasiiny;

cos (Sm) $ cos (Eimx)

iioicis. than the mmecmcm. (sf the: finger is ciosc enough in
{he pmfcrreci iiimciion 3.0 cause a state change. Nme aha:

cosgifimax) is 3 consign: that can be prescaicuianzci. thus we
avoid caicuiaiing iranscszndentais at run tirnc by cmnparing
cnsincs iii angics insiezad of she angies ihemseivas and by
using the equaiion:

A-B-1/ixI§x+Ay!3v+x§3,{3z

The kncb rotation gcsuire wnsisis of one at two fingem
moving within the activation radius of ms Swab. Once it is
iicicrniincai max :3 finger pain mosses the activation radius,
an angic from {he center of ihe knob to she finger is ::()m--
puicd and saved. Each iocaiion change wiihin the aciiva-~
nan radius rezsuiis in 3 recaicuiaiimn of the angie. and she
angic: of the knob is updated by flint angular difference.
When ihcrc are two fingers within me aciivazicsn radius,
inc knab is upcizncd when mixes‘ finger snows; me izovemii
knob rnimion is izifcciivciy size avu:i'ag<: riiiniion of the two
fingers.

5. System Ctmsideraiinns

5.1. Ianpiemeniaiion Languages
Our .'3'$i'iSQE' Frame. iiitcriace, gesture iecogiiiiion wizware,
and graphics pzimiijvcs are aii imgaiemenied in aha (2 pro-
gramming Ianguagc. Grzaphicai and §l’§E€!§”aCi.iV€‘; objecas. as
wcii as aha: mp-icvni input Eiandiing muiincs, are im-

E30
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plemented in XLISP, a lisp interpreter witlt built-in support
for objects.

Although we would have preferred a compiled lisp, tltis
work was begun at a time when our workstation environ-
ment was in a state of rapid cltange. During the course of
the project, we ported XLISP to three machine types and
implemented our graphics interface on two window
managers. The fact that XLISP is a relatively small C
program made it easy to port and to extend with the ad-
ditional graphics and I/O primitives we needed.

5.2. Input Diagnostics
For diagnostic purposes, input of raw position data points
is done through a device-independent module that allows
input to come from a Sensor Frame, to be partially simu-
lated by a mouse, or to be played back from a file that was
“recorded" on a previous run with a mouse or a Sensor
Frame. Bugs that appear only in long runs can be
reproduced by playing back the log file during a debugging
session.

The interface is implemented in such a way that regardless
of which device is being used as the pointing device, the
window menu is still available via the tnouse. Commands

are available to display every RDP as a small box on the
screen; to print the results of every Sensor Frame input to a
diagnostic window; to select a prerecorded file, a tnousc or
the Sensor Frame as the source of input; or to begin or end

recording data for future playback.

6. Results and Conclusions

In the process of building GID, we have encountered
several problems which are worth further study. One
problem is how to organize prototyping software such as
GID to allow controls to be operated in “run" mode and
edited in “edit" mode. It seems inappropriate to imple-

ment editing within each objcct (Should a slider contain
code for editing its size, placement, label, ctc‘.’), but a
modular approach is preferable to a monolithic editor that
captures all input in edit mode. in GID. we divert input
when in “cdit" mode, but we ltave specific editing
methods in various subclasses of Control. One alternative

is to implement all interactive behavior outside of control
objects as in Garnet 18].

Another problem is that we have no high-level procetlurcs
for recognizing complex gestures: our rec;)gni'/crs tnust be
hand-coded using fairly low-level representations. A
promising allemativc is the pattern recognition approach

I being pursued by Dean Rubine I l()|.

We know of no window managers t.hat support multiple
cursors. Ideally, the window manager should track each
finger with a cursor and also determine what window cori-
tains each visible finger. Currently, the overhead of cursor
tracking and mapping input to windows from outside of
the window manager (X1 1) causes significant performance

5/8/90

problems.

The present resolution of the Sensor Frame is only about
160 x 200 points. While this provides plenty of resolution
relative to the size of controls displayed on the screen,

greater resolution is needed in order to accurately measure
the direction of motion and to minimize jitter.

The organization of GID prevents a single gesture from
being received by multiple controls simultaneously. We
do not feel this is a serious limitation. but it could be

avoided by utilizing a more complete mapping from
RDP's to objects. Rather than searching the object tree
depth first. we could use hashing or a linear search of all
objects to locate potentially overlapping bounding boxes
which contain each RDP. Input events would then be

duplicated and sent to each “interest:-,d" object. This
technique was tried in an earlier system and allowed, for
example, two adjacent switches to be llipped by moving a
finger between them.

We note that some window managers might assist in the

implementation of controls: if each control is implemented
as a sub-window, then the search for a handler could be

performed by the window manager. This technique will
not work if we want input to reach multiple controls be-
cause current window managers will map input to only one
window even if there is overlap. Furthermore, window

managers typically assume a single pointing device, and
extensive modification would be required to handle input
frotn the Sensor Frame or some other gesture sensing
device.

In conclusion, we have implemented a system for

prototyping gesture-based user interfaces. The system is
capable of editing its own interface, and applications are
typically built by extension. The system allows us to ex-
perimcnt with screen layout and with multiple input
devices without programming, and the system is extensible
so that new interaction techniques can be integrated and
evaluated. We have found piecewise linear approxima-
tions to paths to be an appropriate representation for
simple gestures, and our vector software can be reused by
different control objects.
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P;:ramcia:zim cqumésm cf .‘\H§:

V{k‘; -—- (1~k)A +k§3

for ()fs£:$ 1, and ASVSB so that ‘V is any point an aha
scgmcm hczwccn A and E5.

Rcicaszs the consaraini on k for the time: being, and Is: P 35::

Kim pom: nmxcsi X rm $3: E’=V{kp).

This gives us Equafiion 1:

Eqr: E P: (1~&p)A + icpii
(if, in expanded E‘orm:

§r=A~kpA+kpa3

We want :1 Eine rxarmai :0 A3 that passes iixmugh X. By
definition the dot pmduci is zero if 4AP>{=°90", so far
XPLAP we. have:

(§"—X)-(P-A)=0

Now zaubsmutaz far ?:

(A — kpek + I433 ~ X)«(»-IcpA +i:pE3} =0
expand terms:

(~kp+~kp2)(A~A) + («kp3+.&tP~kp2)(A»§}) +
(kplpqzg-;;_)+ kp(A-X}—ky(E-X)=0

divide ihmugh by Bap anti simplify:
{-:+k )(A-A)+(»-25: +myw;+

S;p(E§A€i7R)+(A-X)—{i€-X)==0
anasagc terms for easier rcducfian:

—('i—£:5)(A-A)+[{—k +§)(A~§3)~—kP(AvE})}+
£3433-‘:33 + (A-x)«(§-x)=0

appty aiisiribuiivc: g:-mpcriy cf €303 pmciucit

(3'<"<,,)if‘-“€53--*-Mi + k,,.{(3"'A3‘§33 = i:X=(3'"A)§
<:n>1i<x:t terms:

:i‘,,,[[-"-"\'(55'"A>} + E.(3--A3531} + EA-(3*"A)} == iX'(3'"A)3
appiy (iisummivc propcny of ads: praduct again:

kpE(5§"'»‘¥)‘{§3'—A)E fix"-‘§»}*{§3“A}3

solve. for kp:

Eqn 2 kg, =
New shat if Exp < O. the mares: paint to X is A. if Rap > 1, it
is B. Ofihcrwise szcive Eqn 1 wiih vaim: of 3:9 fmm Eqn 2
1:) get ihz: nearest pom. ‘
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Appendix B: Samar Frme {ENE Bevice Efiriver Library Funciziims

Foliowing is a Eist cf the Senser Frame UNIX fievice driver C~caEEab1e functions:

s§_e.men( cunnectiora )

sfwcimeé sffd )

§f__;3arrm"( string ;

sf_sca§e( sffd, xmin, xmzax, ymirz, ymax, zmin, zmax )
s§___query_s<:aie( sffxi, xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, zmax 3

sffinabéei sfwfd, types, bosiean )

sfwqmenabim sfmfci, iypes 3

sf_queue( sf'__f'd, types, boaiean 3

s'i‘"_q*queue( sf__f°d, types )

sf__gm5!__m‘:ce( event_st.ructure )

$f___;3GEi_~aEEL' boniean, sfjii, event_st.ruct1me: )

sf_qies€{ )

sfmqreadfi Qventmstructure }
$f__qfEus§'iC )

$f“qa€§é{ eventmstructure )

sf_“q§§.s3h( event_structure )

sf___userm§npu£__hand§er( sflfd, userjur1ctian_a(idress }

s?_jiE’éer( sf__f‘d, filternstructure )

$f__crg__“§E§i8§"{ sffd, fiiterjci, fiitermstructure }

sfjass( )
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Agapemiix C: Qamagemis {ref Sanger Frame Videotape {VHS Farmat)

Appendix C aim:-aists 0f a ‘VHS Videotapve skewing the Foiiowingz

° Appemiix C~]_.: The SQIESQP Frame

° Appenaiix C~2;: The First and Secamd Prmotype Sensor Cubes

** Appendix {$32 The Gesture Based User Ini,e1*i“ae::.e Protcfigqaing System {GED}

8* Appemiix C4: The Videoflarp

Capies cf the Vida:-xatape are available upen request from Sensor Frame Cnrperatiun.
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 orm-Factor
interactive Surface nology
By Sliahrain lzadi, Steve Hotlges, Alex Butler, Darrell West, All)-an Ri‘L1S‘t€ll1l, Mllifi Molloy and William Buxton

ABSTRARCT

Tliinsight is a thin iomi-factor interactive suisface technol-
ogy hasetl on optical sensors enihecitied inside a regulai
liquid crystal display {I.(Zl)). These augment the display
with the ability to sense a variety of objects near the sur-
face, itacluding iiiigertips haul hamls, to enable multitoiich
intetaction. Optical sensingalso allows other pliysical items
to be detected, allowing interactions using vaiious tan-
gible objects. A major advantage of ThinSight over existing
camera and projector-based systems is its eoinpaet fortn-
factor, making; it easier to deploy in a variety of settings. We
describe how the Tiiiflhiigllt hartlwarc is einhcddcd behind
a regular L(.‘.D, allowing sensing without degradation ofdis-
play capability, and illustrate the capaliiliiies afoul" system
throng}: a nuniher eifgirtasi-F-of-concept la.-aurdware pirol:otypes
and agsplications.

1. ENTRGEUCTEQN

Touch input using a single point of contact with a display
is a naiiuial anal B-.5‘I€il’)llSl1€(l technique forl1=.iinan ctimputei
interaction. Research over the past decades,“ more
recently pi(ir.lucts such as the iPl1o:oe aiid lk/littrosoit Surl"a('e,
have shown the novel and ezatziting interaction i:ecliiiiqo.es
and applications possible if multiple .SllI‘:1|..1llI€iIl€()ll.Si touch
points can he detected.

Various tcclmologics have ‘men moposctl for multitouch
sensing‘ in this way, some of which extend to detection of
physical objects in addition to fingertips. Systems based
on optical sensing have proven to he pari:ieuia1‘ly powerful
in the richness of data c2ipt=.1i‘e(l and the llexihiiiw they can
piovid As yet, however, such opt L-cal systems have pre{loan—
inately been basecl on caiueras and projectors aiid require
a large optical tath in front of or behind the display. This
typically results in relatively bulky systems—son1etl1ing that
can impact adoption in many real-world scenarios. While
capacitive overlay technologies, such as those in the iPhone
and the Dell Talolet l>(I.'i, can supgort thin Form-i'a.ci.or m ul-
titoucli, they are limited to sensing only fingertips.

Tllillslgili is a l’l(3\/(‘El ini:era(ti:ive siiifazce technology whicli
is based on optical sen sors integrate(l into a thin for:m-fa.ci:o:r
LCD. it is capable oi imaging multiple fingertips, whole
hands, and other objects near the display surface as shown
in Figure 1. ’l"hc system is based upon custom hardware
embedded behind an LCD, and uses infrared HR) light for
sensir:g'withtrut: degradation of display capability.

in this article we describe th e ‘l‘hinSig'ht electronics an cl the
mod {fled LCD ctmstmctioii wh [ch results. We p,t‘esent two pro-
totype sys;t:<:riis we have dovclopczi: a multitooch laptop and a
i'DllCl1'3_l1(i"ial1gil)i€ tabletop ('l3<:vtl1 shown in Figtiie 1}. These

33 oommuuaommus o§= THE Acne:

systems generate rich sensor data which can processed
using" established computer Vi sion techniques to prototype a
wide range of inteiacti surface applications.

As shown in Figure 1, the shapes oimaJiy'pl‘iysic21lobjects,
including fiiigers, hrushes, dials, and so forth, be ‘‘seen’‘
when they are near the s'lispla_y, allo\.vi,og' them to eoliaiice
inultitouch 'il"\lZ€l’,‘2l.(’,lZlL':-l"\ES. FLlf(!1l1eIIEl()'f€, Thihsight allows
iiiteiactions close-up 01‘ at clistahce using active 1}‘. point-
ing devices, such as styluses, and enables iR-based C0l!1i’i1u-
nication through the displaywith other electronic devices.

We believe tliat‘l'l1ii1Sigl1t provides a glimpse of l‘utui'e
where <1’-ispla_yi:cchnologics such as i_(}'l)s and organic light
emitting diodes i0LEDsl will cheaply incorporate optical
sensing pixels 31.li}l1g'Sl(lB red, green and blue {RG13} pixels in

Figure 1. Thm$a§ah§ hriugs the nova-E capabilities oi surface computing A
to thin oisoiays. Top Heft: photo iuoriigusiation using multiple fingers on
a iapiogs prototype (note the screen has been reversed in the style of
a Taoist PC): Top right; a hand. mobile phone, remote control and reel.
of tape placed on o tahletou Thihslighi prototype, with corresponding
sensor data for right. Note how all the ohjects are imaged through the
display, potentially allowing hot only nzultiiouch but taugihie input.
Bottom loft and right: an oxorhoie of how such sensing can he used
3.0 support digital calming using iuuiiigale fingertips. a real hrusli and
a tangible palette to change paint colors.

Original versions ofthis paper appeared in P1'o(:eedz'irzg5
oft/ze 2(}(.77 ACM Syzrzposizanz on UserZ'n:e2jht’e Sqftwa re

ifefiznologj; as “'I“liinSig;hi:: Veisatile Multi -touch
Sensing for ‘Tliin Form-l"actoi' l)isplays" and in
Prclceeciirzgs oftize E/V0rks}‘.zop on i~Iori'z0:'zm:7
Iri.'1cr..',x.‘five }i?1.?'."i,!.’.’,F! t'2'or.-‘spa £r:r.S5y.~:ts?r:2s a s “}3fxperieoces
with Builtliiig 21 Thin Foiin-Factor Touch and ’i‘-ahgible
Tabletop . "
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similar rnanner, resulting in the widespread adoption of
such surface technologies.

2. QVERVEEW SF Q¥3ERATlQN

2.1. imaging tiireugh an Lfiiii using ER light
A key ele:me:ut the e:)nsr,ructi:)n (if ThinSight is a device
l<Il0Wi] as a retru-reflective upwsensur. This is a sensing ele-
ment which contains two curnpnneritsz a light emitter and
an uptieaily isnlated light detector. It is therefore capable
of both emitting light and, at the same time, detecting the
intensity of incident light. if a reflective ohject is placed in
front til the nptosensnr, Of the emitted light will be
reflected hack will therefore be detected.

TliinSigl'it is lmserl arnund a 2D grid of r'er,,rn-reile(:i.ive
-:)')‘lOSeI1S(3l,‘S which are placetl behind an LCD panel. Ear-ll
uptoseristsr emits light that passes right through die entire
panel. Any relleetive nhjeet in front of the display {such as a
fingertip‘; will reflect a fraction of the light back, and this can
be detected. Figure 2 depicts this arrangenient. By using a suit-
ahly spaced grid ofretrn-relleetive npmsensers disti‘ihui:ed uni-
f0i‘inl_y behind the display it is therefore possible to detect: any
n urnher at iiiigeitips on the -rlispl ay surface. The raw data gen-
erated essentially a lnw resnlutirin gra.ys(:ale “i triage” nfwhat
can be seen thruugh the display. which can processed using
cmnputervisinn techniques tn support tcii=.eh and other input.

A critical aspect ul"'i‘hinSight is the use of retru-rellective
sensors that operate in the infrared part efthe spectrum, for
three main reasons:

- Althuugh IR light is at‘ nuatecl by the layers in the §J(:.!’l:)
panel, so tie still passes through the display? This is
largely u n aliletrted by the displayed in) age.
A liunian fingertip typically reilects aireuncl ‘.7:(i% of inci-
dent IR light and is therefore a quite passable “reflective
uhject.”
IR light is not visible to the user, and thcrefm“C (Ines rmt
detract from the image being displayed an the panel.

Figure 2. ‘me basic principle :3? Thinfiight. Ari array of reirwyreileetiva
optosensssrsu is placed behind an LCEZI. Each of these contains two
elements: an emitter which shines ER light through the panel; and
a detecter which picks up any light reflecsed by sahjeets such as
fingertips in front nf the screen.

Date-zztc-r
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2.2. Further features at "l"liiri$igiit
ThinSig'ht is not limited to detecting fingertips in con-
tact with the display; any suitably reflective uhject will
cause "IR light tn reflect hack and will therefore generate a
“silh0uet:te.” Not only can this he used to determine the loca-
tion ufthe abject on the display, but aisti its orientation and
shape. within the lift‘: its of sensin g re.s0lut/inn. }?urtlierinr:ire,
the un.<iersi<ie of an oliject, may he augmente-:1 with :3. visual
rnarl<—————a h-arcade nf sorts-———tn aid id-entilieatiun.

in addition to the detection til" passive uhjet-ts Via their
or some l{!-llld ei'i3arcede_. it is also pessihle to embed

a very small infrared transrnitter into an object. in this way,
the object transmit a code representing its identity, its
state, or some other information, and this data transmission

can he picketl up by the ill detectors built into Tl\i,uSigl'it.
in d eed, ThinSigl1i:r1ai:Lirally supports hid irectinnal lR“lI3E3S€(l
data transfer with nearby electronic devices such as smart-
phenes and PDAs. Data can bl. transrnitted from the dis-
nlay tn a device modulating the lit light emitted. with a
large display, it is possible to support several simultaneous
hidircctinnal communication channels in a spatially multi-
plexed fashion.

Finally, a devieewliicli em its a will mated hearn efihlight
rnay he used as a painting (levice, either close to the iilisplay
surface like a stylus, ur l'rnn1 seine distance. Such a pointing
rlcvice cnuld he used to support gestures fur new frirrns (if
interaction with a single display or with multiple displays.
Multiple pointing devices could be differentiated hy rn0du--
lating the light generated by each.

1

3. THE THENSEGE-l‘l‘ l-EARSWARE

3.1. The sensing eiectrnnies

The prototype Thinsight circuit board depicted in Figure
3 uses Avagu HSDL-9li_l0 retro--reflective infrared sensors.
These devices are especially designed for pruxiinity sensing
-----an IR LED emits infrared light and an IR pliotui:'-itide gener-
ates a. photoeurrent which varies with the ;?.l"1”iOl.ll‘.i, of incident
light. Both emitter and det.ec1:0r‘have a centerwavelength of
940 nm.

A 7 x 5 grid of these HSDL-9100 devices on a regular
10 nun pitch is rnuunted on custuin-made 70 X Stlinni
fl-layer printed circuit board {PCB}. Multiple can be
riled together to support larger sensing areas. The R detec-
tors are inteifiacted directly with digital inptii:/'0=.it‘ptit lines on
a Pl(Ii_8‘l.F/l52() inieructsntr0llei'.

The FTC firmware crillcets data from one row of detec-
tors at a time to eenstrut-t a “l'rarne" of data wliich is then

transmitted to the PC over USE via a virtual COM port. To
connect multiple l-‘L135 tn the same PC, they must he syn-
chronized to ensure that lR emitted by a row of devices on
one }"(’3l~§ dues not adversely affect scanning on a neighhnn
ing PCB. In nun‘ protutype we achieve this using frame and
row synchrnni::ai:i0i‘i signals which are generated hy
(if the PCBS {the designated “master“) and deizeeterl by the
(liZl1t.‘,[‘E~‘ (“slaves”).

Note that more infnrrnariuu on the hardware can

found in the full research pul3licatieris.'V‘“

CDMMUNICATIONS or me Acivi 31
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Figure 3. Ten:theirm1t$:ne oi the sensor 933 showing the ‘N5 array
of IR optosensors. The traneiste-rs that enable each detector are
visible to the right of each entoseriser. Bottom: the heck of the
sensor race has little more than a FIG miereeontreller. as USB interface
and FETS to drive the rows and columns of ER emitting LED§. Tiiree
such P883 are risen in our Thinfiaigltt lepton while there are thirty in
the tabletop prototype.

_
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3.2. LQB technology overview
To untlerstancl how the Tl’1iI1Slght hardware is integra.tetl
into a display panel, it is useful to understand the construc-
tion o__neration of typical LCJD. An LCD panel is made
up stack of optical components as shown in Figure 4. At
the frontof the panel is :1 thin layer ofliqu liil crystal n 'er,ia,l
which is .<':r=.(lwic,he:fl between two polarizers, The pole i l3!€tl‘S
are oitliogonal to each other. which rnearrs that any light
which passes through the first will naturally be bloeketl by
the second, resulting in dark pixels. However, if 21 voltage is
applied across the liquid crystal material at a certain pixel
location, the polarization of light incident on that pixel is
twisted through 90° as it passes through the crystal struc-
ture. An 23 i'<:s;ult it emerges iron‘. the -3'rj,r.<tal with the er:-ri'e(-,t
pole) rizsation to 1Z3;3_SS through the seeoiiti poiari:/.e:t'. ‘ifivpically,
white light is shone through the panel from behind by a
ltaachllght and red, green, and filters are usetl to create
:1 color display. in order to achieve 21 low profile construction
While rnaintaininguniforni lighting across the entire displa_ 7
and keeping cost down, the baeklight, is often a large “light
guide” in the form of a clear acrylic sheet which sits behind
the entire LC!) arid which e-zlge-lit l’i‘0rn one o i‘ more sides.
The light S(,il,1i'E,‘i:‘ is often 21 cold cathocle flui_ii'escerit tube
or an array of white LEDS. To :’1’1EL“(lllI1lZE the effioiency anti
unil'ori‘nity of the llglitirig. zttltlitionzil layers ofniaterial may .
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Figure 4. Typical LIED eagle-lit architecture shown left. The LEI}
comprises a stack at‘ optical elements. A white light source is
typically located along one or two edges at the back at the panel.
A white reflector and transparent light guide direct the light toward
the front of the panel. The films help scatter this light uniformly and
enhance brightness. However. they also cause excessive attenuation
of ER light. in Tliiniiight. shown right, the films are substituted and
placed behind the light guide to minimize attenuation and also
reduce noise caused by LCD flexing lipcri touch. The sensors and
eniilters are placed at the bottom of the resulting stack, aligned with
holes cut in the reflector.
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be placed between the light guide arid the LCD. Briglxtness
erilianeing film (REF) “re<:yeieR” visible light at siihoptinizil
aiigles and polarizzitions and a diffuser srnoothes out any
local nonunifonnities in light intensity.

3.3. integration with an Lim panel

We construeterl our ’l"hinSight prototypes using a variety of
(iesktop 23.l](l lapt<)p LCD panels, ranging lrom 17" to
Two of these are shown in Figures 5 and 6. U._o to 30 PCBS
were tiled to support sensing across the entire surface‘ in
irrstanses where large nnrnbers of PCB-S were tiletl, a sus-
tom hub circuit based on I«‘P(}A was tiesignetl to collect
and aggregate the raw data captured from 3 number oitilecl
sensors and tmiisfer this to the PC using a. single USE chan-
nel. These tiled P(ZBs are in ounteci directly behind the light
guide. To ensure that the cold l:EllZl1()(lt3 does not any
stmy ER, light to ernariate l"i'orn the or-.iyli(: light guide, we
placed 21 nat‘:ro'w piece ol'1R~l)lt»::}<i1ig ltlln1 between it and
the 'b2Lel<llgl1t. We out small holes in the white reflector
beliintl the light guide to coincide with the location of every
1R eniitting‘ and detecting element.

During‘ our experirnerits we fouricl that the eornbination
of the diffuser and BEI—=‘ in an l.lCD panel typically caused
excessive att:enn9.tlon of the EIR signal. However, removing
these inai:e1'ial.s ziegnicles the (iisplayed image signitlc2n'1tly;
without the brightness and <:<:intr:ist of the tllsplayetl
lineage is reduced 1.11’1aC(‘.8piiElbly; without a tliffuser the iniage
appetite to “lloat” in front of the backllglit and at the szune
time the position of the Ill emitters and detectors can be
seen in the form of an arrag of faint dots across the entire
disglay.

To completely hide the ER emitters and tietecrtors we
requ ired 21 ,(fl23.‘{!:fI‘ll:3ll that lets; IR p:3liy'S throngli it hut not vis-
ible light, so that the opt(is;ei‘.sni's could not be seen hot:
would nornizilly. The traditional solution would be
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Figure 5. Bar laptop pretetype. Top: Three P835 are tiled together
and rimurateei on an acrylic plate. to give 21 tatal. of 105 sensing
pixels. Holes. are aisu cut in the white reflector shown on the
far left. Bottom left: an aperture is cut in the iaptrsp lid to allow
the P635 to be mminted behind ihe LCD. This prhvides sensing
across the center csf the laptop screen. Barium right: side views
hi the pr<>tntype————rm'le the display has been reversed on its
hinges in the style of 3 Tahiet PC.

 w-o

Figure 6. The Thmsight tabletop hardware as viewed from
the side anti behind. Thirty PCBS (in a 5 2:5 grid} are tiled with
ccnlumns intercnnmecteti with ribbon cable and attached to

a hub board for aggregating tiara and inter-tile rznmmimicaziuh.
This provides a Rental oi 1.850 discrete sensing pixels across
the ehiire surface.

to use What is referred to a “cold mirror.” Unfortunately
these are made using a glass substratcwhich means ‘rh cyare
expensive, rigid and fragile and we were u1ia'=.)lel;o source a
mid mirror large enough to cover the entire tabletop dis-
play. We experim«:“-uteri with many altr-ihative materials
i{i(_'.lLi1.ll rig tram’ o g paper, acetate sheets eoaretl iu emulsion
paint, spray-on frosriug., thin sheets of white polythene
and mylar. Most of these are uusuitalnle either because of

a lack of IR transparency or because the optuserisors car:
be seen through them to some extent, The solution we set-
tled on was the use of Radiant Light Filrri by 3M (part num-
hcr (‘.I\ri5{)O), which largely lets IR light pass through while
rellecting visible light: without. the :lisaclvant.ages of a true
cold mirror. This was cumhinecl with the use of a grade “()"
neutral density filter, a visually opaque but IR transparent:
(lifhiser, to ever: out the (lis1:ri‘r3utior3 tea r iilum iIi:3ll1lL:-H anal

at the same time prevent the “lloatirig” effect. Applying the
lhirliant Light Film c.arelully is critical since minor‘ irhper~
feetions {e.g. wrinkles or bubbles) are highlyvisible to the
user-----thus we laminated it onto a thin PET carrier. One

final modifica.t.i0n to the LCD construction was tr) deploy
these films Eielzind the light guide to further improve the
optical properties. The resulting‘ LCD layer stacl»:-up is
zlepicterl in Figure 4 rig'ht.

Most LCD panels are not constructed to resist physical
pressure, and any distortion which results from touch inter-
actions typically causes internal {R reflection resulting in
“iiare.” Placing the Radiant Light Film and neutral ciensity
filter behind the light guide improves this situation, and
we also i‘eiuiorued the 'l‘hinSigl1t unit using several lengths
of €)‘.tl‘i,1El€(l €3l!J.E‘_flil1E1ETi st-.<:1:ion running (lirecrly behind
the LCD.

6%. THENSEQHT EN l3PER£¥l'lQi\l

4i.3.. hrecessing the raw senses data:
Each value read from an individual IR :1‘-etector is Ci€‘i‘il‘.E.‘El

as an irate-éger repi‘esei1i:ing the intensity of iucitlent light.
Tliese sensor values are streams-:l tn the PC via USB where

the raw data undergoes several simple pI(iC6SSil'1g22.E1(l fil-
tering steps in order to generate an IR image that can
used to detect objects near the surface. Once this image is
generated, establislietl irnage rarueessirlg techniques can
applied in order to determine coorrlinates offingers, rec0g~
nize hand gestures, and identify object shapes.

Variations between optosensnrs due to rzianufafluring
and assernblytolerauces result llf] a range ofdiffei‘eht values
across the display even without the rareserace of objects on
the display su rface. To l1":;1l( e the sensor image u u iform anti
the presence of additional lnciclerit light {rellecteti from
rieairhy objects) more apparent, we subtract :1 “hacl<grour1d”
frame captured when no objects are present, and normalize
relative to the iinage g"enerated when the display is covered
with a sheet of white reflective paper.

\/Ve use stanrlarrl bicubic interpolation to scale up the
seesurimagrt hya pr(:rl»::fi he-fl Fa<:tor(1i‘.> in our current imple-
ir1ehl:atiori). lS‘oi' the larger tabletop iuiplernei'itation this
results in a 358 x 3C‘.-O pixel image. Optionally, a Gaussian
filter can be applied for further smootliirxg, resulting in a
grayseaie “depth" in: age as shown in Figure 7.

4.2.. Seeing Ehmugh the Thirafiight display

The images we Oljlliéliil from the prototype are quite ric-
ti<tularly given the rlensilzy of the sensor array. Fingers and
liahcls with in p roxirnity olithe screen: re clearly irleutifiable.
Exaruples of images captured through the display are sliowu
in Figures 1, 7 E1I1(l 3.

‘ V3.12 ‘ CL')MMUNiCATiON§ DF THE ACM
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Figure ?. The raw ThinSlgliz Sanger data shown left and after
interpulatinn and smuatiiing right. Nate that the raw image is a very
low resolutian, but contains enough data its generate kite relatively
rich image at right.

Figure 8. Fingertips can be sensed easily with 'l'l2inSigtit. Left: the
user pl:-issues five fingers on the display to nianlpulaiise G phaits. Right:
3 eloseaip 83? the sensor data when fingers are positioned as shown
at left. The raw sensrer data is: (1) sci-ruled-uts with interpolation,
(2) nmrmalized, (3) iltresliolcied to prmduce as binary image, and finally
(43) praszessestfl using connected companents analysis to reveal the
fingertip la-cations.

W

Fingertips appear as small blobs in the image as they
appruartli the Sll,'['fEl(‘,Bq in(:re22.sii'3g in intensity as they get
elnser. Thi s rise tn the possibility (ifseIis'lng'0ti!:l1touch
and hover. To date we have only implemented touch,/nn-
teuch differentiation, using thresholtling. However, we can
relia bly and ennsistently detect touch to within few milll~
met:-rs for a variety of skin times, so we believe that disam-
higi1ai:iiig l10V€l‘ from touch would be possible.

ln addition to fingers hands, optical sensing allows
us to nl)se:t\«e Gillie!‘ IR reflective a)l)je<:1:s tlireugli the tlispla3.y.
"Figure ‘l, illustrates havvthe (lisglay (tar) (llSE'll”1gl]'lSl’E the shape
of inaiiy reflective objects in front of the surface, inclutling
an entire li-and, molaile phone, remote control, and a reel
of white tape. We have found in practice that many objects
reflect IR.

A logical next step is to attempt to tmiquely identlfiy
0l)_jeci.s ,_v piaceinent ofvisual codes underneatli them. Such
erides have been used effer-,tiVely in tsilxlemp syeitems such as
t ]‘vli-:r'0s(:ft, Surl’a::e and various resemelx pi'0ti:1l3/peS’Z'28 to
support tangllztle int:era(:tIl-:)n. We have also is , :e(l prelimi-
nary expsrirnegnts with the use (if such errdes on Thy’ ni»‘ig‘iat,

Figure 9.
Active electronic ldentifi -atiurr seliemes are also feasible.

For example, cheap and small dedicated electronic units
containing an IR emitter be stuck onto or emliedded
inside ul3_it+Cl:s that need to be identifietl. These emitters will
produce a signal directed to a small subset of the display
scrnmrei. emitting m0(lulate(l UR it is pescslhle to transmit:
a unique icletitifier to the (list: try.
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4.3. Cenimunlcatiiig tlireugli the ‘l‘§‘ilnSlg§‘it display
Beyond simple identification, an €'1’1'll3€‘ClClC{l IR transmit-
ter also provides a basis for supporting richer bidirectional
enmmunicatien with the display. ln tliemy any IR modula-
tion scheme, such as the widely adopted Irl)A standard,
cnuld he StlppOl'l,8d by Tlilnsight. We have implemented
:1 DC‘l)€ll€il,"iC'(‘."IIl inodulatmn SCl’EE‘l1"rE' wlucli allows :rc:+t'r0—

rtvflmtive €)l)_li3(fEi sezxsirig to 0t'c=.J.t' cu‘ thee sczme mm: as elata.
transmissiorr. This reqtiired nn additions or alterations tn the
sensor PCB, only elianges to the 1‘1’1lt.‘[(!C(3Ill;1't)llE5f iirmware.
‘To demonstrate our protntype implementation nf this, we
built 21 small embedded IR transceiver based on a low power
M81943!) micrecrmtroller, see Figure 10. We encode 3 bits of
data in the IR transmirtred from the ’l‘l1inSight}3ix<—:ls In con-
trtt-l an RGB LED fitted to the E‘U'll}13(l (led receiver. ‘When. the

user ta:»=..i<:}tes v:a_r‘i(sus soft l)=..itt<:ms on the Thinfiight £llSpl2).y,
this in turn transmits clifferent 3 bit Codes from TlrinSight
pixels to different colors on the embedded device to
be activated.

It is theoretically possible to transnilt and receive dif-
ferent data siinultanenusly using diitcrent columns on the

igure 9. An example 2" diameter visual marker and the resulting
Tlilnfiiglit imssgse after processing.

Figure 1:}. Using Trains‘-aght tea ccmmumeate with devices using ER.
Trap left: an embedded mlcrtecotitrollerllfil transcaiverifitéfi LED
device. atrium left; ttzaucliing‘; a soft button can the Tliinfiiglit display
signals the REE LEE) an the embedded device :0 turn red (bottom
right). Top right: A remote cnntml is used 3183 signal {mm a distance
the display wtiichln turn semis an ER rstrxmmantl in the EEG device in
turn the LED blue.
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display surface, thereby supporting spatially multiplexed
bidirectional communications with multiple local devices
and reception of data from remote gesturing devices. Of
course, iris also possible to time multiplex communications
between different devices if a suitable a (kite ‘sin schenie is
used. We have not yet protolypetl either of these multiple-
device connnunieations sehenies.

4.4. interacting with Yhlnfiight
As shown earlier in thi. section, it is straightforward to sense
and locate multiple fingertips using ‘i‘hinf:“iglu:. In order to
do this we threshold the processed data to produce a binary
itriaige. The connected coniporients within this .re isolated,
and the center of mass of each eornponent is calculated
to generate representative X, Y coordinates of each finger.
A very simple homography can then he applied to map these
fingertip positions {which are relative to the sensor image)
to onscreen coordinates. Major and minor analysis or
more detailed shape analysis can be performed to deter-
mine orieritatiori information. Robust fingertip tracl<in;5:
algorithms or optical fl ow l'eeli'n'ie:p,ies3S can be employed to
add stronger heuristics for recognizing gest:u.res.

Using these established techniques, fingertips are
sensed to within a few niillimeters, currently at 23 iran'ies/s.
Both hex/er and touch can be rletectetl, and could be disam-

'liig;uatc~:l by defining appropriate thresholds. A user there-
fore need not apply any force to interact with the display.
However, it is also possible to estimate fingertip pressure by
calculating the increase in the area and intensity of the tin-
gertip ‘”oloh“ o o ce touch has been detected.

‘Figure 1 shows two simple applications developed using
Thi n Sight. A simple photo applicxition allows multiple
iiriaiges to he translatecl, rotated, and s zaled using estab-
lished rnultiti . er rnanipulati-on gestures. ‘We use distance
and angle between touch points to compute scale factor
and rotation deltas. To demonstrate some of the capabili-
ties ot"'l‘hinSight beyond just niultitouch, we have built an
example paint application that allows users to paint: d irectly
on the surface using both fingertips and real paint brushes.
The latter worl<s because ThinSiglu. can detect, the brushes’
white hristles which reflect ill. The paint application A lso
supports a more sophisticated scenario where an artist’s
palette is placed on the display surface. Although this is vis-
ibly tran sp arent, it has an IR rellective lYlSll‘l((.’1‘ on the under-
side which allows it to be detected by Thinsight, whereupon

range of paint colors are rendered underneath it. The user
can eliange color by “dipping” either :1 .gertip or a brush
i nto the appropriate well the palette. We identify the
enee of this ol)_gecl: using a simple ellipse inatclring algo-
rithni which distinguishes the larger palette from smaller
touch point “blobs” in the sensor irnage. Despite the lini-
ited resolution oi'ThinSigl1t, it is possible to tlifiereiitiate a
number of dit'fei'ent objects using simple silhouette shape
inforniation.

5. iEl$Gl.l$§l0l\l AME} FUTURE WESRK

‘We believe that the pr-zitotype presented in this article is an
interesting pi'ool’~ol"-cor. :pt of 23, new approach to multi-
toueh and tangible sensing for thin displays. ‘We have already

described some of its potential; here we discuss a number of
additional observations and ideas which came to light dur-
ing the worle

5.3.. Fidelity of sensing

The original aim of this project was simply to detect‘ tin-
gertips to enable inulti-toi.i::h-basetl direct inanipulation.
However, despite the low resolution ofthe ra v sensor data,
we still detect quite sophisticated object irnages, Very small
objects do currently "disappear"‘ on occasion when they are
midway between optosensors. However. we have a
ber of ideas for improving the fidelity further, both to sup-
port smaller objects to make object and Visual marker
identification more practical. An obvious solution is to
increase the -;lensity of the optosensors, or at least the den-
sity HR detectors. Another‘ ' ‘a is to measure the a ,.iou:nt
of reflected light under different lighting con(litions—for
example, simultaneously emitting light from iieigliboririg
sensors is likelyto cause enough rellection to detect srnaller
objects.

5.2. Frame rate

In informal trials of Th inSight, for a direct ma'n'ipulat'ion
ta Slé, we found that the current l’rarne rate was reason ably
acceptable to users. l-iowever, higher frame rate would not
only produce a more responsive U} which will be important
for some applications, but would nialte teinporal filtering
more practical thereby reducing noise and improving
pixel ace ' acy. lit would also be possible to sample each
detector under a nurnber oi dii‘fer'eru: illumination condi-

tions as described above, which we believe would increase

ltidelity of operation.

5.3. hohustnass to lighting conditions

The retro-reflective nature of operation of Thinsight corn-
bined with the use of baelrgrounrl substitution seems to give
reliable operation in a variety oflighting conditions, includ-
ing an oftice environment with some ambient: sunlight.
One common approach to initigal:ing' any neggative effects
of ambient light, which we could explore if necessary, is to
emit inorlularerl IR and to ignore any iu)nino-zlulareeil offset
in the detected signal.

5.4. Power consumption

The biggest contributor to power Stlffiptiflll in Thinsight
is emission of Mt light; because the signal is attenualzetl in
both directions as it passes through the layers of the 'i.Cl)
panel, a high intensity emission is required. For mobile
clewices, where power consurnptiou is an issue, we have
ideas for irnproveinents. We believe it is possible to enhance
the IR transmission properties of an LCD panel by optimiz-
ing the materials used in its construction for this purpose---—
something which is not currently done. in addition, it may
be possible to l-xeep track of object and fingertip positions,
and limit. the rnost tiequent. IR eniissions to those areas. The
rest oithe display would scanned less lii'ei:p.ieritly at
2-3 lii'2iriies/sf: to tletecl: new touch points.

‘One of the main ways we feel we can irnprove on power
consumption and iidelity oi" sensing‘ is to use a more

i CDMMUNECATEONS or THE ACM 535i i\.‘l:l. 12
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sophisticated ER illuniination scheme. ‘N’. have been exp eri— '
menting with using an acrylic overlay on top of the LCD and
using lR LEl')s for edge illumination. This would allow us to
sense multiple touch points using standard Frustratccl Total
internal Reflection iI<“'l‘IR),5 but not objects. We have, how-
ever, also experi with a material called Endlighten
which allows this FTll3:.scl1en1eto‘oe exten d ed to zliffu se illu-

mination, all wing both niultitouch and object: sensi ng with
far fewer IR emitters than our current setup. The overlay can
also serve the dual purpose of protecting the LCD from lie):-
ing under touch.

6., RELATEE3 WQRK

The area of interactive surfaces has gained particular
attention recently following the advent of the iPhone and
M 'icrosofrSurface. However, it is a field with over two (leea l es

ofhistory.“ Despite this sustained interest there has been an
evident lack of off-the-shelf solutions for detecting in oltiple
fingers and/or objects on a display surface. Here, we surn-
n1ari'.5e the relevant research in these and describe the

few commercially available systems.

6.1. Camerwhased systems
One a pproach to detecting multitoucli and tangible input
is to use a. video camera placed in front of or above the
so rf-ace, and apply (Innwputcr vision algorithms for sens-
ing. Early seminal work includes Krueger’s VideoDcslr”
and the DigltalI)esk,”‘ which use dwell time and a micro-
phone (respectively) to detectwhen a user is actuallytoueh--
ing the surface. More recently, the Visual Touclipad“ and
t']~5}lat'c9 a stereo camera placed above the display to
more accurately detect touch. The disparity between the
image pairs deterrnioes the height of fingers above the
surface. PlayAn3wVhere'“‘ introrluces a number of addi-
tional image processing techniques for front-projected
vision-based systems, including a shadow-basccl touch
detection algorithm, a novel Visual bar code scheme,
paper tracking, and an optical ilow algorithm for biman-
ual interaction.

(ian'1era-based systems suci as those described above
obviously require direct line—ol—sight to the objects being
sensed whicli in some cases can restrict usage scenarios.
Occlusion prolalerns are mitigated in Pl-ayanywliere
mounting the camera off—axis. A natural progression is to
mount the camera be/zind the display. HoloWall“‘ uses IR
illuminant and camera equipped with an ill pass filter
behind a diffusive pro_iection panel to detect hands and
other ER-reflective ob_iects in front oilt. The system can accu-
rately tletertnine the co:utact by sirnply thtesholding
the i:ntra.r'ed image. TouchLight“7 uses rear-projection onto a
liolt:-grapliirt screen, which is also illuminated from behind
with IR light. A 1; rnber of multitouch application scenarios
are enabled including high-resolution imaging capabilities.
H3115 describes a straightforward yet powerful technique
for enabling high-vresolution multit-ouch sensing on rear-
projected surfaces based on F'I“,lR. tjornpelling multitouch
applications liave been demonstrated using iliis technique.
The Smart “Table” n scs this same FTER rceliniq=.ic in a table-
top form factor.
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The Microsoft Surface and ReacTa‘ole"-‘ also rear-

projection, lR illuminant and a rear mounted lit camera to
monitor fingertips. this time a horizontal tabletop form-
factnr. systems also detect and identify objects with
IR-reflective marlzers on their surface.

The rich data generated by camera-based systems pro-
vides extreme llexi‘oil'ity. However‘, as ‘Wilson discusses"“”‘
this flexi'oility comes at a cost, including the computa-
tional demands of processing high resolution images, sus-
ceptibility to adverse liglrting conditions and problems of
motion blur. However, perhaps more importantly, these
systems require the camera to be placed at some distance
from the clisplay to capture the entire scene, limiting their
portability, practicality and introducing a setup and cali-
b rati on cost.

$2. opaque embedded sensing

Despite the power of camera-based systems, the
ated drawbacl<s outlined above have resulted in a nurnber

of parallel research efforts to develop a non-vision--based
multitouch display. One approach is to embed a multi-
touch sensor of some lcind behind a. surface that can have

an image projected onto it. A natural technt:-logy for this
capacitive sensing, where the capacitive coupling to ground
introduced by a fingertip is detected, typically byrnonitoring
the rate of lcalragc of charge away from conductive plates or
wires mounted behind the display surface.

Some manufacturers as Logitech and Apple have
enhanced the standard laptop--style touch pad to detect
certain gestures based on more than one point of touch.
However, in these systems, usingmorc than two or three {in-
gers typically results in arnl)igo.ities in the sensed data. This
constrains the gestures they support. Lee et al.” used capac-
itive sensing with a number of discrete metal electrodes
arranged in a matrix configuration to support rnultit-one
over a larger area. Wcstrzrnian” describes a sop‘rristicated
capacitive multitouch system whi ch generates X--ray--like
images of a hand interacting with an opaque sensing sur-
face, which could be pro_iect:ed onto. A derivative olthisworlr
was comrnerc ialized Fin gerwo ('l(.5.

I)iarno:od’I‘ouch4 is composed of a grid of row and col-
urn n 23l1l.6l'll'123.S which emit signals that capacitively couple
with users when they touch the surface. Users are also
capacitively coupled to receivers through pads on their
chairs. In this way the system can identity which antennas
behind the display surfa ee are being touched and by which
user, although a user touching the surface at two points can
produce ambiguities. The SinartE~.'l<in“ systern consists of
a grid of capacitively coupled transmitting and receiving
antennas. As linger approaches an interse::tion point,
this causes a drop in coupling which is nieasu red to deter-
mine linger proximity. The system is capable of supporting
multiple points of contact by the same user and generat-
ing images of contact regions of the hand. Sm-artSl:in and
DiamondTouch also support physical objects, but can only
identify an object when a user touches it. Tactt-::< ‘provide
another interesting e.\ample of an opaque rnultitoueh sen-
sor, which uses tra osclu:',crs to measure s=.rri’aee pressure at
nioltiple touch p-:)i:uts."3
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6.3. ‘transparent overlays
The systems above share one major disadvantage: they all
rely on front--projection for display. The tlisplayetl image
will therefore be broken up by the user’s fingers, hands and
arms. which can degrade the user experience. Also, a large
throw distance is typically required for projection which
limits ptxrtalaility. Further,more, ph_ysical ohjects can only
be deteclzed in liniitetl ways, if object: detection is supported
at all.

One alternative approach to address some ol' the issues
of display and portability is to a transparent sensing
overlay in conjunction with a self-contained (i.e., not pro-
jected_‘,: display such an Ltil) panel. Dua.l’l‘oueh1‘-‘ uses
an off—the—shelf transparent resistive touch overlay to
tleteet the position oltwo lingers. Such overlays typir _
report the average position when two fingers are toutzliing.
Assuming that one finger 1‘I12il(t?§ contact first and does
not subsequently move, the position of a second touch
point can be calculated. An extension to this is provided
by Loviscacli.“

The Philips Entertaible“ tE1l(€S a different “overlay”
approach to detect up to 30 touch points. lIR emitters and
detectors are placed on a bezel around the screen. inreaks in
the IR heams detect tin and i:il)jet:i:s. The SMART l)ViT“
and HP Toti(:l'iStna.t't5 ut.ili'.:e c:an‘ieras in the corners of a

'be;ael overlay to support sensing of two fingers or styluses.
‘With such line of sight systems, occlusion can an issue
for sensing".

The Lemur music controller from jazzMutant“ uses a

proprietary resistive overlay te<:l’o’iology to traclt up to 20
touch points simultaneously More recently, Balrla AG
and N—Trig*'” have both released capacitive rnultitouch
ovet‘lays, whicli have been used in the iPhone and the
Dell XT, r-espect:ively. These approaches provitle a robust:
way for sensing multiple lingers touching the surface,
but do not scale to whole hand sensing or tangible
objects.

5.4. the need tor intrinsically integrated sensing

The previous sections have presented number of multi-
toueh display teeh:nologies. Ca:mera—l systems protluee
very rich d ata but have 23. Ill.li'l1i)€iC o l'drawl)a(:l<s. Opaqu e sens-
ing systems can more accurately detect lingers and objects,
but their nature rely on projection, Transparent overlays
alleviate this projection requirement, but the fidelity of
ing is retlueetl. it is tliffieiilt, for example, to support sensing
of iingertips, hands and objects.

A potential solution which addresses all of these
requirements is a class of tezthriologies that we t'ete:i" to as
“ln1:i'insically integrat:etl" sensing. The conigmon approach
behind these is to distribute sensing across the display
surface, integrating the sensors with the display elements.
Hudson“ reports on a prototype 0.7" monochrorne display
where LED pixels double up as light sensors. By operating

pixel as a sensor while its neighbors are illurninatecl,
it is possible to detect light reflected from a fingertip close
to the display. The main Cii":l\/v'l3E3Cl'\S are the use of visible
illurninant during sensing and practicalities ofus lg Till?)-
based rlisplays. SensoL}F:D uses a similar appmattli with

visible light, but this time based on polymer 1EDs and pho-
todiotles. A 1" diagonal sensing polymer display has been
deinonstrated.”

Planar: and Toshiba“ were among the tlrst to develop
l.Ci) prototypes with integrated visible light photosensors,
which detect the shadows resulting from ilngertips or
styluses on the display. The phot:oserisors and associs3.tetl
signal pro<:essing <:irt:uitry are in t:egt'atetl directly onto the
LCD substrate. To illuminate lingers and other objects,
either an external light source is required—inipaeting on
the profile of the systeni-----or the screen must uniformly
ernit bright visible light-—--which in turn will disrupt the dis-
played image.

The niotivarion for Tliinfiight was to build on the con-
cept, of intrinsitzally integrated sensing. ‘We have extenrlecl
the worlt above using invisible (IR) illuminant to allow
simultaneous display and sensing, building on current
LCD and ER technologies to rnal<e prototyping practical
in the near term. Another important aspect is support
for inucli larger thin touch--sensitive displays than is
provided hy intrinsically integrated solutions to date,
thereby malung it more practical to prototype niultitouch
appl'ieatio,,.s.

?. QONCLEJSEGN

in this article we have described :3 new tor:'luiique for
optically sensing multiple objects, including fingertips.
through thin form-factor displays. Optiol sensing allows
rich *‘ea.niera-like” data to he captured the display a
this is prouessetl using computer vision te<:l‘migii.es. This
supports new types of human computer iriterfaees that
exploit zzero-l"orce i'nu.lti~tou<th arid tangible il'1E,€l”;3.(3lLl(3J,'i
on thin foi'tn—l’act«:ir displays such as those described in
Burton.‘ We have shown how this re-::h:nique can he inte-
gratetl with ol’i'~tlie—sl1elf LCD technology, niaking stieh
interaction tec‘rmiq_ues more practical and tlcployable in
real--world settings.

We have many ideas for potential refinements to the
'l“hinSig'ht harzi-w'are, firmware, and PC software. in
tion to s eli iI‘:CE"c3l’I1t)l’iiZ23.l ll1’lpl'E)Vt3t)"lt3{)'(5, we also believe
that it will be possible to transition to an integrated "sens-
ing and display" solution wh it-h will be much more straigh t-
forward and cheaper to n1anufacture,An obvious approach
is to incorporate optical sensors directly onto the LCD
baekplane, reported earlier early prototypes in this
area are beginning to enierge.“ Alternatively, polymer pho-
totliodes be combined on the same substrate as poly~
met ()Li3lIZés3 for a similar result. The big atlvantage of this
approacli is that an array of sensing elements can eon‘;
hineti with a display at very little in<tre:mental cost hy simply
adding‘ “pixels that sense" in between the visible RG8 dis-
play pixels. This would essentially augment a display with
optical rnultitoueh input “for tree,” enabling truly wide-
spread adoption of this exciting tecliiiology.
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“E as

fine human—maenise interface is generalized
beyond traditienal central devices to permit phym
sisal partiaipatian with graphic images. The
VIDEOPLAEE System combines a part1eipanu‘s live
video image with a computer graphic world. It also
coerdinates the behavior af graphic abjects and
creatures so that ihey appear to react to the
mevementa er the participant's image in real-time.
A prototype system has been implemented and a
number of experiments with aesthetic and practical
imglications have been conducted.

;§nt.x“cggct.;' cm

This paper describes a number ca!’ experimetsts
in alternate nudes sf human—machine interaction.
The premise is shah interaetien is e eentrefi, net
peripheral, issue in camputer science. We must
explere this fiomain fer insight as well as immedi~
ate application. It is as important to suggest
new applications as it is ta solve the prablems
aesaeiated with existing sues. Research sheuld an»
ticipate future practicality and nut he bound by
she constraints cf the present.

Unlike mast computer seience garofessiorialsg
who have been ccmtem‘. to rely on traditianal com»
puter languages am‘! the huxsaired. year 01-ti keyboard
as the means of input, designers of graphic sysu
zems have lung recognized the importance at‘ the
humanwmachine 1ni:e:'z"ace. Even so, meet i:m.';Ve.-
tions, including the light pen, jay stick, ssaca
tablet and track ball have been dictated by the
minimum needs of immediate graphics applications.

There have been few ex§.~eriment.:s metivaced by
a purely intelleecual desire as explore the means
threugh which peepie and machines might interact,

Ferznission Kn copy wiihout fee aii 0!’ part of this material £3 granted
provided that me cspies are not mask: or sjistributed for direct
commerciai advantage, the ACM copyright notice and she fit}: cf the
publication and its date appear, and mafia»: is given aha: copying is by
permission of the Associmicm for Computing Machirsery. To copy
C-zherwise, GI‘ to rep-L:b1i§h, requires a fee anri,’m specific pcmxissien.

@ E985.A(:h4 O—8979E~§49-0/85/004/9035 $00.75
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independent. of specix‘ic applizzatizms. one such
novel approach was Ivan Sutherland'e head—meunted
st-area displays wklieh sensed use orientatian of
the viewer's head and displayed what would be seen
in a simulated graphic envimmnzerxt from each
pcxai non. {Sf} H6 83

Armtiler unique approaeh was taken with the
GEOPE system at the Universiay of Rarth Caralina.
In pravided force feedback ta a remote manipulator
that coulé be used to pick up graphic
blocks. [£iA'l‘T'iE] In addition, there have been the
well fumiecl efforts of the Arekzihecture Maehine
Greup as HIT, including the Dataland prejecm
Moviefiiap arm "Put that there".
5353:3319, 8:), 811, [:'..I.P1-‘fsill

Finally, my wark in Responsive Enviranments,
beginning in 1969 and cwntinuing to the present,
hae allowed a paPticipent‘s movements areund a
reom ta be transiated into actions in a projected
graphic scene generated by the
computer.[KRUE7T,83l

This paper describes one of my early experin
meets with Respcnsive Environments, the VIDEOPLACE
project currently under development and appliea»
tioms glamied for ‘me zlear future.

_gj:;§_§:_x*eg;__f; flemus generate Intelligence

The observation underlying this resaeareh is
mafia there are two quite difi‘eren1: aspects of km»
man intelligence. The first is the logical, dveducm
hive, explicitly rational process that we a:s$c:ei-
ate with abstract symbolic reasoning. while the
technically‘ its-zzlined take great: pride in this
skill, 21 large fraetien of the population has an

interest in develvping itn The seeend is the £a~
ciiity for uzwlerstandirsg, navigating and manipu»
lating the physical world. This ability is part of
am‘ basic‘: human heritage.

As a great-=3? pen/geucage of the pepulezion be»
eames im'0lved in the use -'o‘.“ computers. it is man
tural be expect the manner of crintrclling; comput-
ers to move awe;-' frcan the programming model and
Glaser te the perceptual zzrocees we. use to acc0m~
plish cur gzzals in the pixysicai world.
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In 1969, I began to explore the ieea cf phym
sisal participation in a graphic world using the
paradigm of a Respensive Environment. A Reepensive
Environment is an empty room iu which a single
partiuipant’s muvements are perceived by the e0m~
puter which reepends through visual diaplaye and
electronic sound. Since 1970, videe prcjectien sf
camputer graphic images has been used to provide
the visual response.

PSYCEIC SPACE

In PSXCHIC SPACE, e Respensive Envirenment
created in 1971, sensing of the participant's
behaviar was accomplished through a grid cf hunm
dreds of pressure sensors placed in the flour. As
the participant walked around the ream, cne com—
puter scanned the finer end detected the movement
of his feet. The person's positinn ifi the roam
was then ueeé he eentrol an interaction in a
graphic scene which was displayed on an 8‘x10'
rearmscreen videa projection.

In one FS?CfiEC SPA€E interactien, the
pertic1pant‘s movements in the room were used to
central the mevememte of a eymbsl on the video
screen. After a Few minutes, allocated fer ex»
pioretion cf this phenomenon, a second symbsl apm
peered. The participant, inevitably wondering what
weuld happen if he walked his eymboi ever an the
intruder‘s peeition, moved untii the two symbols
coincided. at that point, the sesame symbol
disappeared and a maze appeared with the
partieipant‘s symbal at the starting point. (Fig.
1)

'\""""""""\\

Again, inevitably. the partieipane tried ta
walk ehe maze. fiewever, after a few minutes the
participant woulfi realize that einae there were no
pnyaical beunfiaries in the roam, there was nothing
ta prevent cheating. when this realizaticn
etruek, fine participant, typically with eoee
eeremeny, raised his foefi and planted it an the
ether side of one ef the graphic baundaries. Raw»
ever, the maze pregrm had anticipated this
responee and stretched that bsundary elastically.
Subsequent cheating attempts were greeted with a
number cf eeher gembita. The participantvs symbol
might fall apart; the whale maze scald move; or, a
specific buundary would disappear and a new are
would appear elsewhere. fly the end ef the experim
enceg the participant eould have eneeuntereé as
many as ferey different veriations on the maze
theme.{KRflE??,83)

FSYCHIEZ SFACE was: presented as an aesthetic
work in the Union Gallery at the fieiversity of
Wisconsin. is suggested a new art form in which
the pertieipant’a expectatinns about cause and era
feat cou;d be used to create interesting and
entertaining experiences, quite unlike anything
that existed at that time and still different in
spiri: frm the viaee games of today.

El£§QE&A§§

Concept

In 1970, 1 combined cemputer graphic images,
ereaeed by an arfiiet using 3 data tablet, with the
live image ef people. Observing their reactions to
EH13 camputer graphic graffiti led to the formula»
tion 0f the VIDEfiPLACE concept.

VIDEOPLACE is a computer graphic envircnment
in which aha participant sees his er her live imw
age prejeeted on a video screen. It may be alpne
en the screen, er there may be images pf ether
people at different leeatiene. In addition, there
may be graphic objects aad creatures which in-
teract with the pertic1pan$‘s imege.

when people see their image displayed with a
graphic object, they feel 3 universal and irreaism
tibia desire to reach out and touch it. (Fig. 2)
?urthermere, they expect the act of touehing ta
affect the graphic world. By placing each partim
eipant ageinsi a neutral background? it is pess1—
ble to digitize the image of his silhauette and to
reeugnize the mement when it teaches a graphic eb~
jeep. The ayetem can then cause the Dbjeet to
mave, apparently in reepense to the partieipan:*s
tench.

It is also possible for the epmputer tn
analyze the pertieipantis image and to alter its
appearance an the screen. By either analog er die
gital fieahniquee, the participant‘s image can be
scaled and rctetee and plaeed enyuhere an the
screen. Thus, in principle, the partieipent eould
climb graphic mauutaine, swim in graphic seas, er
defy gravity and fleet araund the screen. The pew
tential fer new farms of interaetien within this
made; ie very rich, with certain epplieatien as ea
are farm, likely applicatien in education and
telecnmmuniestian, as well es arguable applieau
clan for general numan~machine interaction.
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Fig. 2

Prctntype System

A prototype YIDEOPLACE system has been oen—
structedg Since understanding the movements of the
particlpanve image appeared to be the mast chain
lenging issue, much of the initial effort was
recessed en solving this problem. Graceful
mechanisms for specifying and eentrolling the
desired interactive relationships have been
developed. To date, only very simple graphics have
been used because of the very modest reseurces
available and the fact that until recently oemmer«
cial equipment did not emphasize high eyeed mani»
pulation of raster data. To 3 great extent, we
have worked with grachic hardware of our un con~
structicn which provides 3 number of features 1m—
pdrtact to our interactions. In addition, we have
recently acquired three Siiiccn Graphics worketaw
tions, which will greatly enhance our ahility ta
create and manipulate realistic thrcendimensiomalscenes.

The software employed to control the isterac—
timns is quite unusual. we believe the methcdelogy
15 cf general interest for graphics and other
real-time applicatians. We treat the everall sys-
tem as a model cf a rcalntime intelligence. it is
divided into two major components; the Cognitive
System which runs on a VAX}?/780 and the Reflex
System which ccneists cf 3 grcuy of closely cou-
pled dedicated processors operating on a special»
ized bus structure.

‘Else Rex'.‘.1.e:x System handles instantaneous deoiu
sica making. Ike glen ie for tee Cognitive System
to monitor the events in the Environment and the
deoieicns or the Reflex System, in order to under»
stand what is happening in semantic terms and then
to make strategic decisions that will alter the
future character of the interaction.

elthough all of the cemmunicaticns are esta-
blished, the Cognitive System is met yet perform»
ing this monitoring function. Ecwevcr, it has ten
tlly altered the programming process. Instead of
writing a eeyarete program for each ifltaraetium
we describe the desired causal relationships in
conceptual terms. This cocceytual representation
£8 than tramelated into a form that the Reflex
System can icterpret in reaimtime. {he lung term

APREL E385

cbjective is te develop an online real-time ictelm
ligenoe that understands the participant“e
behavior and the interaction in human terms.

€RlTTER, A BIDEQPLACE Interaction

In one current interaction, the participant
is juiced by a single graphic creature on the
screen, The bchavicr cf this creature 13 very com»
plex and context dependent. lhe intent is to prew
duee the sensation of an intelligent and witty in»
teraction tetaeen creature and the oarticipant.

initially, the creature sees the participant
and chases his image about the screen. If the par-
ticipant moves rapidly tawerds it, the creature,
nicknamed CRITTER, movee to avoid eontaot. If the
human holds out a hand, CRITTER will lead an it
and climb up the perscn*s ailhouette. fie it
climbs, its pasture adapts tc tee contour of the
human farm. when it finally scalee the pereon’s
head, it does a triumphant jig.

Once this immediate goal is reached, the
creature considers the current crientatien cf the
person's azws. If one of the hands is raised, it
does a flying eomersault and lands on that hand.
If the hand is extended tc the side but not abuve
the horizontal, CRITTER dives eff the head, rolls
down the arm, g.abe the finger and denglee from
it. when the person shakes his hand. CRITTER
falls off and dives to the bottcm cf the screen.
Each time it climbs to the top of the
yert1c1pant's head, it is in a different state and
is prepared to take a different set of actions.
(Fig. jsph)

The GRITIER experience will soon be enhanced
in a number of ways. Hardware has been built that
shrinks the human image dawn to CRITTER size. The
smaller size increases the number of relationships
that can exist between the participant and the
creature. Simple graphic scenes are being added.
Both human and graphic entities will interact with
mmcymmowwewmmmgmmgmm,mmmm
them or hiding behind them. The new displays
will provide a capability for three—d1meneional
scenery which can be navigated in realwtime.

Egaeticag ggwggcaticgs

The interface described is e deliberately informal
one. The resemblance to videe games might seem
frivolous to the hard—nceed computer scientist
used in catering ts the needs cf government agenw
eies and three letter companies. Hwever, games
are e multi~bi1licn dellar industry and by that
measure practical. More importantly, games provide
an extremely compelling interface whose advantages
should be considered for more standard applied»
tions. Therefore, befere adapting the techniques
described to fit a.more familiar practical con-
text, we will examine their potential in the
current VIDEGFLACE environment.

Computer Aided Instruction

In our culture, education is a sedentary ac~
tivity imposed on naturally active creatures. Stiw
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Fig. 3a—d

fling this energy is the first task of every elem
mentary schaol teacher. as an alternative, ¥IBEO—
PLAEE could be used to create a physically active
form of Computer Aided Instruction in whieh the
eamputer is used not to teach traditinnal materiu
al, but to alter what, as well as new, we teach.

In one prnposal, which I first made furmally
ta NSF in E9?5, élementary schnol children were to
be placed in the role uf scientiata landing on an
alien planet. ¥IfiEOPLACE would be used to define
mamflmmimafiymwmmtmlmaofcwm
and effect are composed by the gragrammer. The

Fig. 3e~h

task uf the children weuld be $0 discever these
las. Ihey would enter the Environment singly. in-
teract with it and make individual observations of
its rules. Under tha guidance 3! their teaeher,
they wauld diaeuss their experiences and §resén&
their spinisns. Ehey would campare notes and farm
mulate unearies. Sinae each chila woulé behave
differently, in the UIDEGPLACE, individuals would
have unique exyeriencea and produce ecnflzating
theories. They would argue aad than revisit the
Environment, executing critical experiaenta to
resolve which theories ware carrect unaar which
conditions. inns, students would learn has a&a@r«
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vatico leads to hypothesis fcrmaticn, predioticn,
testing and refcrmuiatico. ihey conic learn the
process of scientific thought rather than memcrizw
ing vocabulary and perfcrming mechanical calculan
tions as they often do now.

Tclecammunicatione

VIDEGPLACE was originally conceived and 1mm
plemented as a telecommunications environment alu
lowing people in different places to share a com-
mon video experience. while the possibility of
such graphic interacticn may seem unnecessary ta
communication, we should remember two points.
First, a mnudred years ago the telephone seemefl to
have no advantage over the telegraph which cnuld
transmit the content of messages equally well.
Second, since communication between friends or
business associates is not limitec to words, it is
clearly cesiveble to provide a place in which in»
dividuals who are geographically separated can
share a common visual environment.

An example of thie use of VxfiEGPLACE is
described in Afiiiiéfliéi Efiéiiii (KRGE 83). A
twomwey computer graphic and live video telecomu
municetions link was used to solve an engineering
problem. In this experiment, the graphic images
from two ccmputere were viewed by television and
combined by standard video techniques. Each parti»
cipaut pointed to the image on hie local screen.
The images of ooth of the participants‘ hands were
combined with the graphic image, alluwicg them to
gesture as uaturally as if they were eittiug to»
gether at a table. Far the signal processing task
at hand, the communication was complete.

Computing by Send

A number of technologies are competing for
space on the modern profesc1cmel'a desk. Tale»
phenes, answering devices, modems and computer
terminals with touch screens are all candidates

for the desk top. From the user's point of view,
an empty fleck is preferable. Iuo technology
trends augur the removal of the computer terminal
from the deak'e surface. First, the keyboard will
ultimately succumb to voice input.. Seocnd, flat
screen displays of acequate reeclution alreacy exm
133. They are likely ta be placed on a wall
behind the desk, not on it, making touch screen
input awkward.

The VIDEQPLACE techniques described in this
paper can be used to duplicate any touch acreen
capability. A video camera pointed down at a desk
surface can be used to create a VEEEGEESX environ»
ment that will have several advantages ever a
touch screen.

In the VXDEOFLACE system. the user's hands
can be used for any traditional graphics applicaw
tioc. Since the system can éetect when a person‘s
hand touches a particular object, pointing and
selection can be controlled. Similarly, a finger
can be ueec to positicn the selected object in a
fiesign. A finger can also be used to draw an the
screen, for exaple, to connect components in a
logic design. We have already implemented simple
menu selection. typing and finger painting sysw
tems. (Fig. 3}

Fig. 3

Video input offers more than a simple alterm
native to other pointing techniques. with the exm
ception of the recent development of three»
eimeueicnal input devices, virtually all pointing
devices are iimited on two degrees of freedom.
Hawevcr, on the VIDECDESK. two bands can be used
in concert to increase the user's bandwidth. In
fact, in one common grapnic applicatian, it is
easy to see the use for eight or more degrees of
freedom. B—sp1ine curves are used widely to design
car bccies. ships hulls, turbine blades. etc.
These curves are defined in terms of a relatively
small number cf control points. the user controls
the scape of the curve by moving these points.
With existing input devices only one paint can he
moved at a time. 0c the YIDEOBESK, the tips of
the index fingers and thumbs can he need to maniw
pulate four control paints eimultaaecuely. (Fig.
5)

fioncgusioc

VIBEQPLACE is not so much a solution to exm
isting problems, as an effcrt to stretch our
thinking about the humanwmechine interface. Re
have already entered an era where ace: of the peom
ple using computers are no longer programmers in
the traditional sense. we can look to a day when
most cf the people interacting with computers will
not be users in the current eecec.

Since computers are becoming less expensive
than the people who use them, we can expect that
as much computing power will be dedicated to pron
viding a pleasing humanwmachiue interface as is
actually used to accompiisn the user's epplica»
tion. A3 computer interaction beccmca the domn
inant mode of performing work and transacting
business, it becomee a significant ingredient in
our quality of life. It is time to give the
aesthetics of humanmmachine icteraction serious
thought.
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§E".§NB®§NfS GN TAELETS AS A MEANS ®F

A.€EEEV.EN€} V§R.T§'JA?Eq ENPEVE7 EDEEVEEQES

Ed BROWN, William. éi-EUXTGN aria? Karin 1\/IU’RTAG}§5§

Computer Systexm Research Ensfitufe,

E_.TniVe1'sity ofTerosato ,

To1‘0n¥:c:, Ontario,

Canada M5 8 1A4

Users ofcoxngsuier systems are efien cmxsfraimed by the iimitcd m1m§:2c:a' ofphysinzai devices at their

aiisposai. For cii..‘~;;a3ays_, window sgrstems have proven an 6117::-ctive way <)fad.:irc:3s%ng this pmbicm.

As conmanniy tzsesd, a windmzv systenx partiiisns a. sizagkz physical digpkzy mm a n1m}be1‘0f€1ifib1'cz§t

virtual uiisplexya it our objx.-‘sssflve: :0 demonstrate that the mimic} is aim usefi1§.vvha11:;ppEied10

input.

"We: Show l1m>vthe sm"f?a.s.:e efa sixlgie ‘input ciezriceg a. tabiat, can be pattiiionsai into a 11LE§‘,’I113~¥31T of

wkftuai input devices. The de113<:11st:*ation1xu4kes 2: numb:-:1‘ cf ismortant poms“ First, it demonstrates

fi‘1a=L‘su::7;1 usage €321.11 impmvf: the power and fi%§{ibi§i:§." safihas Lise: interficas flaat we can impiemant

wit}: a given: set {?f1‘6S(I111i”C€S. Seccmd, it de_tm11stx‘ates a property Qftahlets that dis*:§ng1zi~:11es them

from u‘t§:«er ingmt devices, such as 11117.33. Third, ii shows how flag: technique can be p-a1"éicuiarTF:y

::ffe::.-tive when S111;:sl:3memfeLi:a1si::1g i:o'ug;It;::1s31a:;iiiv§:— f3bEBtn And  :‘ina}Ey_., it descmbes the

iEI;pE‘f:mi%11iiEEi0Iiflfii/_§31‘€3§,£3i}’§3£‘= a,r1"i¥1pu€\arinds;w¢‘ manager“ that gxieafly filciiitatss our ability in

develap us£3r'i31.ts*::fac23s :.13ing She technique.

Thfi re.sea;a:c.h desesribed has Si? 'ficanti1n3}icatim.':s on direct ma: ' 11iatiQ13.i11Ierii1ces, Ia id, 11? .

gzrotoiypmg, tai3s:)1*abf§1'<£y, a:1€1u,s;et' inte1*i=;u;eV 1rsa11ageme21tsy:::iE:ms4

1. 'ENTR{}I}’{3'C'I’EfiN

A Sifgilifi-.Ci1.Yii'fISfl{'§ in user i:1i&rfiwe design £3 2‘-way fmm the diacrete, seriaina*n1re afwhat we might sail a digital

appraach, towards the c011tim3m1s, spatialproperiiea Gfflfl am}-zagws apprnach.

iii3irec’{Ma11ip13Ea.‘3:i011system; are a gaod exanipie afihés trend. ‘With st:.1ch sgrstems, asnnirois and fianzstmns {sum

as 3:211:31 bars, buitcans, switches; and put:-alltimmeiers) are represented as gmphicai ebjects which can he thnugilt

of as Virtuai devices, A Illztraimr Ufiimse am. ii§;1si1‘at£:d in Fig: 1.

"file impression is that Bfa nmflmar ofdisstinct devices, each with ifs awn speciaiirced fijxaciiaxaj and mscupyizlg its

awn dedicateti S-pace. While puwmfiifi, the imprxazs-‘.s~Ei<>11 is an iliusinn, since: virtual1_y‘a§1 inieraciiens with these

fim/ices is via. only ens or two physical devices: the. kejgI‘o9ard and the zlluuscz

\A«ww.b§E5§JLL><tori.cQn1lwir14:§cnM-3him!
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‘<V'§i1G-:)’«r\’$ rm zabiets

IE Siag em-"aka when pixsggad fin

"xanges; to F;$M c:'1‘:~k
__ _ will {eke effect

' - whim L;»:«:.= restart.

R M’! flisk Siza:

Fmternatis 'ss"e[<e-up _ { £1 werna-E
B 2;‘ ;?,fz3~::: @,_g‘z> ;-1 Modr:-rn

9:35 M '~ ~?

B when Phone Rinqs

Figtam E: Viiftuai Effievirc-es i11fi1e 1\«."Iacinf0sh Centre} Paws}

T}iE3f;ig€»i}"£3 .§"i‘zcm~=s gmphicczf aigfesfs .mCh as perm-riomeI‘erS_. r‘(.:di0 lmz‘z‘m:.S mad firms. Each

fémc€2'::nzS as 0: diStif'£C3(f£31?iC€. In.fé:re:1cfi0n, i1.0we3w2sq is via cane rrfzvvo pizysimi €'E€19iC€,S,“ the

rmmse: gr icajvivarzrd.

The st.r:—;~11gLE1 Qfthe iiiusiorg, hcwtsvezgg, speaks weii for its $‘§BGiiVeI16SS, ’N'evart11eie:s.s, this papeg‘ is met-sci in a

beziiefthat dirsct m5.11i;3u1ati(3:.1 systems can he ifl’3})1‘0VE‘:d by expanding the dvsségn Space: to better a.fibrd “maxing

this fiilusie :1 ium r=3aE§;y. D_istin1:‘;tccs.§1£1"{3];~; fin" spa4;:ifia;; fans:-iiu11s, igjmvide ma puieiitiai in imprizave. Ehe £i§1“8G?Elf.3~SS cf

the 11-<;:=:I‘s accass {such as ihyough deCr<.-3a.sed h0n1i11g€.i“m and zxpinifiaag nmim” I13e1n-my). E11pLa§, fimciiuns are

1‘1‘iQV(:¥d, fi'xm1‘;hr‘.3 dispiay in the Wmit sufiiice, tE1e§'ehy fifieialg up V2.-luable screaxl I<:5::1£— esfaie. Bt:L=ause1'”11e'y ’(fl’i3

dadicated, physisal cnntrcafis can be spem'a.Ez»ed in a particuiar fimctima, thereby pmvidirng flag: pcxssfbiiiiy in

improve the quaiity eflhe fifliiipuklfififl .

Whifisa -one may agresa with the gexle-mi CU)ilG€3p‘i,S he-ing ¢—:~x.pre-.5sed, ihings gE311f§I”i1§fy' bxfsak dawn when we try in put

‘these ideas into placiice. Given the number ofdifEere:1tf:.mcf;ic>ns and virtuai devins-as tha.it21z°e fmmd in typical

direct naaxaipxalatinn systenla, hzwing 3, separ-atCpE1ysi::aE i30.E’.‘1U'OEC§T fez‘ eac}1Wm.1Eci gc.m:1‘a.iiy 13:3 11mna.nageab1a:.

(Eur desks (which are zfireasiy crmvdedi} wouid be.g§111.'0 _Eo::>k.1fi<e an aircrafi cockpii at 21pe:rcussi0nist’s smdim.

Cleariy, the deg igmsr must be sclesciive in what fu11<:ti011s assigned to d::disa.i'ed[ contmlisrs. Bu’: mean ihm

practicai naazmageimzaii ofthe resomms 1"s'::ma.img a.pr0bEt:1n

The c<:13.%:i'1"i31:tio11 offha c11m311tre.sea;'c11§s to describe 2:. Way in ‘.?Vh§.Ch this appmach in Liesigtliug ‘£1: zcontroi

structures can be supporteui. To avoid the expiasion Qfinput transciucesm, we introéuce the i’i{)fiOIi0fV§1'i1;E2i§ input

devices that are spa1iaE1ydisii:1;;t, W63. do so by pmitioning fl1e::;ur§i1c:mf011e physicai device into a mmaber uf

separate regions, each cfwhich emuiaies the fimction of ex separate cmizmller. This is 311310gous on the: Enpui‘ side

to windnws mi digp iays.

We: iaighlight fiat: p1‘{}}’3r‘.31‘Ei8:'-ie’§hE3,'i are required nfflac input tecvh110E:)gy ‘Etc suppmrtsizis-11 wind(:>w3, and eziiswss why

certain types 91"329 ugh tablets are partic:111-my suiieazi for this type ofimteraxztricsti.

Finaiiy, W6 discuss €113 fi111etim1aiity1:l1a.tw0uEd he required by 21 user i;1t9,:‘ii1.ce allanaga-'::11e11'5; system to supjgort ‘ths

appmach. We do so ‘-:)j,r dssmibing the iangalsarrxeasiatioil Ufa w'q1'ki:1gpro€Qtype System.
www.t>i§ii:u>don.comr‘vviI1dows,h1mi
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2. RELATI@NS}H}" T0 E’RE'VE€§US E"RAf,"E‘§CE

The ‘idea efvirmai devices is not new. See efthe meet inrzevative approaches was the xfmuei Eieybeerci

developed by Ki:3i'§.K,T1L3VV§’§O'fi (1975, 1977a._E3} at ?8ei1iEL,abera.t01iies. };<§;newit'0n develegned e sysiem using haEf— -

severed mirrcxrs “re pe-rmit the 3imcti{>11e}ity efkejgbearde is be dynamiea'E}y recmfafigexed. F§5.1"i'§ii{3}}‘;£1g a. tabiet

etzrieee into» regiens is 2130 not new. Tablet 111eu:1ted menus, as seen inmany CAD sysirems, are one example ef

exietmg pmetiee.

{Eur eentrfiautien:

makes {his Ixiedel exgflieii

deveiaps it ‘oeyend euirere’ common practice

deveiops some (1Efl1e design. issues {Such as input transducers)

dem0ra.e:rete.s its ‘etiiity

and presents a pmtot§rpe- User Interface Managexfnent (IEZEMS) utiiity to Supp on“. its use

3. R1<IL§€L.‘v’A1**§"E‘ PRO}’ER'E‘§ES SF §.NI§3’!3T TRANSB'UCERS

The technique of “£11311? wi11d0Ws“ irwelves 3. iiaefpping efdiifi-:>1“e11tfiIr1efie11s to distixlei p11ySiee3 §0<;e.iie1‘:S in the

::011t:‘0E space. This 1I1eppi:11g can 01113,-“ be supported, by iliplfi tmllsdueers that possess the 1'>I3fi0wing iwe

prcrperties:

* Pa.5'z't2’mz. Sr2.nsitzTve.’ They must give ebsoémte crmrdineies defining posiiiom E’E3I.h€:1'fb311 3. measure at‘

1n-criien {as with mice).

8‘ F’i.xeai Pfamr Caaraiirzmfe .S:}«m;‘em.' Pesitiazl 1’D3.‘:S§jb€31“flf3EASl}1'$d in ‘terms Ufa Ewe dirnertsienal CEi1“§fiSiE11’1

space.

Hence digfifiejng tabiefis Wiii work, but mice, iraekhafie, and joysiicke wifi not With?111 the eiaee nEd.eVic:es which

meet these twe criteria. {i11cEL1:iii1g;1*ight§.se11s, grapiiies ‘tebiets, i‘.m;3eh ;~;e3:eens}, touch teehmiugies (end esgaeciaiijg

1011231 teb1;~3ts} have netewmcillly peientiel

C0ntm}syste:11s ‘ihatempieg,-'n11}§ig3Ie imp ut devises ger1ere1Eyheve‘tw:3 itnporizant prepeitiesz

* E'yes~F:"es O;Jeraz;'0n,.' Suificieni: ldnesflietic {(3.-3.ec§‘-:sac1s: is prm.-ided to permit the operation efthe 00131012

1eevi:.1gfi:1e eyes to perietam some other task, such as meI3iE:erieg 2‘: display.

9 - ir?:uEiasz.e0us Azrcesse’ More than one device can be operated at e tme, as in (iriving 3 ea:*{steeri11g

wheel and gear iever) er operating an awtiie mixing commie (Where znuétijgfle fadiers might be

si:I1Lflteneousiy),

in Emmy desige siiuaiierze, ihese preperiies are useful, ifmt essential in flexing a eeieur in e pemt pmgram, me

might assign. a pefeiaiiezneter 10 eeeh.efh1.1e., saturation and Veiue. In pt‘.-ffflfmiilg the task, it is: reaseiiabie to

exgaeet that the artist generaiiy is better served by fiicusing Vieuei ai:ten%:im.1 an the eeieur pmduceé rather t11e11 the

pi3fi?>I1tiO1IX3€€fifS centrolling i‘-.5 c-omye11cm.i‘:§ values, Drilviiig a car weeid be impessibie ifepereiing the steering

Wheel reqtlired Vieuei aflentien. I

SiE.'IlE1E'i2!I1&0iliS {memes is eke iIiI_§}0I'E£11‘fiiE1 many simaiieni With?I:1 file demeitl 0fE1u:nar1—ce:1;=u’:er interaction, “Em”

exempie, Buxten and M}'$1TS (1986) demenetrete benefits in tasks sirmiiar to these demanded in text editmg and
\Mxw.bii‘=bu:don.cqn=MindcMshim! 3m
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window‘-3 an tablets

CAD.

4. THE AFFGRfiANCES 0}? '.i‘€§UCH TABLETS

Tnuch tabiets are énierestiilg iK1fl3E1ifl1B}"Gfi11 be designed and ermpiayeti in swsh 8, w21‘y‘as to aflbrd eyes—1‘f6e

csperaiic-n2:;1<§ sirmxiianmnus access. As Wsfli, €1"s‘f1s'y'oan111e=a‘i am‘ CK)11SiI£iE:i1‘IS 01“p1'cwi:i§a1g absoiute pesitioza

infG1'11mi0n in a pianar coordimtes system in ‘this, they are rzare ammng ixapué imnsdxacers.

Thu: prizxmy atiribute Gft0u::htechn01£>g;iss ihat aiflrds e.yc3s~ free, spesifatiim is their I10 intem1adiai6E1amd—

ihaid i1'a11s£iuc5r{Such as a S‘-.‘ffii:§s D1“ puck). SenS_iz1g is with the finger‘ Canseigfijenthq p}1ySia';a1 1emg3iai'e,s can be

placed over a touch. tahisst (as iiiustraéad Fig. 2;) and pmvide tbs: Sam: type cf.kinesfl1etic. feedhac—1<:thato11e

obtairis from the fieis on £1 guitar or the cracks B6/cwee11t11e. ofa piano. was deriiaonstrated in Bu.*:.t0n_.,

Hill and Iéowiey (1985): B6-:33.US‘E.‘l ofthzz abiiiiy to :11-enxarizte the position 9'£"vim';.a1 dcwi-:63 and sense. their

boundaries, usage is very different man that where a stjfiags is used, G1‘ whens ‘the virtual devices are deiilrgited on

theta.hE«3fts:11fFa:::: gagiifiualbr, ’ ad cannut be felt.

An in€;eIesii11g3‘e3t§}t iinm 0111' sfilzdiss, lmwever, is the fir:-.gr:3e tea which eyes—fi'§::: 0011301 can be c};e3:c1'$e:d.(3:1 3,

much tablet which is p8.r€7iti011ed inte a number 0fVfiri11::1deVi<:e$, but which has; no graphical or physical}

templates on 1116: tetsbiet smfa.a:€:.

F§g'§§l‘£‘E 2;: Using a ieinplate with a teach tafijie-t

A mi-~a-at ten-zpfaie is 5385225; pébceri over 5.1 :aa..zc:’z iabfeé. Eam cm’*~::--ua‘: repms'em'.:.‘ as aiggfferent

virmrcxi devises on :1 gfirzfitrfiypsz (3permf£”n.g crmmyfza. Tits? user can {)fZ>:Z3”€If:?7 each zzfcaviezfra ”'e_}2e3.s‘~

fi'-36” since f‘}0Eii‘£a’flF'§:<3'§‘ Qf ihe V§?'fE££€z7 devices C-£31’: .Eae_f&%§f {due :0 the raised edges offiae

Icsmpiafej, {f'i.i’;e m.bE:2£: mm ,2=em'e mow»: than om-5 poiiei f.1f}rsC‘e')}'?.P'.(.lC:’.' at (1 time, nazslzgpis T"-..~'z’.r:fuaE

cz’evices can be opemfed mi xrmce. (C£‘7mm £?u.:rc£':;s:v:, H553, Rr;>wfey, 198.3).

LwmhiI§bL12<inn.r;om’xMnni3m.htm!
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Figame 3: A 3";<:3“ "i"£311::E3 '§"aBE§.z€‘.

A mass}: tame: r3f;‘F.r:z;§* sslze: has the ir?3,£iG3”ZC£?3f‘E)?”U‘{?(€i“£_jJ mat it is‘ as-2 she Same .$;!LEEi6i3 swig as

the hand. ?.";'1.er«:gfbre_. czmm3Z mica? cm.-.<;.s=..9 l?‘J:'3Fi:fS.5’L£{jf1£i(3(3h,{§LE3f£’Wi§rE£if£ #33 bamicis u_fz'i'ae

reftzziveafy :‘ai§{}a.:fy dev3Z(,=;2ec€jEr:e rnamiwfciifs‘ cg[£!2(:fingei1s‘, even. ;f"2‘..r’2e paiin is resiirzg in oz

j'E;wa3 {%:::?ze§-’}1n=0Sit:'9rz.

Usfifig a 3 “X3 "' €033.11 ssalasiiivtz touch tablet (shu W11 in Fig. 3), am? in{:J;m11z1l622:p::ri::11c3 that Wiih i»':_::'y Eittie

‘craixling users can easiiy di.<;c1~’:m'mate regims its resaiufion ofup to 11'} sfflrxe ifl/T338? suI'E:1ce‘s Veriical or

herimntzfl diE’3.18I§S1D§’lS. ’.E".hu:§, one s:an'in};:1en1e.nt€hafse 'v§riua}.}i11ear pmxzniiomaterx by dwiciing th-:: stuifiacs inio

three unifimcn sizfid mws G1‘ -3Gh.13Gf1i‘i:S, 01‘, for cxaangsie, one can implement nine Vi1‘iuaEpush—buti'on switches by

pamltiorfing thc tabiei: smfzacc inm 21 321:3 matri>:.

Efthe. 3L1;r£:’a.ce divided into Sm-a.i1e:' regions, such as a 43:4» gridq flue resuii. wiii be sig;3ificz111tiy mere f.5I‘I“O1'S_, and

limger learning In 311131’: 2213633, 1::s?1ng the virtuai devices ’wiE1'equéra:: visuai attentiaia, Ths (1cs§1'«3c§T eyes-fi'ee

cperalaififiv is last.

The-Se Emits are ifiumated £11 4. F0: izxanipie, we. that nine butions fin? piaying 1i<:k~facE<.»*.ee can.wuriq:

raiher well, while 3. sizmten mitten mmiericai b‘:.1t€»:m keypad dues not. Simflarfiy, three Vi1'iua§§ir1(:ar‘£i'iders to

camtroi Hue, Samratiml and Vaiua ‘Work, Whil-E: {cur such potentionxetcrs (is 11032.

{Eur beiisfis that the pe1'f0;.'manw that we as observing is due ta The size 0ftE1e.=. ‘Labia: as it remiss :10 the size sf

hand, and the degree cffins niotor skills devebped in the ha;11dby'viriue ofeveryday iivfing. Being sen:~3itive to

‘these Emits is V:-zry inrayoxtant as we sh:-AH sea: Eater whma we discuss ‘fiyiaaaiaie wind<::ws.“ Because ofthis

impommce, these Eimaiis ofnmor cm1tro1’w'arraI1€;m0re for:13.2ai:3iudy.[_1_}

vw.w,TuiEi‘au>§on.comfwindo'.~s.hin‘J
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E!.f2'r'r’13 windowcs Di‘. iabiais

Figure. 4: Grids an TGUC11 Tab};-:13

F015?‘ 3flQ}3p§n;;f5‘ Qf virluai a"£:vi(:e.'.'a' are madc-5 03230 :2 5a:2:_.:::?§: 135553. In (2.1) (and (C), 1.535 regi:}.Fs.5‘

repre,s'en.i fineazr‘ p0zenaiiar:ee£em'. Tim surface is gaarzzfianzeai Ema 3 £.3€}'fd 4 regir;mt:1', F8§j§)£3Cfi3='8€}i.

In (1%) mad (ti) If/sea swgfézce isA;3arz‘z7;‘i0ne;?i £3-2:0 a mstxtrzbc :31"pass}: bmfta}-is (323 515253’ 4254",.

2*e¢;pectivea’};}. U1s:;'rag cs. 3"’x.-3’ ” tmzci: tabfiei without ier?zpEate:.9b, G?/£F”Ff?’:_1fi?i'?1'f.(lt? E3xpE?‘i€i’i(.'€ is £:’ua‘£T

i»£S€?1S'C6???!"€S0h?é5'§v"i?‘§$£€El, :£evfce:H'eE::z‘i12e£y eazsiiy, eyes-fime, wizen xaziaier is ciivisieai £3330

‘p to 3 regiom in e3i£“i':¢2r or Swfiz di2mens'iom. Wxix $5: she siiuafiora i3Zu.srr-atecz’ in (a_) ms?’ (5).

:*’cm<'e3vetr", rewlving virz'u:.'z£de1.?ices w:’26r‘e rim .S"ir€?’j{;’Ii;?€ is‘ iimrefii-zefy divided, as in (229 am’ {ii},

pre.:a'emfs cansideimivfy more foad, operaficiiz r:2ga;ai:'es__fE:zr mar.-5: twisting, and err‘ar.s°

are }7207‘e_.}"r€qs¢s23e.r. The Eéiizihs‘ on 53:11? a’i_m“ir;~:imz§im2 warrcsm more_fi3:*nza:2f .5.’z"z.zd}-‘.

Fi11;;Ry*, there is the issue nfparaiiei ace-e53. Touch technalo tha gotenfial to suppmct 1nu}rEpie virtual

devices :»:imLfit2a.neous1y. Ageliri, this is lwrgetigx by Vimic cf E11<::ir mt denaaxzdfnag a,t1y'ha:1d~h:=:1d inierrnediate

transdixc fir. ii £1331‘ exanipic, E a.rn11Q1di11g a styius in my hand, the a.fi§3rd.as1ce-s offlae device bias»: my sxgsectafiolis

tmvzards W'a,r1i1?ngt0 draw s:m}y {me line at a $311116. In szantrast, ifI were u.=;§ng finger paints, E we-ulé hzwc 110 such

restrictive expectatinns.

A siznifiar e.fi%a:t is ai play in fiiteracting wiigh virtual dexéceas iznpiernenied a11t0"-ac}: t:a‘oie—ts. C0ns§.d<:1' ihe temggnl-a.1'e—

S}’1£)WE1i1‘l Fig. 'N'm;hing "biases the war against operating {mm E31311 ans. {sf 65113 virtual Einem pfiteiltiuineters at a

11119. EH1 fact, experieiice in the everyday Wnrid nfsucth pntentinmeters Wmxid Eead one to axpeat flxis 1513 $38

ailoweri. Cogzseqlzenibig tifrit is not allcweii, the designe1‘mustpay particuiar aéfteniivnn in avuiding pmhable §:11'0I‘.Fi

that wag aid result from this 3112333 mcpscmtian.

Being able 1:0 activate mm‘:-3 fl1fl§3.Gl3S vim.::;s1d§:vi::v:: at 3, tinw 0;:ms up a new pussibfiiiies cnnirol and

pmiaijapizag. The mask up Offi1B’E.1‘L‘;II1Gi’1i'(30Il?rfl1COI}S0§iiiEs just one erxampie. '1‘E1:=.. biggest Qbstaasie :"esi1‘iciira.g the

exploiiaiion ofthis petential is the iack efa t011chtat>}ei‘ti1atis capable efsensiilg multiple jpeinis. HDW©VE;2l”, Lee,

Bu:>:.f;011 and Smifl1{i985} have denammimied a w€31*1<;i11gp3?0t0t_ype ofsuch a iransducar, and it is hoped that t

appiications describcd 1'r:$:his c1n“r:::1tpapa=:r W231 halp stirnuiate mum activity in this direcfiim.

in surmraalry, we have seen thai pasitiem Ssnsitive pianar devices read fly suppali 3;: aiiaiiy d§31‘n1ctvimLaE7:np:1t

devices, Furiher, we have seen 1:hatm11c§1tcc},1nn10g’es, and touch iabieafs inTp3.1'tic1a1:u', ham: afiiardancas whicth

are pafiiculariy Wei} siziieci ‘to this type Qfizateraciien. Finaliy, has bccn.sE1<1vm that a. touch tablet capable cf

serasing IIEDIS than one point 0fc::::1€;2act at a fiilfifii wmfld ttnzfiflvs the sfinuitmcous operaiiozlsfXfi1:’€i1a.E
devic-es,

5. ‘§»".E?R’§‘{JAL EN?U1" TRAN SBUCERS

in current ‘manta can tbs tablcszé" pracfiice, fiaeze £3 i}r'piL‘.8.Ei§r'j11.§€0X1f.3 device driver which reiunls 2:, sfiagie S’E.1"!:33I11 of

camrdiixates. The appiieatima must decade the data zxccorditag 10 the current pariiiimaiiig of the tablet. ‘fi§f‘his is all 216;

hog, as am the msans»: <3f"speci{§2ing the bauxédariizs affine Varicms pariiiimiws. 'Iha:1'&:_ are Iirw ‘teifls, and iiifle

fla.><;ib§iiiy.

In uur appmach, the data fimn raarah viriuai Licsvicf: is *;s'a11s1‘nETLt-::d to ’L1‘1:~. application as ifii; ‘were: collling iéiam an

indepenaien: pllygicai x:ieVic.e with is (man dfisver. if the region is 21 button device; its c§r£ve1'tra.nsm{fs state changss.

wuwv.biRbu:dora.som:’wincf.:sws,l1t:T1l 5:1 1
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9»"2?/‘13 wi nciaws; on tablets

{fit is a E ~13 }:‘6i‘€ii‘i‘1.z’E3 v2i.hJ‘ei.icsr, it mmsmits; om: diiricznsicin 0i"miafi,iVs: data in simaiii nisde. Aii ofiiiis is

accompiisiied by piacizng 9. "wii1dow m-aiiager'* between the device d1‘iVt'§i‘ for the sensing itcansducer and tiw

appiicafiomfli E iieiase, appiicaifimis can be: censéruciled iticiepcncient ofhaw the virtual devices are ijriipiarmziitésszi,

i31€;‘.1‘f?.i3}’ maintaining aii oftha desired pmperiies ofdevice iiiciepeiid sauce. 1*‘ iirigiiemiore, this is accenmiigiisd with

ax Lmiiiiizm 0E‘toui2= thai: aibws 01 :3 in zieiiiics {ha vaiticaus Iegians am the 3pei'ati.a:ma.i iiehavioiir crfeach region,

ii. VVHAT AB OUT §§“:’NAi§vI§:C ‘W§i"€i}€3"§v“i«’S‘2‘

Wiiidow manageis ihr disvpiays can support the ziynaiiiic ci‘eatio.rL_, manipiiiaiioii, and d.e:stxucli0n ofwindows. is it

reassiiaabie ix) BDfiSid31‘G0fl‘i}}3Efibi€: iimctizmaiity £31? input Windnws‘?

Our research (Burden, Hill 3.: Rcnwi:-2y, 1985} 11:13 d61i1{311.“3ff§3.’Et3(i that iinrier ceriaiii f3i§”E‘;1?t‘1'lTi.E"2iEd“I.C3i?:S, the mapping of

'v"i£i‘u‘c1i aiavices auto 1113 iahiftt si:i‘ii3c:?> can be dynairiicaiiy aiiarmi. For §3}(§:3.iIlpi§.$, in 21. paint sys:iem, the tabla‘; may
ha :1 213 piaiiiting device in 01123 cuntexi, §3.‘E‘i(‘i iii. anoifh ,r {Slick 33 When. mixing ci)l{w.Ii's) iiiay have fi}'£‘§.¥f3.- linear

peieiitioimsiers mapped miio it.

Ciiaiigiiig the mapping ofvifruai dsvictas mite the iabiei siirface r<:::si:'is;;1s 01‘p:‘e=.:1udE:s iiie use {if pliysical

tanmiams. Eowi3v‘ar, this mat ainrays a pm‘r,=ien1 ifi"vi5siiai (13 it not iactiie) feediaask is Iequirmi, than a tmic-11

serisii’ivi:: fi£ii.pa.i1eidi:;piay uuiiproxdcis grapiiiuaifbedbauii as {'0 {he f.‘fE3Di’1T€3:i1‘i tmppfiig. This is standard practice in

many iaiich semen “sefi 1iiachine" systeins.

As has a.1i‘ea:‘§y been dismisseci, ’umier CE3I'ii1..iElCi1‘CL1fl1Sf.EiF1i‘:E3S, Sflillfl m’uc—iii'ah16i‘s can be used eii“eciiaIai§,?'iviti10’ui

piiysiszil er g1‘&}1i'1iC£ii teiiipizites. Tiiia £3311 be iiiii:itra.ied using E3. pzisirai mixiiig exaiiipie, Since there are fl'.E1‘8€

conipnnents to 3019131‘, three iineax pflifllliifiillflitfifs are used. As in Fig. 4(5), its §3€}i€121’EiU11“3cii%1‘S mt vinrticaiiy

orieiiteai SQ Eiiat iiiaife. is 11:3 sonfusimis up iiicrcase, t‘i+:iw‘ii is: decrease. ‘Hie pLTEL€3E1‘i‘iO1I?c3i€3fS arc, iciintmrighi,

E-I119, Satiiration, andVait1c (H, S S: V the figure). "i‘his orderiiig is consistent Wiiii the COIlV€$11iCi.0’Ii§3.iQ1'€iB1" in

speecia, cGiis::quent1yt11e.ri3 iiifle 61‘ no sziiiiiwion for the ustsr.

Ti-is 6;3i£iI}:3§)1e iii11SiT'£1'§eS three coiiditians uising vii'tua.1deVices wiihoiit teinpiatesz

in 3 iow 11‘-umiaibr ufdezvice-s;

1* (.‘»Ei1‘€‘3f.1i,ifi):’Oi3iI;

% strum can aiibiiiiv i‘§Bi.VV€t3I1 the virtual devices and a _. iicaiieii.L‘: . Pi?

Gut Oi’)jCC€i‘.«'Q is net to Giicauragg $31“ icgiiimizc the arbiiraiy use {if E.‘§1£:l‘i\L§S OIlTai3if:€S11£fi3c§:-S. As iiiaiiy CAD

SjP§'E6.'€'l1§ iiiusiirate, this after: ieacis: :0 bad iiserz‘ inieifzma desig. What we hope we hams done is iiieiitiiir 2:

'i‘€3Gi1i}i§.§iIf3- whii.:}:s, when iiseii in the: a.ppi‘0pi*iaic-: context, wiii rasiiit in an ,iE’}J§L31“UVt3£i izsflr iritciiiice.

7. EJER-’IS’S ANB VERTEJAL BEVECETLS

Ussr Iiiieriiace Maiiageinim-': Systernix, m‘ Ui§\rTES’s, are sejs Oftoois desigiiad to si:sppm".'t iterative :1<3vs3;i0§;ii'nerit of
13361‘ inieriiaces through aii phases ufdeve1opmc~:ii {Taimer 82; Bimini}, E983; Buxteii, Lamb, Shcmiaii 8; Sinithg

1933}, Ideally, thi<; includes specification, design, irripiememaiieri, testirig, ésvaiuatioii am mziesigii. Typically,

U-1MS'S }"}1‘0'VTid6i00iS for fiiifi iayoui“. Qfgtaphic iilfffilfrltlfifi, Gontmi law ievei details fifinpuf and Qutput, and if1T).0E.'€:

rarely) provide ni011i£<31'ing fiiciii1:ie—s to aid in evaiiuation ofthc interfaces eieaveiojgeii.

wwwbiii bu>dan.ccr:v'WindnsaIs..htri3i
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9.I‘27r"i3 ’ window ax‘. iabiats

We Exam: dawloped an inpui window mm—z:1gz«:r {EXVIXIE}. Thus tacsl czmmtsé ofa ‘knew devise" thExip1‘{)¥'i,d€:E for

quimk spacificaiion ofthe Eayout and behaviar ofth-.=: virtual ciésvices. The speciii-;-rd configuration funciions

incksgaenaiant fifths a.ppii(:a1i<}11. Usezars gtmpiay E1 g‘e3€m'eJJase:i €‘rm‘ner* E0 ”s§1<3W“ the system fiiii location and

f_jv'}‘§€3 mfvirmai device being specififid. Hens-3, for exan<g3§.e, adziiaxg a new testaplate imoives little mare than tracixag

iis ezputiiila on =;.;-u11i1‘“0l‘sL:1‘iI’<,ia:.-e_, iiefinillg E111-3 v§1‘i‘uaL1ciev1‘::e: was and rzmges, and a.i?ia<;hing T116111 $0 app-Iicatimx

p;11‘aLnate1‘s. Since tile in3p1en1er1tati01‘1Ufnew devices san be achie.Ved as qlfickiy as they can be bid 011;; 911€i1e

tablai, this $001 ;1:‘m»i£ies a new diinenalimx 0f5yS2'.e3m §czr?!<.emE.t=i3iz‘_y.

In (>1‘dc31't0 suppmt iterative deveigpiraent, the tam} should ailcrw the user to smpend the a.p_p[E§c2.ti0n pmgram,

change £115 i11p‘L1'iC0§1§gL11‘£§."£iGI‘: {by invoking 5:1 Specia1pr(>cc=:-.ss =20 canirafl the vimtaai devices}, and than gsreceed

with the app3ic:a.t_i0t1 pmgmm using the a.1te1'ed ingtiii cmxfiguration.

1’abiet& ZTamet&
«’ Fuck ffitgiua

Yuuch
'§'a‘z3}r:t

. Caniinuaus

‘E’-’---~___--.
Eserneiris’
Jagsiick

CL2‘1:
-;aat}
-'1‘.
L...
;£L,

Figure. S5 '}_‘axm1m:ny 0ffE{and~{3entmF.s3d Cuntzmmss Input Devices.

Ceiis }‘E}*”JF€3.§‘EF’.:‘sT‘ imp-3.4:‘. a.‘rcz;1.§-.:fuce:"s'wi£§'; ;9ar.z‘i;.t*:'..¢?m* pre:{g:2er-‘ties, }’r:"rrzz:E:-y mws fioiixi §i:ze.5*}

crstegasfize garcperiy 3553390’ gfazzsifiara, moiioit 0:" press:4:~'e}. Pr:'marf3.I ca:».:’z.:rmzs cafegarfze

3-zmzzéberr afiféfmaensiasiis §§"f1f?S£i7b!C€{§. Secm‘~m'a§3-* rows“ fdasfaed izfne-.‘;;3 d§{”fE3;A*er5zi¢2£e c5et»fce,§' using

a faam::'—i2eiaf' zkziemeediaze £rar:s;ia::«:'er pfyuciz as a pm}: or s3_12Emsj)_f’r<2m 532035 gm-:— rezsgmmd

aziirezczfir £0 t<mch - fizz: nzediazed (Y1/{i cmcé.’ zfazsch (T) 31:21.-1.7s, re.§;;»2crivmT_y. ¢§7'er:anai:zrj}.r cafumm‘

gmu_;2 devices rougihfy by rnumfe grcmps smpéayecf, or the zfiype of':1/:.oror ct-omral z.:se.ci' fa

operczée ifw device. Cells‘ mczrfcszcf wiz}: :1 "’+ "' cm: in? eaxzlfii Ere: emaeiated zising w':“€e:mi a’e:’vic€S

on as rrzz.;Ez?z7»:0m::’2 taifiiet. Cefls mazr"a’%:ezi' wit}; a W?” £2-zciicazfe dfl-’iL?€S Ilsa: J’-2.m»=e»r been 63-?’§'I££§{£fe:C£1

usiiiég :2 ccsnverzéionai afigitizing mbEe::,‘1 After Bwxttsri {1:’9£?3}.

8. THE REWERTQERE E}? SUPFQRTEB 'VIR’i“HAL DEVECES

The imp asst m"fi‘1e physiztai €§§?Vi5:€ used on €116: qa:-my c=fin§;::1“aa<:ti011h2sS beers digstsssed by BuXt011{i5§33). The

nhjactivfi, t}w.e:'::'f{3m, is to make a,vaéEah§e as broad; a. i'i:p:::'i‘ni1'a3 {}f"\117}TiTE1i’4‘/§"dé3‘J1‘s3E.¥S as pussihie ‘iifim a iiinétad

numbex‘ -Jfpiiysicai ‘i1'z11}s:ii1a;er:»f. ‘We §::a,st:d um‘ i':2ii'§aEp1'0tntype am 14. c0I1ve11tiun;11g:'apE1ius tabiaefz, as,1'1c§h;1\.r‘t3

desigmaai to insziudré fiiztnlre silpprjra‘. ‘far both Single and mlfiflpie tc>L:cE1—se113it.ivetabiets. The rsapertteire vfviriuai
wwmbiii '::un‘.o|'x.cnm‘w' I‘.dDV1.Es him}
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z.iav.i-;:es supportcd by our prototype is indicated in Fig 5.

.9. A E‘R{}'E‘{}'E‘¥PE 1E\5éP{J'£‘ WENDOEK’ MANAGER

TE architecture ofths {WM that we have iialgaicxlienied is dapicted :I';1Figm‘e 6. The user iaiteracts with the PWM

at two separate poims indie-arsed by ovafis in the diagram Trai:e.w'p1‘(3gram, pI“(}V'i£3e‘;)s far wn§:iguring the input

amt;-01 Em‘i1’§iC‘fE3£3,‘<B. T316 ::gp_g::§ica3i(m mists mzitside of the EWM, aiad the wurkings ofthe IWM are incideraiai. to it

{ether than the izatcrfczc-:3 to the reqtaest handier}.

.;- _-~"...»----«...“""“‘"_‘_--...,_.:-°""' *‘-a.‘*~..

fapgiicaijfiifi}
‘""""~&)r- Fwy

Figure 6. AI‘€.‘.hiF;6C‘i1}i'€3 s'):i"a Pitfaeiypfs 11199:? ‘W’ind,ow Manager

The tabiez poifer 1IlGE}iiO1"S the activity an the physical device, fiirers reci1;r1d,21x1'€.iufs:a1'11321tis)1x, .=,md 11um1a1i:5es the

data paaims E3 cfim: paasing filfilll mi. The nzsmmiized f:>1'm.at afiews use of 2. range Cafphysical dcvictcs. simply by

changing this table‘: pufi<:1*ibr the specific dcvi-ac.

The wfizaczi device L?U0}'“£fi?2éIE'Ei}‘ active. ifihe current activity is mat a trainer sessimn. It uses the iracoming Eab

data and the c9nfigm'&.ti:311 pmvixied by 21 i1’£ii31€-1‘SBSS2‘:O1‘1‘i‘0 ideiztify the, vfmzal device. is which the izissmning (ma

bekmgs. It gfisses the :'.i}3pfi"E>}‘}1‘ia‘tB i111°m113ai.i011.{313.t<3 the: devide specialist {device driver} for that ‘wimzai device“
The rieva'c?e speciaiist detenrlinfiis the effect Gffiifi input and sigaz-3,15 ‘£118 regguest ha:1.:7££s2.r apgaropiiately.

Tue: Vinual devices are accessed [hythe appiicaiisn pmgram tmnugh two commuraicrzation mut'1::s. Cine routine

afiaws the acfivatioia anti dea.::u?vat.i:.m_ ofVa1'i0'us égggpszs oféveni gigaais. The Oi’IT16i' r0'uEim=.. accesges the e*.»=em‘~

grmzue, r~2i':;It12ir.g €313 specific-5 cafiha 1:-1.31. e:ve:1t to be sigxaictd. A number ofreqtiests are available is that a.<;iivati<m

xoutiria, iriciusziisxg discxetca sTE.atu.<; checks an 5, device, fuming the zievfice "Off 0}” “ofi” far iiciiliiflllfmfi event

signa.iing, and a 'L{§flii}'Sh‘Lfi€.‘1OV’§’I11T£i£1jL§CSt.

' ’i*1e::'s:q1;estEmndEe1’ Ina-fink: interprets and :.>.c'i.'s< €J1'11‘$£}?.‘Lfi3S1”S i'i:0n1’E;h—*: applicamxx pmgram aitaring er e>;§.racfing

im‘brrnatio11 sft}1e- cievice speciaiists as 11eeded.. it pa: sis appropriate ews11*Ls tn the ewant queue.

Finally, the architecture ES su.-.3h that much flfthfi unafierlyiag S0fiWB..‘£‘vE: can 1‘C¢S§d!:3 in 3. dedica.s;::.d §)r0ca.<,:so,1i, izhexeby

fleeing up resources mm the masxlime ;mn11ingihe main appiicaiicm. This imzludes the ‘part mfflze tabiat polier, irhe

i::ate1‘r121Er6prese11ta1ion of the cxmemt mapping Of‘L'h€3 ‘M1131 devices cuts the tablet, and the virtual dézvice
c0csrdina.to1‘.

19. CON CLUSEQN

wwwvbii!bu;da11.c0rrJwint£ow3.E1§s1':§
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9.i2?f13 . windows are tabiets

This papex‘ has disrsussed 0113 way ofmaking direct1n21I1ipuiatim1.i11te1fi'iaces nzme d§1'<=:c:t and 111:'111ip11Eatio11.m()m

efiitaziive. g¢:11cra.1app1“oac;hhas been E0 extend the number sfdiscrete and csnténumis c011i1':31§a1*s whic;§1 can

be? tied. in diflereait f.1ncti011s. This is acatozaapiéshed thmugh spatialiy di:~:’n'11=;:1' virtuai nievicess, a11d.a11inputwimiow

II.\fi.11ag$§I1s3l1tS§’St$I}1. in the prmsesa, 3. ixmnbar 0fp:'0p:31“€.1'6s 0fi11putda'\.*ic€.s have [E3 @311 disclzssfid, and ex

yretatype system presented. T113 results have i1.np0rt2mti1np1ic:atic>ns on the Lisahility and i21ik:1*a‘i3iEity efsystems,
and tha arclfite-ataxia Bf Uil‘vIS”s.

1313 work describeai has been expimatuxy. Neve:1€h<3EssS, we fee? that the resuits-3 are sufiiciiantly cermaefifixxg is}

si1:gg$stih3.tn1{11‘e f0I’1n;11§.i1v$st.ig21fin11s 9fth.‘: issuss (iiscussad are ‘warranted. ‘Wt: hope that this c:un'§:1tw01i£ wifi

help Serve as a cata.Ey.;~3i: ta Sush1‘<3SeaI's:h.
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NQTES

E I‘H’Y1i1.‘§€IbC mzpiiasized that the Eimiis ziisclmsed here were Ubtained thmugh infzmmi study. ‘We iI1tandunEy't<:.>

sL:ggBstfl1atthere is s01nefi1in_g £11terest£ng and uscfulimexe, 1‘afl‘=.er than ‘£0 innpiy E1131 these are e2::per1’:nema.EIy
d'::-:*iv<:<.‘i. sizua.

22 We thank Akin Fm1mir.:r fur suggestiilg the an:aE0g,§«" 'w?111d0w manage-rs.
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